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Abstract

While model-based software engineering - due to its increased abstraction and its advantages in terms of traceability and analyzability - seems to be the adequate means to deal with the increased complexity of software that one faces today, it does not seem to have penetrated all domains yet, in particular not the one of small embedded & real-time systems. Seeing this problem caused by the fact that current model-based approaches do not pay sufficient attention to the rather special technical, organizational, and economical constraints in the respective domain, this work presents an approach that explicitly takes these constraints into account.

MeDUSA, a model-based software construction method for small embedded & real-time systems, is a principal item of the presented solution. To face the strong technical constraints it was especially designed as an instance-driven method, not incorporating any object-oriented concepts, but forcing a class-based design that can be seamlessly transferred into a procedural implementation, which is still state-of-the-art in the regarded domain. To guarantee such a seamless transition MeDUSA was furthermore designed to be a software construction rather than a mere design method, explicitly also addressing the implementation activities, and especially the transition from detailed design into source code. Being organized around the use case concept, the method excels at being very systematic and - inter alia by facilitating a continuous real-time analysis - also at being especially aware about the stringent real-time constraints that have to be faced in the domain of embedded & real-time systems.

ViPER, the supporting tool prototype, forms the second essential part of the solution. It offers generic support for MeDUSA’s modeling activities by providing a graphical UML modeling environment, as well as special support for the specification and simulation of narrative, textual use case details. It furthermore demonstrates dedicated methodical support by embedding a hypertext documentation of MeDUSA’s definition, by providing implementations of the MeDUSA UML profiles and model constraints, and by offering dedicated wizards to support the execution of certain MeDUSA tasks.

Together with their underlying languages, the Unified Modeling Language as well as the ANSI-C programming language, MeDUSA and ViPER thus form an integrated methodology, which is founded on shared concepts and principles. Especially developed to address above quoted constraints, the methodology is applicable to a domain, which has pretty much been elided so far.
Kurzfassung

Obwohl die modellbasierte Erstellung von Software - aufgrund ihrer höheren Abstraktion und ihrer Vorzüge in Bezug auf Nachverfolgbarkeit und Analysierbarkeit - ein adäquates Mittel zu sein scheint, um die heutige Komplexität von Software zu beherrschen, hat sie bislang nicht alle Anwendungsdomänen durchdrungen, insbesondere nicht die kleiner eingebetteter Echtzeitsysteme. Dies zurückführend auf die Tatsache, dass heutige modellbasierte Ansätze den besonderen technologischen, organisatorischen und ökonomischen Rahmenbedingungen dieser Domäne nicht in ausreichendem Maße Beachtung schenken, stellt diese Arbeit einen Ansatz vor, der diese Rahmenbedingungen explizit berücksichtigt.

MeDUSA, eine modellbasierte Software-Konstruktionsmethode für kleine eingebettete Echtzeitsysteme, bildet den ersten zentralen Bestandteil der vorgestellten Lösung. Um den starken technologischen Einschränkungen gerecht zu werden, wurde sie als instanzgetriebene Methode konzipiert, die keine objektorientierten Konzepte einsetzt und so einen klassenbasierten Entwurf forciert, der nahtlos in eine prozedurale Implementierung, welche in der betrachteten Domäne nach wie vor den Stand der Technik repräsentiert, überführt werden kann. Um einen solch nahtlosen Übergang gewährleisten zu können wurde MeDUSA als Software-Konstruktionsmethode und nicht als bloße Designmethode konzipiert, so dass sie auch die Implementierungstätigkeiten explizit adressiert, und hierbei insbesondere den Übergang vom Entwurf in den Quellcode. Orientiert am Use Case-Konzept zeichnet sich die Methode durch ihre Systematik und durch eine stetig durchgeführte Echtzeitanalyse aus, um die harten Echtzeitanforderungen, denen die Software-Entwicklung in der Anwendungsdomäne Rechnung zu tragen hat, explizit zu berücksichtigen.

ViPER, der unterstützende Werkzeugprototyp, bildet den zweiten wesentlichen Bestandteil der Lösung. Das Werkzeug bietet generische Unterstützung für die Modellierungsaktivitäten der MeDUSA-Methode in Form einer graphischen UML-Modellierungsumgebung sowie einer spezifischen Unterstützung zur Spezifikation und Simulation natürlichsprachiger Anwendungsfallbeschreibungen. ViPER beinhaltet zudem eine spezifische methodische Unterstützung für MeDUSA, in dem es sowohl eine elektronische Dokumentation der Methode zur Verfügung stellt, als auch Implementierungen der von MeDUSA eingesetzten UML-Profile, Prüfungsmöglichkeiten für die im Rahmen der Methode eingesetzten UML-Modelle, sowie spezifische Assistenten für bestimmte, im Rahmen der Methode definierte Aufgaben.
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Part I

Foundations
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

The work presented in this thesis was conceived in an industrially funded research project, being conducted at the Research Group Software Construction of the RWTH Aachen University, in close cooperation with the German ABB Corporate Research Center and selected subsidiaries of the ABB Business Unit Instrumentation, located in Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom.

The research venture was initiated in 2003 with the goal to introduce state-of-the-art model-based software engineering techniques and technology to the domain of small embedded & real-time systems, targeting first and foremost measurement field devices within the industrial automation application area, as they are produced within the ABB Business Unit Instrumentation. Due to the organizational constraints being faced, identification of an appropriate development method, being commonly applicable throughout ABB Business Unit Instrumentation was regarded to be of the highest importance in order to gain a common terminology and procedure across all involved subsidiaries, which up to then - due to the historic course of the ABB Business Unit Instrumentation - had more or less worked in an unrelated, stand-alone manner.

MeDUSA, the model-based construction method, which forms an integral part of the herein presented approach, was developed under this premise. The initial stimulus for its development originated from the evaluation of several pilot projects, being jointly conducted in 2003 and 2004 at the ABB Corporate Research Center and ABB Automation Products GmbH to gather experiences about the practical applicability of the Concurrent Object Modeling and Architectural Design Method (COMET) [Gom00], MeDUSA’s direct predecessor, to the development of field device software. The evaluation revealed that while COMET can be regarded as a promising method, it shows some noticeable shortcomings and is thus not capable to meet the very special characteristics, being faced in the industrial automation application area [NMSL04].
The need for a customized method, being capable to meet the very special characteristics, was thus identified, resulting in the definition of the MeDUSA method. Being first only internally documented and evaluated, the First Edition of the method was published in 2007 [NL07a]. The Second Edition, a complete revision of the First Edition, was published in 2008 [NL08] and incorporates many additional experiences gathered from the application of MeDUSA within a pilot project conducted within ABB Business Unit Instrumentation in 2007 and 2008. What is published herein basically corresponds to the Second Edition, while some recent research experiences, which are related to the modeling of timing and concurrency constraints within use case models as well as to the real-time analysis based on use case models, have been incorporated (cf. [Rit08] for details).

Being aware that a model-based methodical approach would not be practically applicable without adequate supporting tools, investigation was started to identify such tools already in late 2004. This was done in terms of several ABB-internal tool evaluations related to UML modeling and code generation tools, which were guided by the Research Group Software Construction. In this context, the need for an own tool prototype, which could be used to quickly built-in and demonstrate new research ideas and experiences, not already built into market available tools, was identified.

The development of ViPER was thus initiated. Having started in late 2004 as a simple UML state machine editor to evaluate the applicability of some frameworks provided by the Eclipse Foundation [Eclipse], the UML modeling related capabilities of ViPER were continuously extended in the following years [Wal07][Ikr08][Do08], adding in particular also support for the integrated modeling of narrative textual use case description [Wal07]. The tool was also equipped with flexible and customizable UML-to-ANSI-C code generators [Fun06][Kev07][FNL08], and finally with dedicated methodical support for the MeDUSA method [Her07][Rit08]. While ViPER was never meant to be practically applied within ABB Business Unit Instrumentation, the tool has thus been very useful to demonstrate how the application of the MeDUSA method could be adequately supported.

It is a central statement of this thesis work that model-based software engineering, due to its increased systematics and traceability, bears a great potential, especially within the domain of embedded & real-time systems. In particular within this domain, the increased abstraction and analyzability that is inherent to models, which then serve as the central development artifacts, offer great advantages compared to traditional engineering approaches. However, these benefits can - as it is the second central statement of this thesis work - only be completely unleashed if an integrated methodology, formed by a systematic and concise method, adequate underlying languages, and appropriate supporting tools is provided. The presentation of an integrated methodology is thus the central concern of this thesis work.
1.2 Outline

This thesis work is split into three main parts. The first part, entitled "Foundations" provides the necessary background to enable understanding and facilitate access to the herein presented methodological approach. It is initiated in Chapter 2 with the definition of basic terms and the explanation of fundamental concepts and principles, referred to throughout the work. An inventory of approaches related to the construction of software for embedded & real-time systems - in the past and present - is attached in Chapter 3, emphasizing on methodical approaches, but as well mentioning important contributions related to languages and tools. It includes an explicit investigation about the current state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice of software construction within the domain of embedded & real-time systems, as well as an in-depth discussion on the discrepancy between the two. Based on this, the scope of the herein presented work is then explicitly defined within Chapter 4, in terms of what systems are actually covered and what technical and organizational constraints are to be faced in the targeted application domain. Problems and challenges, which arise within the defined domain scope are then quoted, resulting in the formulation of goals for the herein presented methodological approach.

The main part, entitled "The MeDUSA-ViPER Methodology", is then concerned with the demonstration of the developed solution, which is formed by the software construction method MeDUSA, its underlying languages UML and ANSI-C, and the supporting tool ViPER. It is initiated within Chapter 5 by a draft of the presented solution, and a quotation of closely related work with respect to methods and tools, before in Chapter 6 the definition of the MeDUSA method is then provided in detail. An overview of the UML language subset used within MeDUSA's UML models, and a definition of the required UML extensions, defined by means of MeDUSA specific UML profiles, is provided in Chapter 7, together with a detailed specification on how the employed language constructs can be adequately transferred into a procedural implementation within the ANSI-C programming language. The main part is concluded by Chapter 8, which introduces the ViPER tool, the third integral part of the presented methodology.

The concluding part, being concerned with "Evaluation & Conclusion", is initiated with an individual evaluation of both, the MeDUSA method as well as the ViPER tool within Chapters 9 and 10 respectively. As far as MeDUSA is concerned, the course of the method is first outlined, as it reflects the results a continuous evaluation of the method in the context of several pilot projects, conducted within ABB Business Unit Instrumentation. A presentation and interpretation of gathered evaluation results is then attached. Following this, the ViPER tool is evaluated in terms of aspects of product quality. Here, the structure and complexity of the tool, as well as the process, which is used for its development, are quoted, as both provide essential indications on its inner quality characteristics. The thesis is concluded in Chapter 11 with a detailed reflection on the actual contributions of this work, an assessment related to the attainment of the previously formulated goals, as well as a conclusive summary and an outlook on future work.
Chapter 2

Terms & Definitions

2.1 Embedded & Real-Time Computer Systems

From a broad perspective, there is quite an intuitive understanding on the notion of an embedded computer system and a real-time computer system. However, when trying to define precisely what an embedded or real-time system is, definitions vary in manifold ways. This may be caused by the fact that the domain of embedded & real-time systems is a quite broad one, and embedded as well as real-time systems can be found in various application areas, like automotive, aerospace & defense, healthcare, telecommunications, consumer electronics, or industrial automation, all leading to very different system characteristics.

Nevertheless, to define the scope of this thesis work, a disambiguation of the central terms embedded computer system and real-time computer system is essentially necessary, and is thus performed subsequently. A classification of those systems matching the provided definitions is presented afterwards. This will then support the definition of the scope of those systems, the approach presented herein, is applicable to.

2.1.1 Disambiguation

The IEEE Computer Society defines an Embedded Computer System as "a computer system that is part of a larger system and performs some of the requirements of that system [...]" [IEEE91]. According to Michael Barr’s Embedded Systems Glossary [Bar], an embedded computer system is furthermore defined to be "a combination of computer hardware and software, and perhaps additional mechanical or other parts [...]".

The combination of these two rather general definitions seems to be a usable definition, as they stress on two important aspects of an embedded computer system: the embeddedness into a larger - the embedding - system, and its hybridity in terms of
hardware, software, and probably mechanics. An embedded computer system can be further characterized by the following properties (cf. [Mar03]):

- **Dedication** - Embedded computer systems are usually dedicated to a certain application or function. That is, in contrast to general-purpose computer systems, the functionality is usually tied up into the hard- and software in an unchangeable manner.

- **Efficiency** - Embedded computer systems have to be efficient. This might involve weight and cost, it almost always includes efficiency in terms of resource consumption at run-time, which can be denoted in terms of energy consumption, memory consumption, and computation time.

- **Dependability** - Embedded computer systems often have to be dependable, as they are used in safety-critical environments. According to Marwedel [Mar03], dependability can be expressed in terms of reliability, maintainability, availability, safety, and security.

Complementary, a **Real-Time Computer System** may be defined according to Kopetz [Kop97] as "a computer system in which correctness of the system behavior depends not only on the logical results of the computations, but also on the physical instant at which these results are produced".

A real-time computer system is - as an embedded computer system - always part of a larger system - the so-called real-time system - which can in turn be decomposed into different clusters, namely the real-time computer system, the controlled object, and a (human) operator. As this implies, most real-time computer systems have the task to control an object in their environment, what means to influence the state of the respective controlled object. The simple observation of an object in the environment without taking influence may also be a legal task for a real-time system (i.e. for a real-time measurement system), so it is reasonable to broaden the definition to that extend.

Besides the essential property of **dependability**, which can as well be attributed to real-time computer systems, they may be further characterized by the following properties (cf. [Kop97]):

- **Reactivity** - A real-time computer system has to be reactive. In order to perform its respective control or operation task, it has to react to stimuli from its environment (operator or controlled object) with computed results. Those results usually have to be produced within a certain time interval, prescribed by the environment of the real-time computer system. Dependent on the urgency of the result, real-time systems may be classified into **hard real-time** and **soft real-time** systems. While soft real-time systems may accept the result even if a given deadline has been passed, hard real-time systems have to produce the respective result at the correct instant, possibly causing harm if the expected result is not computed within the defined deadline.
• **Responsiveness** - A real-time computer system has to be responsive. Results to environmental stimuli have to be computed with a given certainty, including exceptional situations of high demand or even fault. According to the predictability of the responsiveness of a real-time computer system, it may be characterized as being guaranteed response or best-effort, depending on whether adequate reasoning about the design can be done based on a specified fault- and load-hypothesis or not.

• **(Resource-)Adequacy** - A real-time computer system has to adequately handle the provision of its resources. That is, even in situations of high load or in fault scenarios, the availability of sufficient resources has to be ensured. Regarding the appropriateness of resource handling, real-time computer systems may thus be characterized as being either resource-adequate or resource-inadequate.

Dependent on whether a real-time system can be best described to start its processing and communication activities either in case of the occurrence of an environmental event (excluding regular clock ticks) or at predetermined points in time, it can be further characterized as being either event-triggered or time-triggered.

### 2.1.2 Classification

As it can be easily concluded from the preceding definitions, the intersection between the set of embedded computer systems and the set of real-time computer systems is actually not empty. In fact, as indicated by Figure 2.1, most of the embedded software systems are probably also real-time computer systems, and most of the real-time computer systems are probably also embedded computer systems.

![Figure 2.1: Embedded and Real-Time Computer Systems](image)

Besides those systems falling into both categories, which will be referred to as **Embedded Real-Time Computer Systems** in the following, there are also a couple of embedded systems, which do not have real-time properties, and there are also real-time systems.

---

1Note that a real-time system is not - by nature - event-triggered or time-triggered, but that this is determined from the control paradigm chosen to describe the reactive behavior of the system. In this context, a real-time computer system may as well be regarded as being hybrid, if it can neither be represented and analyzed with sufficient precision either by the methods of the continuous systems theory or by the methods of the discrete systems theory (cf. [Lun02])
systems, being not embedded. As denoted by Figure 2.2, embedded computing systems like automated tellers or set-top boxes, embedded communication & networking systems like print servers or fax devices may be named as application examples for non-real-time embedded computer systems. The group of non-embedded real-time systems is probably larger. According to [Kop97], it may be classified into plant automation systems and multimedia systems.

Figure 2.2: Classification of Embedded & Real-Time Computer Systems

However, the borders are getting more and more fuzzy between real-time and non-real time embedded systems, and most embedded systems that can be found today, do indeed show at least a portion of real-time behavior, so that the group of computer systems that actually apply to both categories is probably also the largest group of systems. Such systems are primarily used to measure or to control. They are needed in various application areas like industrial automation, automotive, consumer electronics, or even aerospace & defense. Besides being probably the quantitatively largest group, measurement & control systems also have the largest historical background, as they were traditionally used as replacements for electronic hardware approaches in control and feedback control engineering (cf. [Sch04]).

Figure 2.3: Classification of Embedded Real-Time Computer Systems
Besides them embedded real-time computing & signal processing systems may be identified, whose primary task is not to measure or to control (cf. Figure 2.3) but to process signals or perform other arbitrary computation tasks. Those systems can traditionally be found in the telecommunications industry, but are also widely spread through other application areas like consumer electronics, medicine, or robotics.

It has to be mentioned that besides the classification schema applied here, which pretty much takes into account the purpose of the respective systems and thus classifies embedded & real-time systems along their application areas, several contrasting classification schemata can be found in literature. Most of those schemata however concentrate on certain predominant of the above outlined characteristics, resulting in classification terms like dedicated system, dependable system, reactive system, continuous system, or hybrid system, which is not regarded to be appropriate here.

2.2 Embedded & Real-Time Software

Having clarified the notion of embedded and real-time computer systems, Embedded Software as well as Real-Time Software may be simply defined as the software running on an embedded respectively real-time computer system. The term Embedded & Real-Time Software is therefore used as the general term to refer to the software running on embedded & real-time systems. This is reasonable, because the characteristics of the respective software running on an embedded & real-time computer system are mostly dependent on the characteristics of the underlying hardware. In particular, dependability and efficiency as well as responsiveness and resource-adequacy of an embedded & real-time computer system have strong influence on the contained software in terms of its non-functional requirements.

According to this, the software of an embedded & real-time computer system may be characterized by a rather strong restrictiveness related to the resources being consumed. That is, compared to other software, embedded & real-time software typically has to be less demanding regarding computation time and memory consumption. Related to the reactivity and responsiveness constraints imposed on an embedded & real-time computer system, the software running on it typically shows some sort of reactive code. The necessity of parallel processing causes that concurrently running parts may usually be identifiable. Dependability further causes that safety-related functionality can be found, related to fault detection and recovery. Closely related, mostly due to the strong non-functional restrictions that are imposed to an embedded & real-time computer system by its environment, as well due to its dedicatedness, a strong commitment to be compliant with industry standards is characteristic for embedded & real-time software.

A classification of embedded & real-time software in terms of its purpose - like it was done in case of the overall system - might lead to a distinction into embedded & real-time System Software and Application Software, where system software is understood to be responsible of interfacing with hardware and running the necessary services for
user-interfaces and applications, while application software performs productive tasks for users. However, such a classification may be problematic within the domain of embedded & real-time software, as a clear separation of system-related (i.e. hardware-related) and user-related functionality is often impossible. Indeed, most of the software running on an embedded & real-time system will probably show a mixture of both aspects, especially if no underlying operating system can be found and the application software is also responsible of interfacing to the underlying hardware. However, it is reasonable to distinct a bootloader or an operating system from the software realizing the dedicated application (in case such a distinction can be made), so system software and application software will be referred to in the above sense, having in mind that such a clear separation will not always be adequate or possible.

2.3 Engineering Embedded & Real-Time Software

Before defining the scope of the herein presented approach, a disambiguation of the term Software Engineering and of closely related terms is regarded to be necessary. This will be done in the succeeding section, followed by a clarification of the terms Process, Method, and Methodology, as well as of terms and concepts related to model-based software engineering.

2.3.1 Software Engineering, Construction, and Development

Friedrich Ludwig Bauer is often nominated as the originator of the term Software Engineering. It was on the NATO conference, held in Garmish, Germany, in 1968, where he formulated his vision of "the establishment and use of sound engineering principles in order to obtain economically software that is reliable and works efficiently on real machines." [Bau75]. To overcome the so called Software Crisis, Bauer regarded the application of profound engineering principles as the essential step to systematize the unsystematic, unreliable and error-prone software development, which could not deal with the ever rising complexity. Today, software engineering has become a mature field in computer science, although the software crisis may still be regarded to not have completely ended, as the problem of increasing complexity is also noticeable today, especially in the field of embedded & real-time systems.

In line with the initial vision of Bauer, the IEEE Computer Society defines Software Engineering as "the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software; that is, the application of engineering to software." [IEEE91], which is regarded to be a reasonable definition.

As denoted by Figure 2.4, it can be divided into four major disciplines, namely Software Construction, Software Quality Management, Software Configuration & Change Management, and Software Project Management.
It further covers all phases of the overall *Software Lifecycle*, which can - on a coarse-grained level - be split into *Software Development*, *Software Operation & Maintenance*, and *Software Decommissioning*, as denoted by Figure 2.5.

In this sense, *Software Construction* is defined to comprise all *constructive* activities and techniques related to the development and maintenance of software, including requirements engineering, analysis, design, and implementation\(^2\). Software quality management, software configuration & change management, and software project management are defined accordingly to comprise all management activities of the respective management areas. In contrast to this, *Software Development* is defined as "the period of time that begins with the decision to develop a software product and ends when the software is delivered" (cf. [IEEE91]).

While *Software Development* thus denotes a phase inside the overall software lifecycle, *Software Construction* refers to one of the covered disciplines. When thus referring to an approach as a *Software Development Approach* within this work, no assumption on whether the approach does only cover constructive activities (related to development) or is indeed a more wholistic approach covering management activities as well, is made. In addition, when referring to a *Software Construction Approach*, it is not further stated which lifecycle phases are indeed covered, but the application of constructive activities and the disregarding of management activities is assumed. This also

\(^2\)Note that - as so often - there is a multiplicity of competing definitions related to software engineering terminology. The IEEE Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) [IEEE04] for example defines five knowledge areas to capture the *constructive* software engineering activities, namely *Software Requirements*, *Software Design*, *Software Construction*, *Software Testing*, and *Software Maintenance*, out of which *Software Construction* is defined to the “detailed creation of working, meaningful software through a combination of coding, verification, unit testing, integration testing, and debugging.” The SWEBOK does however not define a term to refer to the entirety of all activities, related to the construction of software, so the term *Software Construction* will instead be used to refer to this, while the set of all implementation level activities will be denoted as *Software Implementation* instead.
implies that speaking of a Software Engineering Approach, no concise determination on which respective disciplines and lifecycle phases are covered, is made.

2.3.2 Process, Method, and Methodology

As with several other terms, a clear consensus on the meaning of the term Software Engineering Method has not been reached. Often, it is enmeshed with the related term Software Engineering Process, which is defined by the IEEE as "a sequence of steps performed for a given purpose". This is a quite general and expressionless definition and does not allow a clear and precise differentiation. Other provided definitions are fuzzy as well. Humphrey for example defines a Software Engineering Process as "the total set of software engineering activities needed to transform a user's requirements into software" [Hum89], which is similarly imprecise. The same holds for the definition of the term Method itself, which may be exemplarily quoted from the American Heritage Dictionary as "a means or manner of procedure, especially a regular and systematic way of accomplishing something" [AHD04].

It is clear that a concise definition of the term Software Engineering Method thus requires that in turn a clear definition of the term Software Engineering Process is provided. Despite the fuzziness and diversity that is apparent in the above definitions, there seems to be a quite common consensus on the fact that a Software Engineering Process refers to somewhat more wholistic and less precise, in such a sense that it usually covers all (or most of the) disciplines and lifecycle phases of software engineering, while often not specifying any concrete principles or techniques in detail. A Software Engineering Method on the other hand does usually not cover all software engineering disciplines or phases, but indeed provides detailed techniques and principles to reach a certain sub-goal.

Trying to capture this intuitive understanding into a definition, a Software Engineering Process may be regarded as a coarse-structural definition of the logical and temporal application of software engineering activities to develop or maintain software. A Software Engineering Method may then be further defined as a practical, systematic, and detailed procedure to accomplish a certain software engineering goal, in line with software engineering principles and by applying software engineering techniques. Following this, a Software Design Method, can thus be defined as a method that supports the developer with the creation of a software design. Accordingly, a Software Construction Method may be characterized as a method that covers all software construction activities, and whose goal therefore is a systematically developed implementation.

Having defined the notion of a Software Engineering Method, a Software Engineering Methodology may be defined as a wholistic approach combining an approved method, a workable notation, and appropriate tools, all being tied together by a set of common principles and concepts. Ludewig and Lichter [LL07] illustrate this quite demonstra-
tively by means of their System Triangle metaphor, which is depicted in Figure 2.6. Only if method, notation, and tool are grounded on common concepts and principles, they form a coherent system, which may then be referred to as a methodology.

2.3.3 Model, Modeling Language, Meta-Model

Engineering has a long tradition in the use of models, which reaches even back into antiquity. It was already in Ancient Greece and Rome, that models were applied to support the construction of buildings and machinery (cf. [Sel03b, pp 1-16]). Then and now, engineers use models for two main purposes, namely to describe an already existing system, or to prescribe how a not yet existing system has to be constructed (cf. [LL07]). Taking these two purposes, the definition of a Model as "a description or specification of a system and its environment for some certain purpose" [OMG03] seems to be natural and intuitive.

A good engineering model, according to Selic, has to fulfil some key requirements in terms of abstraction, intuition, accuracy, and expense (cf. [Sel03b, pp 1-16]). That is, it has to be abstract in a sense that it hides all details irrelevant to the domain of concern. It further has to be intuitive, so comprehension is easily accomplishable. A good engineering model furthermore has to be accurate, in such a sense that it must faithfully represent all interesting aspects of the modeled system and that it allows accurate predictions about interesting properties. Last, it has to be inexpensive in terms of its construction effort, compared to the actual system. It thus supports the intuitive understanding and effective reasoning about a complex system by hiding unwanted details and by concentrating on the interesting properties. It further allows to "understand the interesting aspects of a complex system before going through the expense and effort of actually constructing it" [Sel03b, pp 1-16].

Like in traditional engineering, models also play a central role in software engineering. In fact most of the artefacts, a software engineer has to deal with, are indeed models - even if they differ in their degree of formality. This holds for a requirements specification as well as for the source code of the resulting program, which is literally taken an implementation model. In such a sense, even the software itself can be regarded the meaning of the study of methods. This is however not the meaning that will applied here.

Figure 2.6: The System Triangle Metaphor (cf. [LL07])
as a model. The intense use of models in software engineering of course requires a certain degree of formality within the employed models, especially if tools are used. That is, a (formal) engineering model has to be conformant to some (formal) specification. According to *mega modeling* theory [Fav06], it may be equally stated that a (formal) model has to be an element of a *Modeling Language*, which - inspired by language theory, where "a language is formalized as a set of sentences" - can in turn be regarded as "a set of [valid] models" [Fav05].

The complete specification of a modeling language, referred to as a *Modeling Language Specification* in the following, usually has to cover the definition of its *abstract* and *concrete syntax*, as well as its *static* and *dynamic semantics*. While the abstract, notation independent syntax defines the constructs that build up the modeling language, the static semantics, sometimes also referred to as *well-formedness*, specifies how instances of the defined constructs are related to each other. The actual meaning of a (well-formed) construct is defined by the dynamic semantics, while the (graphical) notation of the covered constructs is in turn defined by the concrete syntax.

While the dynamic semantics of a modeling language is usually defined in terms of natural language, as it is hard to formalize, and while the concrete syntax is normally defined by some informal graphical illustrations, the abstract syntax and the static semantics are usually formally defined, by means of a (formal) model, the so called *Meta-Model*. According to *mega modeling* theory, such a meta-model may be regarded as "a model of a modeling language" [Fav06], or - from another viewpoint - as a model of "a set of models".

![Figure 2.7: The "Meta-Step" Pattern of Mega-Modeling (cf. [Fav06])](image)

Conformancy of a model to a meta-model can be this sense be easily exemplified by the so called "Meta-Step" or "Z" pattern of mega-modeling theory, which is demonstrated in Figure 2.7. That is, a model is conformant to a meta-model, if the model is a member of the set of models, which is represented by the meta-model in turn.

### 2.3.4 Model-Based and Model-Driven Software Engineering

Different to all other engineering disciplines, software engineering has the outstanding property that the developed product, the software, is an immaterial one. The engineering of software - unlike any other engineering discipline - thus offers the exceptional possibility to "directly evolve models into full-fledged implementations without chang-
ing the engineering medium, tools, or methods”, as Selic points it out [Sel03a]. It thus seems to be a natural and promising approach to found the engineering of software on (formal) engineering models, as it might help to ”raise the level of abstraction of specifications to be closer to the problem domain and further away from the implementation domain by using modeling languages with higher-level and better behaved constructs” and as it might further help to ”raise the level of automation by using computer technology to bridge the semantic gap between the specification (the model) and the implementation (the generated code)” [Sel06].

Two main terms have emerged, referring to engineering approaches that employ models in the above sense, namely model-based and model-driven software engineering. As so often, a concise definition and a clear separation of both terms is not commonly agreed on.

![Figure 2.8: Model-Based vs. Model-Driven Software Engineering](image)

However, as indicated by Figure 2.8, it seems that there is a slight subliminal agreement inside the software engineering community to use the term model-based software engineering in a broad sense to refer to all approaches that rely on (formal) engineering models as primary engineering artefacts, and to use the term model-driven software engineering exclusively to refer to those model-based approaches, that further achieve a strong automation of the engineering process.

**Model-Based Software Engineering (MBSE)** can thus be defined as software engineering, making systematic use of (formal) engineering models as primary engineering artifacts throughout the overall engineering life-cycle. **Model-Driven Software Engineering (MDSE)** accordingly as model-based software engineering, formalizing and automating the engineering process in terms of (semi-)automated model-to-model transformation and model-to-code generation.
Chapter 3

Embedded & Real-Time Software Construction - An Inventory

To be able to understand and evaluate the presented embedded & real-time software construction approach, the current situation of software construction in this respective domain has to be sketched. This will be done from two perspectives, an academic State-of-the-Art as well as an industrial State-of-the-Practice viewpoint, as there is quite a discrepancy between these two.

Before sketching the current situation however, a historic survey on the topic will be provided. This is needed, as the basic principles and concepts underlying current development approaches often have quite a history, and deep understanding, as well as examination and evaluation of such an approach is often not possible without founded historical background.

3.1 Historical Overview

Reflecting the history of embedded and real-time software construction approaches, one has to concern oneself with a multiplicity of methods, languages, and tools. However, even if an approach delivered all of those kinds, forming an integrated methodology, the principles and concepts characterizing it, can be inferred to the greatest extend from the subsumed method and its related notation. As further - at least up to the unification of several notations by the Unified Modeling Language (UML) in the late 1990’s - each construction method had its own proprietary notation, the following outline will predominantly concentrate on the method adherent to a construction approach, and will in general not regard the associated notation and related tools explicitly. Where however notations are shared between methodological approaches, or where notations of former approaches are reused, or where tools are considerably worth to be mentioned, this will be pointed out explicitly.
While embedded & real-time software has - as already pointed out - its very special characteristics, a lot of the underlying concepts and principles, as well as related notations and methods are applicable to the development of software in other domains as well. In fact, most of the approaches being applied to embedded & real-time software have originated from the domain of classical industrial information systems. This is why the following historic outline will not only concentrate on embedded development approaches but will try to draw a relatively complete picture, enclosing all those approaches, that either directly or indirectly influenced software development in the embedded & real-time domain.

The graphical outline provided by Figure 3.1 might help the reader to reflect the following sections\textsuperscript{1}. It shows all approaches being explicitly named in the following in their respective historic context, classifies them according to their predominant development paradigm and their membership to the embedded & real-time or other development domains. It further sketches relationships between those approaches that influenced one another.

### 3.1.1 Structured Analysis and Design (From the late 1970’s up to the mid 1980’s)

While systematic approaches to Structured Programming have already been developed in the late 1960’s and the early 1970’s [DDH72], and while basic design principles like stepwise refinement [Wir71] or information hiding [Par72] have been formulated already during this time as well, it was not before the mid 1970’s that systematic software development methods were developed.

Inspired by those Structured Programming approaches of the early 1970’s, the concepts of procedural programming were adopted to the modeling of the system design in the mid 1970’s, leading to what became known as Structured Design. Jackson Structured Programming [Jac75], Structured Design by Yourdon and Constantine [YC79], and the Warnier/Orr method [Orr78] are prominent software design methods that appeared during that time. They introduced several notations to capture functional and data decomposition as well as data flow. Having applied programming concepts to modeling the system design, it was a next natural step to transfer those concepts from modeling of the solution domain to modeling of the problem domain as well. With the end of the 1970’s the notion of Structured Analysis & Design was submitted by the works of DeMarco [DeM79] as well as Gane and Sarson [GS79].

It was as well during the mid/late 1980’s that the first design methods especially targeting the real-time domain emerged. Ward and Mellor [WM85] as well as Hatley and Pirbhai [HP88] may be named in this context. Their approaches, being known since as Real-Time Structured Analysis & Design, introduced the notation of state diagrams.

\textsuperscript{1}The Figure was mainly inspired by similar graphical outline on the history of the Unified Modeling Language, which can be found in [Oes01]. Valuable input on the history of object-oriented methods, as well as on those approaches especially targeting the embedded and real-time domain was also taken from [Gra91] and [Gom00] respectively.
Note: Engineering approaches especially targeting the Embedded & Real-Time domain are marked in italics.

Figure 3.1: Historic Outline of Software Construction Approaches
to be able to specify stateful behavior. In this context, Harel also has to be mentioned, who invented the notation of State Charts [Har88]. Other contributions targeting the real-time domain, which appeared during the mid 1980’s, having significant impact on later design methods, are the Modular Approach to Software Construction Operation and Test (MASCOT) by Simpson [Sim86] and the Design Approach for Real-Time Systems (DARTS) by Gomaa [Gom84], who formalized the modeling of concurrent tasks and their respective interfaces, and provided means to structure a real-time system into such concurrent tasks.

3.1.2 Object-Oriented Analysis & Design (From the mid 1980’s to the late 1990’s)

One of the most significant contributions of the early 1980’s is probably Jackson System Development [Jac83]. Here, Jackson relieved himself from the concept of functional decomposition that had embossed those Structured Analysis & Design methods of the 1970’s, and proposed to model real-world entities and events to capture the problem domain, which is why it is sometimes regarded as one of the first object-oriented analysis methods - or at least as their direct predecessor.

Following this new programming paradigm of object-orientation, first truly object-oriented methods were then developed in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s. Similar to as it was done in terms of their Structured Design ancestors, object-oriented programming concepts were transferred to the modeling of system design. Booch’s Object-Oriented Design (OOD) is probably the first such approach. Having first published his ideas in the object-based world of Ada-based systems [Boo86], Booch extended his approach to a full Object-Oriented Design approach in the following years [Boo91] [Boo94]. As with the Structured Design approaches a decade before, a shift from modeling of the solution domain to modeling of the problem domain was the natural next step. Object-Oriented Systems Analysis (OOSA) by Shlaer and Mellor [SM88], is probably the first approach targeting in this direction.

It was followed by several other Object-Oriented Analysis & Design approaches. A list of just the most important ones may contain OOA/OOD by Coad and Yourdon [CY91] [CY92], Responsibility-Driven Design (RDD) by Wirfs-Brock et. al. [WBWW90], as well as Object-Oriented System Analysis (OOSA) by Embley et. al. [EKW92], Hierarchical Object-Oriented Design (HOOD) by Robinson [Rob92], Object-Oriented Analysis & Design (OODA) by Martin and Odell [MO92] as well as Object Behaviour Analysis (OBA) by Rubin and Goldberg [RG92]. Of course the Object-Modeling Technique (OMT) by Rumbaugh et. al. [RBP+91] as well as Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE) by Jacobson et. al. [JCJv92] have to mentioned in this context as well. OMT was another data-oriented approach, like Booch’s OOD was. Similar to OOA/OOD by Coad and Yourdon, it used class models for the analysis. However, its notation, which found broad acceptance, was different to that of all previous approaches. It was also one of the first approaches that employed state-transition diagrams to model the life cycle of instances. OOSE is also a rather outstanding approach, as it was the first one proposing the idea of using Use Cases to perform a scenario-
based analysis, rather than starting directly with a class model. The same holds for OBA, which similarly describes the use of scenarios in the early analysis. HOOD, which was developed on behalf of the European Space Agency (ESA), may be also explicitly mentioned in this context, as it introduced the notion of a top-down hierarchically decomposed design that was picked up by various later approaches, especially in the embedded & real-time domain.

It is not astonishing that Oestereich speaks of a "blossoming of methods" ([Oes01]), Jacobson even of "method wars" [Jac96], when referring to that period of late 1980’s and early 1990’s. However, this period of diversity was followed by a time of unification. Having already influenced each other quite intensely in the following years, leading to revised versions of their individual approaches Booch and Rumbaugh, unified their OOD and OMT approaches to the so called Unified Method [BR95]. Finally the Unified Process [JBR99], a wholistic software development approach that further integrated Jacobson’s OOSE was developed, combining the approaches of all three amigos. Other unifying approaches had as well be undergone. The Fusion method by Coleman et. al. ([CAB+93]) may be exemplarily named in this context, as well as the Unified Modeling Approach by Rosenberg and Scott [RS99]. Furthermore Object-oriented Process, Environment and Notation (OPEN) by Graham, Henderson-Sellers and Younessi [GHSY97] may be named, which started as a unifying approach of Henderson-Sellers’ Methodology for Object-Oriented Software Engineering of Systems (MOSES) [HSE94] and Graham’s Semantic Object Modelling Approach (SOMA) [Gra95] and resulted in a unification movement being joined by around 30 methodologists, forming the so called OPEN Consortium.

Even if quite a few methods already existed during that time and the unification efforts were quite strong, new approaches were yet published during the mid 1990’s. Recursive Design by Shlaer and Mellor [SM97] may be mentioned here, as it is one of the first approaches using automated transformation of analysis into design models as well as complete code generation. OOram by Reenskaug et. al. [RWL96] is also worth being mentioned, having introduced the notion of role models.

In the embedded & real-time domain Software Design Methods for Concurrent and Real-Time Systems (CODARTS) by Gomaa [Gom93] and Octopus by Awad, Kuusela, and Ziegler [AKZ96] may be mentioned. While CODARTS can be seen as a mature Structured Analysis and Design approach, bringing together best practices and experiences of the elapsed decade, Octopus is one of the first object-oriented methods targeting the embedded & real-time domain. Other prominent approaches of that time are Real Time Object Oriented Modeling (ROOM) by Selic et. al. [SGW94] and Hard Real-Time Hierarchical Object-Oriented Design (HRT-HOOD) by Burns and Wellings [BW94]. While HRT-HOOD was an extension of the already established HOOD method to meet the needs of hard real-time systems, ROOM was a rather novel approach. While using hierarchically decomposed models, similar to HOOD, ROOM introduced the notion of fully encapsulated classifiers, being connected to their environment by ports. ROOM was probably also the first approach that defined a clear semantical cohesion between structural and behavioral models.
Two years before a common methodology was defined by the three amigos with their *Unified Process*, they committed themselves to a common notation, the *Unified Modeling Language (UML)* [BJR96]. The *UML* was however not only influenced by Booch, Jacobson, and Rumbaugh, but also incorporated aspects of other approaches as well. Harel for example contributed the notation of state charts [Har88], Martin and Odell that of activity diagrams, Embley the idea of composite structures and high-level view, just to name a few. A competitive approach to the *UML*, called *OPEN Modeling Language (OML)*, had been developed by the *OPEN Consortium* during the same time.

This notation however has not even slightly gained the impact of the *UML*. At the latest by its adoption as an official *Object Management Group (OMG)* standard in 1997 [OMG97], the *UML* was the first and foremost modeling language. While former approaches almost always had their own notation and tooling, those approaches being published at the end of the 1990’s and in the early 2000’s were mostly influenced by the *UML*.

The trend towards *UML* did also pertain the embedded and real-time domain, where the *Rapid Optimizing Process for Embedded Systems (ROPES)* by Douglass [Dou99a] and *Concurrent Object Modeling and Architectural Design Method (COMET)* by Gomaa [Gom00] may be mentioned as the most significant developments. An adoption of the *ROOM* methodology to use *UML* notation was also proposed by Selic and Rumbaugh at this time as well. The respective profile extension to the *UML* ([SR98]) became known as *UML-RT* and was the notation being supported by the *Rational Rose RealTime* tool, which was an improvement of the *ObjectTime* tool supporting *ROOM*. *UML-RT* may not be confused with *RT-UML*, which is the colloquial denomination of a competing proposal by Douglass [Dou99b], which was the notation supported by the *I-Logix Rhapsody* tool, forming also the basis for the *UML Profile for Schedulability, Performance and Time*, which was first published by the *Object Management Group (OMG)* as a Final Adopted Specification in 2002 [OMG02].

### 3.1.3 A Decade of Great Diversity - CBSE, PLSE, MBSE (from the late 1990’s to the early 2000’s)

While the *Object-Oriented* paradigm had clearly dominated the 1990’s, the decade of the 2000’s (including the late 1990’s) can be summarized as a decade of great diversity.

Inspired by the great success of *Object-Oriented Analysis & Design* and being driven by the goal to achieve reuse also on the level of coarse-grained architectural building blocks, adopting component-technology to existing object-oriented methodology lead to the new paradigm of *Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE)*. *Catalysis* by D’Souza and Wills 1998 [DW98] may be named as one of the first and probably the most outstanding approach targeting this direction. It employs UML notation to specify components with their respective interfaces, as well as connectors denoting the composition of components. Other component-based contributions of that time are for example *UML components* by Cheesman and Daniels [CD00], *Kobra* by Atkinson et. et. [ABB+02], or *Select Perspective* by Apperly et. al. [AHL+03], all being related to the *UML* as underlying notation as well. An enhanced version of the *OPEN* approach,
called OPEN/CBD, was also published at that time [HS01], enriching the original approach by techniques to support the acquisition and integration of components. In the embedded and real-time domain, Component-Based Software Engineering did not have the same impact than in the field of industrial information systems. However, some approaches were developed targeting especially this domain. The Koala approach [vKvKM00] by Ommering et. al. may be exemplarily named in this context, being a component-based approach for embedded systems in the consumer electronics market. The Pervasive component systems (PECOS) approach [MSZ01] by Müller et. al. may be mentioned in this context as well, as it was one of the few approaches especially targeting on small embedded real-time systems.

Being closely related to the CBSE principle of reusing components is the idea of developing software applications in terms of product families or product lines. Even if Parnas had initiated the idea of developing program families already in the mid 1970’s [Par76], and some trend-setting contributions could already be found in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, it was not before the early 2000’s that this trend gained significant impact. Being inspired by the success story of such approaches in the hardware development, where development in terms of product lines was already common practice at this time, Product-Line Software Engineering (PLSE) was first and foremost applied in the closely related domain of embedded & real-time software. Quite a few PLSE approaches saw the light of the day during the early 2000’s, out of which the most prominent ones are probably FAST method developed by Weiss and Lai [WL99], PuLSE by Bayer et. al. [BFK+99], and the Architectural Design Method by Bosch [Bos00], as well as the Framework for Software Product Line Practice by Clements and Northrop [CN02], which is - in contrast to the before mentioned - not a single methodical approach, but a collection of approved practices and recurring problem patterns. The Product Line UML-Based Software Engineering (PLUS) approach by Gomaa, an extended version of his COMET method to develop software product lines, may be named for the sake of completeness, as well as some approaches related to various European wide research projects like the ITEA Eureka projects CAFÉ or DESS. All of those did however not have very great significance.

Besides those trends of Component-Based Software Engineering and Product-Line Software Engineering, what can be observed during the early 2000’s is that with the adoption of the UML as an official standard in 1997, a general trend to intensive use of models throughout the development life cycle started, mostly employing the UML as underlying notation. The Model-Driven Architecture/Model-Driven Development (MDA/MDD) approach by the OMG [OMG01] may be named as one of the first approaches, making intense use of models, and it is by far the most popular one, being often named as some sort of progenitor for other model-driven approaches. The basic idea behind it is to employ a Computation Independent Model (CIM) analysis model and a Platform Independent Model (PIM) design model to capture a software’s business logic independent from any underlying technical implementation detail, like middle-ware or database technology. By combining the PIM with a model of a concrete target platform, referred to as the Platform Model (PM), a Platform Specific Model (PSM) can be obtained, which can then be transformed into the Platform Specific Implementation (PSI).
While the idea behind MDA/MDD is quite specific to the domain of industrial information systems, the general ideas of having models as the central engineering artifacts has been adopted by several succeeding approaches, leading to new paradigm of Model-Based Software Engineering (MBSE) or Model-Driven Software Engineering (MDSE) respectively. Like with all preceding paradigms, quite a few of such model-based approaches were published beginning in the early 2000’s. *Executable UML* by Mellor and Balcer [MB02] may be named as one of the early approaches of that kind, as well as the Software Factories approach by Greenfield and Short [GSCK04] at Microsoft and the Generative Programming approach by Czarnecki and Eisenecker [CE00], both being based on domain-specific modeling languages. In the embedded & real-time domain, the trend to model-based approaches can as well be observed. However, this trend is rather young, so there are few approaches that have been published before the mid 2000’s.

A last trend having emerged during the early 2000’s is that toward flexible and lightweight development methods, originating from the ideas of Beck’s *Extreme Programming* [Bec00]. This trend can as well be seen as a self-contained development paradigm, namely Agile Software Development, and quite a few successful approaches were published related to it. The Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM) by Stapleton et. al. [Sta97], Feature Driven Development (FDD) by Coad et. al. [CLL99], and Agile Modeling by Ambler [Amb02] may be exemplarily named in this context, which all have in common that they concentrate on the domain of classical information systems. Although few methodologists tried to apply the idea to the embedded and real-time domain as well, amongst which Hruschka and Rupp [HR02], as well as Grenning et. al. [GPB04] may be named, one may generally draw the conclusion that agile approaches are indeed mostly inapplicable to this domain. Several reasons may be cited to support this thesis, for example the strong relationship between hardware and software development and the hard time and space constraints embedded systems may face, which indeed prevents the application of most agile techniques like planning games, object-oriented refactoring, or test-driven development. The most apparent reason may however be that this topic has already pretty much left the focus of the embedded and agile communities, so that only few contributions can nowadays be found on that topic.

### 3.2 State of the Art - The current situation in academia and industrial research

As already indicated, component-based, product-line, and model-based software engineering are probably the predominant engineering paradigms of the current decade - at least as far as the academic research is concerned. One may just look at the multiplicity of research projects being undertaken in this direction, as well as at the number of conferences and workshops related to the field, to fortify this thesis. While model-based software engineering is a quite recently upcoming paradigm - at least if one ignores the very early approaches related to OMG’s Model-Driven Architecture/Model-Driven Design (MDA/MDD) initiative [OMG01], which can also be traced back to the early
2000’s - component-based and product-line software engineering may be regarded to already have a certain history. Nevertheless, they still seem to be exposed to increasing interest, especially in the embedded & real-time domain, where due to large technological advances in recent times, component-technology seems to be more and more applicable, and where product-line related questions are always a hot topic due to the multiplicity of product variants that often have to be faced.

However, while both, component-based and product-line software engineering, may be regarded as interesting research fields, they are not in the central focus of this thesis’ work and will therefore not be investigated in detail in the following. One may refer to [ABGP05] or [vdLSR07] and [KD06] respectively to find a good survey on current research trends related to both fields. While this does of course not rule out that some of the approaches, being named in the following, may also investigate component-based related questions or cover aspects related to the engineering of product-lines, it is just that the focus will be set to model-based software engineering in the following, as it is regarded to have introduced a rather novel quality due to its central and absolute commitment on models as the primary engineering artifacts.

As already indicated in the historic outline, it was not before the mid 2000’s, when the Object Management Group adopted version 2.0 of its *Unified Modeling Language* standard, that model-based software engineering has significantly gained impact. A multiplicity of approaches has however been published since then, and this trend is yet steadily increasing. While a number of those approaches may be regarded as being generally applicable, various approaches can also be found, having their origin in a certain application area, thus accommodating the special characteristics of that respective area.

There is a lot of interference between general purpose and application area specific approaches, in terms of chronological adjacency as well as regarding contents - often general purpose approaches have been customized by application area-specific ones, or general purpose approaches have been generalized from practices and experiences being applied in certain application areas. A clear separation between those approaches being applicable to several and those being restricted to a certain application area is therefore hard to achieve. However, to draw a more systematic picture of the state-of-the-art situation, such a separation is tried in the following, pointing out interferences between differently classified approaches where they are immanent. It should be clear that below those explicitly mentioned interrelationships, influences between the different presented approaches are natural and likely, not least because of the close chronological adjacency of their inceptions.

### 3.2.1 General-purpose Approaches

Even if OMG’s *Model Driven Architecture/Model-Driven Design (MDA/MDD)* initiative may be regarded as a rather special representative within the broad set of model-based engineering approaches because of its strong focus on platform abstraction aspects (cf. Section 3.1.3), it has been generally accepted as the prequel of such ap-
proaches. Indeed, MDA/MDD may be regarded as one of the first approaches employing models as the central working artifacts throughout the overall software life-cycle. However, while having great indirect influence in the field, a direct impact of OMG’s initiative to the embedded & real-time domain could - at first - not be observed. This is probably caused by the fact that platform abstraction is difficult in a domain where resource constraints are very restrictive and where a lot of interfaces to the underlying hardware are existing. It may also be caused by the fact that OMG’s initiative was at first understood to be very much related to its object-oriented middle-ware approach Common Object Request Broker Architecture Revision 2 (CORBA-2) [OMG95], which is hard to apply in the embedded & real-time domain.

Having thus laid the early basis for this new engineering paradigm in the beginning of the 2000’s, it was probably not before the adoption of OMG’s Unified Modeling Language standard version 2.0 [OMG05c] in 2005, that model-based software engineering has significantly gained impact in the embedded & real-time domain. This may be explained by the fact that the new standard version of the Unified Modeling Language adopted many embedded & real-time concepts, such making the language more applicable to this domain as well. The newly introduced composite structure diagrams may be named in this context, which have been adapted from ROOM, as well as a major revision of the already contained sequence diagrams to gain an expressive power comparable to that of Message Sequence Charts (MSC) [ITU04] (compare Section 3.2.2 on the situation in the telecommunications application area). Further, a newly defined action semantics to increase the expressive power of behavior diagrams, as well as new concepts especially related to timing aspects, incorporated into the newly introduced timing diagrams, found its way into the language standard.

In the following years quite a few model-based methodological approaches have been published, most of which had their origin in a respective application area (they will be dealt with in the succeeding sections). Nevertheless, a few approaches may also be named that can be regarded as being general purpose, for example I-Logix’ HARMONY [Dou07], a model-driven successor to the quite popular ROPES approach, or Accord/UML [TGRT06], an approach demonstrating the applicability of MDA concepts to embedded & real-time systems, being published in the context of the French Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique (CEA).

At the same time the Object Management Group started to spent more and more efforts on making its approaches better applicable to the embedded & real-time domain. While the current 2.1.2 version of the Unified Modeling Language [OMG07d] is intended to be widely applicable and does therefore not subsume additional embedded & real-time specific concepts, great efforts are currently being spent in the definition of a new dedicated add-on for the modeling and analysis of embedded & real-time systems, the so called Modeling Analysis of Real-time and Embedded systems (MARTE) profile. Having been published in a first beta version in mid 2007 [OMG07a], MARTE is intended to be a replacement of the current UML Profile for Schedulability, Performance and Time [OMG05b]. It combines experiences gained with the latter profile and also tries to integrate domain specific approaches like AADL or AUTOSAR (compare Section 3.2.2 on domain-specific approaches within the automation and aerospace &
defense application domains for details) that have emerged in the meantime. Efforts being spent by the OMG to transfer CORBA to the embedded & real-time domain (CORBA/e) [OMG06a] may be also named in this context, as it is intended to increase the applicability of MDA/MDD approaches in the respective domain.

While one trend of the current decade can thus be identified in terms of model-based engineering becoming the predominant software engineering paradigm (at least from a state-of-the-art perspective), a second trend can as well be observed, namely the integration of related but distinct hardware and software engineering disciplines into a common, integrated one. Indeed, Systems Engineering, as it is referred to, has a long tradition. First ideas have been published in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s [GM57][Hal62][Che67], and HW/SW co-design, which is closely related, has been a major topic since the early 1990’s. Object Oriented Systems Engineering Method (OOSEM), developed by Friedenthal et. al. [LFM00], or the Rational Unified Process for Systems Engineering (RUP-SE) [Can01] may be named as more recent approaches. With the adoption of the current UML standard this trend has then significantly amplified through the definition of a respective UML Profile for Systems Engineering (SysML) [OMG07b]. Approaches like HARMONY-SE [Hof06] or SYSMOD [Wei06] may be quoted as evidence for this.

3.2.2 Domain-specific Approaches

While there are a couple of generally applicable ones, the preponderant majority of current engineering approaches - especially those related to model-based software engineering - may be traced back to a specific application area. Here, aerospace & defense, automotive, as well as telecommunications may be regarded as the key application areas, serving as some sort of catalyst due to their specific regulatory, organizational and economical constraints.

That is, within all three domains, strong regulatory constraints related to reliability and safety can be observed. A distributed development environment in terms of a multiplicity of suppliers and a smaller set of manufacturers is also characteristic. Both contributes to the fact that unifying standards are agreed on. However, the predominant reason probably is that within all three key application areas, a handful of market dominating manufacturers can be found, which have the economic strength to facilitate new approaches. Most domain-specific model-based engineering approaches, having emerged in recent time, thus can - probably due to this exceptional position - be traced back to the aerospace & defense, automotive, or telecommunications application area, as will be pointed out in the succeeding sections.

Aerospace & Defense  Aerospace & defense can probably be seen as one of the precursor application areas in terms of model-based software engineering. Already in the mid 1990’s first efforts to use graphical specification languages and code generation could be observed. As a result of DARPA’s Domain Specific Software Architecture (DSSA) program, which was started in 1991 [MG92], early specification languages
like MetaH to specify software architectures or ControlH, being used for guidance, navigation, and control algorithms were developed, as well as sound modeling tools to support those languages.

A unified modeling standard to specify software architectures and to leverage model-based software engineering was reached with the Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) language, being defined by the Aerospace Avionic Systems Division of the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) in 2004. Having started as a mere textual specification language, inspired pretty much by the above mentioned MetaH language, AADL was subsequently enhanced by graphical notation capabilities and in 2006 also with a concise underlying meta-model. Since 2007 a UML profile for AADL is as well available.

Closely related to AADL is the COTRE Architecture Description Language, which was developed by the European Composant Temps RÉel (COTRE) project [FG+04], executed from 2002 until 2004. In contrast to AADL, the COTRE language was designed to not only support specification but also formal verification of systems, thus going beyond the scope of AADL. However, AADL and COTRE also had a lot of interferences, leading finally to the adoption of some of COTRE’s core modeling concepts (high level composition and dynamic description of component behavior using an automata language) into the AADL language standard, incorporated into the so called Behavioural Annex of the AADL [Sub07].

A multiplicity of non-commercial and commercial tools have been published to support AADL/COTRE, for example SEI’s Open Source AADL Tool Environment (OSATE), the Toolkit In OPen source for Critical Applications & SystEns Development (TOPCASED) by the CNRT Aeronautic & Space partners, or Ocarina by Télécom Paris, all supporting the graphical modeling with AADL as well as the evaluation of AADL specified architectures. Some, as the ADeS tool by Axlog Ingénierie, also offer simulation of such architectures.

While there are thus some commonalities with respect to notation and tools, only few common approaches in terms of software engineering methods can be identified. Both, AADL as well as COTRE are closely related to the notation provided by the HOOD respectively HRT-HOOD method. Indeed, a lot of modeling concepts incorporated into those languages originate from the HOOD notation, others can be directly mapped to HOOD concepts [Dis04]. Thus, in terms of software engineering methods, HOOD and HRT-HOOD, which have undergone several updates from their first publications in 1992 and 1994 respectively, still have to be regarded as state-of-the-art, even if AADL is employed as underlying notation. Apart from them, only few engineering methods can be found that are specific to the aerospace & defense application area, and those that can be found are usually proprietary to a specific company. The Model-Centric Software Development (MCSD) [WL06] of Lockheed Martin may be exemplarily named in this context, which is one of the few publicly proclaimed company specific model-based engineering solutions.
Other approaches are rather domain unspecific, often not limited to the engineering of software but indeed addressing overall systems engineering. The aforementioned rather general OOSEM and Harmony-SE method approaches indeed have their origin in the aerospace & defense application area. The Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) and the UK Ministry of Defense Architecture Framework (MODAF) can be also named in this context. Even if a complete software engineering method is not delivered by them, at least a compilation of guidelines and instructions is provided. The so called DoDAF deskbook [Gro03] for example prescribes detailed tasks that have to be performed to create DoDAF models and defines, which deliverables have to be produced.

Automotive  

In the automotive application area, the situation faced is quite comparable to that of the aerospace & defense area. That is, model-based software engineering of control and feedback control algorithms could be regarded as state-of-the-art in automotive software engineering already in the early 1990’s (cf. [Sch04]). Tools like MathWorks’ MATLAB Simulink/Stateflow or ETAS’ ASCET-SD were used from then on to specify and also simulate control and feedback control engineering models, code generation from those models was already supported. However, those approaches were restricted to the engineering of single car functions.

As a consequence, strong efforts to achieve software engineering solutions to face the integration of different functions and subsystems in terms of an overall software architecture, can thus be observed from the early 2000’s. The ITEA Electronics Architecture and Software Technology - Embedded Electronic Architecture (EAST-EEA) research project [TEF+03] may be named in this context, which was executed from 2001 to 2004, bringing together major European car manufacturers, as well as suppliers, tool editors and research institutes. Besides the definition of a common middleware platform to abstract from the rather special hardware architecture in terms of distributed and interconnected electronic control units (ECUs), its most important work result is probably the EAST Architecture Design Language (EAST-ADL). EAST-ADL was specified as a UML profile to allow modeling support by standard UML tools. It may be regarded as the first unified notation for software architectures in the automotive application area, supporting modeling on different abstraction levels.

Further, AutoMoDe, a research project being executed from 2003 to 2006 at the TU Munich in close cooperation with the German car manufacturer BMW, its supplier Robert Bosch GmbH and the tool vendor ETAS [BBR+05], may be mentioned. Its goal was to provide concepts to better integrate between different abstraction levels and views of an architecture model, something that was identified as a weakness in the EAST-ADL. Its major working outcome was the homonymously named AutoMoDe notation allowing to better integrate models of different abstraction levels, and a prototypical tools support by the respectively extended AutoFocus2 tool.

Besides those efforts of the research community, the automotive industry itself pressed ahead by itself in terms of the AUTOSAR (AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture) initiative. That is, in 2003 a consortium was jointly founded by major international car
manufacturers and suppliers to define a standard architecture for automotive software applications. As a result, the first AUTOSAR specification was published in 2005, a current version of the standard, AUTOSAR 2.1, is available since 2007. The initiative adopted various concepts defined by the EAST-EEA project, in particular the specification of an independent middle-ware, which enables the integration of independently developed AUTOSAR software components into an overall software system. The development of AUTOSAR compliant software components is supported by nearly all domain-specific tools, for example ETAS’ ASCET or dSpace’s SystemDesk. It has to be pointed out that AUTOSAR does only specify a common software architecture in terms of a common runtime environment and defined hardware abstraction and software communication interfaces and no common notation.

To bring together those efforts, the European Commission founded the Advancing Traffic Efficiency and Safety through Software Technology (ATTEST) project in 2006 [ATE07]. Its goal is to define a new automotive architecture description language, based on the experiences with EAST ADL, being furthermore aligned with AUTOSAR and UML/SysML. Special research is currently also going on to deal with integration aspects related to timing and concurrency issues in the context of AUTOSAR. This is investigated by the ITEA Timing Model (TIMMO) project [J+07].

However, while a lot of efforts can be observed related to model-based software engineering in terms of notations/languages and tools, similar to the aerospace & defense application area, common software engineering methods seem to be rather rare.

Telecommunications  The situation faced in the application area of telecommunications is a twofold one. Mobile devices like cellular phones or PDA’s have undergone a fast-paced development. While resource limitations in terms of memory and computation time still require special awareness in the engineering of mobile application software, they do not seem to be the most challenging constraints any more. Instead, aspects relevant to classical industrial information systems like modifiability, run-time extensibility and rapid application development [Mik07] seem to be the most significant drivers.

While the development of software for such devices is still challenging, it is therefore probably more comparable to that of classical information systems rather than that of other embedded & real-time systems (and is therefore slightly out of the scope of this thesis’ work). Indeed, system software for such devices can rely on capable operating systems and implementation frameworks; often parts of the required functionality can even be integrated as a complete System on a Chip (SoC). Development of application software can apply modern object-oriented technology like Java or .NET and profound class bibliographies and API’s are available.
The situation faced in the engineering of network infrastructure related devices like telecommunication switches or routers seems to be a bit different. Here, indeed most of the embedded & real-time characteristics laid out in Section 2.1 still perfectly hold. Traditionally, those software has been specified using languages like the Abstract Syntax Notation 1 (ASN.1) [ITU02], the Specification and Description Language (SDL) [ITU99], or Message Sequence Charts (MSC) [ITU04]. Those languages have all being standardized by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) already during the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, and soon after the adoption of the initial Unified Modeling Language standard in 1997, have been mapped to it in the form of UML profiles.

Having undergone their latest revisions in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s, those ITU-related languages are nowadays mostly subsumed by the current version of the Unified Modeling Language. This is reflected - not least - by the fact that specific tool support for the respective languages has been replaced with according UML support (for instance compare Telelogic’s Tau Generation 1 versus Tau Generation 2). While the Unified Modeling Language thus seems to be accepted as the current state-of-the-art modeling language (at least with respective profile support), the applicability of OMG’s MDA approach in the respective application area is a current research topic. The European funded MODElDrivenArchitecture in TELecomunications (MODA-TEL) [Gav02] executed from 2002 to 2004 may be named in this context.

**Miscellaneous** Different to aerospace & defense, automotive, and telecommunications, the state-of-the-art situation in other embedded & real-time application areas like industrial automation, consumer electronics, or healthcare seems to be hard to sketch, as - due to different organizational and economical constraints - joint domain-specific research efforts seem to be quite seldom. While some major companies of the respective application areas are also involved in the several research projects attributed to one of the aforementioned key application areas, most domain-specific research efforts in the non-key application areas seem to be proprietary, that is specific to a certain individual company.

There are several reasons for this. First, in contrast to the aforementioned aerospace & defense, automotive, and telecommunications key application areas, the software mostly seems to be of a lower complexity. This allows a centralized, non-distributed development, where one developing organization is in overall control of the development cycle. This is very much in contrast for example to the automotive application area, where the car manufacturers mostly take the role of integrators and the development of software components is realized by suppliers, forcing a distributed engineering of software. Further, as opposed to the aforementioned key domains, the respective markets seems to be not as narrow, showing a greater number of market participants. Also regulatory constraints seem to be less demanding, if one for example compares the situation of consumer electronics to that in the aerospace & defense industry. Last, the trend to standardization seems to be less traditional in those domains, if for example compared to the situation faced in the telecommunications sector, where major joint standards had already been defined in the late 1960’s. All those aspects con-
tribute their portion to the effect that a trend to joint research or even to unification and standardization efforts seems to be less distinct in the respective domains.

However, a general trend towards model-based software engineering can also be observed in those application areas. This may be fortified by the fact that - even if the scope and impact of such approaches is limited and the overall number of publications is not as distinct as in the aforementioned key application areas - research experiences related to model-based software engineering approaches are publicly shared at respective conferences or workshops. Also product-line engineering can be regarded as a central point of interest, in particular in application areas like the consumer electronics, where a large number of product variants has to be handled.

3.3 State of the Practice - The current situation in industry

While the state-of-the-art situation reflects that model-based software engineering - besides component-based and product-line engineering - is probably the dominant engineering paradigm of the decade, the current situation that one can face in the industrial practice does - of course - often provide a different picture.

The European Software Engineering Methodologies for Embedded Systems (MOOSE) research project [vS02], executed from 2002 to 2004, conducted a survey amongst 19 Finnish companies (Hirvi survey) and 30 European companies (acquired by a web repository) and gathered empirical data from over 100 development projects related to embedded & real-time software (cf. [vS04][TK04]).

Interestingly, the survey showed that indeed 16% of the Hirvi survey projects and even about 40% of the web repository projects were developed without using any design respectively construction method. While 16% (Hirvi survey) to 17% (web repository) of the projects claimed to use Structured Analysis & Design, and Object-Oriented Analysis & Design based on Rumbaugh notation was used in 13% of the web repository projects (in this case no data is available from the Hirvi survey), 37% (Hirvi) respectively 23% (web repository) of the projects used a design method based on the UML as notation, not providing however any detail about the underlying engineering paradigm.

The interesting question would be how many of those approaches using the UML indeed can be regarded as being model-based or even model-driven. While truly scientific data is not available to investigate this (the MOOSE project did not cover this), an online survey conducted by Ganssle in 2006 amongst 659 respondents of his newsletter The Embedded Muse [Gan06] might give an interesting answer: accordingly, only about 5% of the respondents stated to even perform automatic code generation based on UML models². This enforces the impression that model-based software engineering seems to not have found its way into the majority of industrial projects yet. The impression may additionally be fortified by the fact that according to the MOOSE sur-

²According to the survey, 4% perform automatic code generation based on UML class diagrams, 3% from UML sequence diagrams, and 7% from UML state machine diagrams
vey, over 50% of the overall projects (Hirvi and web repository) were developed using either no design tools or a general drawing tool.

Another interesting result of the MOOSE project is that the main implementation language used in most development projects related to embedded & real-time projects is still C or even Assembler. The amount of projects using Assembler (in combination with C/C++) as coding language is stated to be above 20%, plain C is used for implementation in more than 30% of all projects, and in combination with C++ in more than 50% of the projects. This seems to be a representative result. Indeed, online surveys performed by ESL Now! [ESL05] or the Electronic Engineering Times [Rom06] performed in 2005 and 2006 yield similar results on the yet outstanding importance of the C and Assembler languages.

In case of those projects using a combination of C and C++ it would of course be interesting to know, to what percentage those projects indeed used the object-oriented capabilities of the C++ language. While the study conducted by the MOOSE project does not give any hints on this, the already quoted online survey by Ganssle might help to come to a concise interpretation: out of the 659 respondents of his survey, 63.7% stated to use no object-oriented implementation language at all and 34.7% answered to use an object-oriented implementation, but only for purposes of encapsulation, not making use of object-oriented features like inheritance or polymorphism. 22.2% of the respondents answered to use an object-oriented language, making use of its inheritance features but not relying on polymorphism. Only 14% of the respondents stated to use an object-oriented language to its overall extend in terms of encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism [Gan06].

While this empirical data might help to gather a first impression of the current state-of-the-practice, its representativity may be questioned, due to its limited scope. A concise characterization of the current industrial situation could of course be better achieved by examining the situation in the different application areas in detail, as it was done in case of the state-of-the-art situation. Concerning the situation in the industrial practice however, this is a considerably difficult venture, as empirical data is outstandingly rare.

What can be stated is that in the aerospace & defense application area, still most industrial development projects seem to employ long-term approved methodological approaches. The development efforts related to the Eurofighter fighter plane or the Airbus A-380 passenger plane may be named exemplarily in this context, where the application of HOOD and HRT-HOOD methods and related STOOD and CP-HOOD tools is documented, reflecting a state-of-the-art situation of the early 1990’s. However, quite a number of industrial pilot projects related to model-based software engineering using AADL and UML respectively SysML are documented as well, so it is likely that there will be ongoing effort in this direction (cf. [Fei07]). The large extend to which aerospace & defense companies are involved in current research efforts related to model-based engineering also confirms this prognosis.

In the automotive application area, model-based engineering of single control and feedback-control related car functions, based on mathematical models, as supported by
tools like Mathwork’s Matlab, Simulink and Stateflow or National Instruments’ MATRIXx, has quite a long tradition, reaching back to early pioneers in the early 1990’s and may be regarded as being widely used with the end of the 1990’s. Today, model-driven development of single car functions may thus be regarded as being state-of-the-practice. Model-based engineering of the overall vehicle software in terms of a proper integration of different software components (on different ECUs) to an overall software system is not yet state-of-the-practice and is therefore in the very central interest of the automotive industry. One may just look at the strong efforts related to the aforementioned AUTOSAR initiative to confirm this. Here, according to [FBH+06], first car models, having parts of its functionality realized conformant to AUTOSAR, will go into series production in 2008, and all core partners of the AUTOSAR consortium will have implemented AUTOSAR conformant software in their vehicle generations by 2010.

While the general impression that arises from the surveys and polls quoted above sketches a rather dark picture regarding the state-of-the-art situation in the embedded & real-time domain, these two examples show that - at least in some application areas - first ground regarding model-based engineering of software has already been gained. A widespread adoption of model-based engineering in the embedded & real-time domain, or in even a single of its key application areas, is however far from being realized.

3.4 Observations & Conclusions

Reflecting the historic course of software engineering approaches for the embedded & real-time domain it can be observed that this domain has more and more moved into the focus of academic interest. That is, while the overall number of approaches targeting classical information systems may still outweigh the number of embedded & real-time approaches, recent history shows that the domain is significantly gaining impact. A very strong indicator for this may be that several of the recently introduced product-line, component-based, and model-based engineering approaches either explicitly concentrate on the domain of embedded & real-time systems, or at least provide a demonstrating case study being related to the respective domain.

While this may be an indication for the significant increase in its overall (economic) importance, it can as well be taken as an indication that the adversity here is a rather great one. The current state-of-the-practice situation, as it was sketched in the preceding section, may support this thesis. Indeed, the embedded & real-time domain seems to face a number of difficulties. First, strong technical restrictions are typical to most embedded & real-time systems, having strong implications on the software that is running on those systems in terms of dependability, efficiency, or adequacy and thus making the engineering of those software challenging. Second, the organizational, and economical constraints in the embedded & real-time domain are somewhat outstanding compared for example to the domain of classical industrial information systems. In fact, software engineering has - historically seen - played a quite subordinate role
in the engineering of most embedded & real-time systems, which were in the majority originally build up as mere mechatronic devices, having either no or only few parts realized in software.

With the trend to build-in more and more functionality into embedded & real-time devices, and with an ever increasing cost pressure, the amount of software in such devices is steadily increased, leading also to a greater complexity. This increased complexity together with the strong aforementioned technical restrictions that are characteristic for embedded & real-time software are the central challenges, the embedded & real-time domain has to face. As the historic survey unveils, abstraction is the principle to face complexity. Having first begun to transfer programming language constructs and principles to the late detailed design, the application of models - offering an increased level of abstraction - has advanced more and more from the solution space into the problem space. That is, soon after those early approaches using models within detailed design only, further approaches entered the field, applying modeling also to the analysis phase to gain a concise understanding of the problem space.

The central commitment to models as the primary engineering artifacts throughout the overall software life-cycle, as it is proposed by model-based software engineering, thus seems to be an adequate means to face the increased complexity. The large number of model-based approaches, being published related to model-based software engineering in the embedded & real-time domain, and strong related efforts spent at least in some key industrial application areas may be taken as a good indication for this.

However, as the characterization of the industrial state-of-the-practice situation reveals, a broad adoption of current state-of-the-art approaches, in a sense that they are commonly applicable to the overall embedded & real-time domain, does not seem to be the case. Indeed, observing those strong efforts in the aerospace & defense, automotive, and telecommunications industry on the one side, and evaluating the results of current surveys on the other side, leads to the impression of a rather strong diversification within the embedded & real-time domain. While certain key application areas are far ahead - being in the central focus of current research efforts - other application areas like consumer electronics, industrial automation, healthcare and others seem to be way behind, either because of different technical restrictions, but probably also because of different organizational and economical constraints.
Chapter 4

Definition of Scope - Problems, Challenges & Goals

As the comparison of the current situation in the academic research and in the industrial practice clearly unveils, there is quite a broad gap between them. Even if this does not hold for the embedded & real-time domain in particular, but can be observed for other domains as well, here the gap is a rather great one. This seems to hold especially for those non key application areas besides aerospace & defense, automotive, or telecommunications, where the adoption of current state-of-the-art results seems to be hindered by technical, economical, or organizational constraints. It is thus the goal of the herein presented approach to deliver a model-based methodology, which especially targets small embedded & real-time systems in the respective marginal application areas, where software development is - due to the very special constraints - far behind that of others.

It has to be clear that even if limiting the systems, being targeted by the approach, to small embedded & real-time systems, and even if limiting the application areas, being targeted, to those marginal application areas as industrial automation, medicine, or consumer electronics, the domain scope would be too broad as that a single methodological approach could reasonably address it. The domain scope therefore has to be limited. This will be done in the following section. Based on a thoroughly defined domain scope, concrete problems and challenges will then be investigated within the defined scope, so that concrete goals for the herein presented approach can be derived subsequently.

4.1 Defining the Domain Scope

While searching for those embedded & real-time devices, where the adoption of current state-of-the-art approaches seems to be difficult, and where the gap between state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice thus seems to be rather great, one inevitable crosses
the domain of *small embedded & real-time systems*. While from a general viewpoint those devices may be characterized as rather incomplex, their development is nevertheless rather challenging, as usually strong technical constraints have to be faced. Additionally, the rather marginal application areas, they can be found in, have their own distinct organizational and economical constraints, as already pointed out.

While this characterization of *small embedded & real-time systems* gives a first impression, it leaves a lot of fuzziness about which systems do indeed fall into the respective scope of the herein presented approach, and which do not. To achieve this, a more detailed characterization of the domain scope is of course necessary. However, an exact qualitative and quantitative definition of such a scope evidently seems to be quite difficult, as the applicability of an approach cannot be judged on a yes-or-now scale.

![Figure 4.1: Domain Scope Definition](image)

While the approach presented herein may not be regarded as domain or even device specific, its scope may thus - as indicated by Figure 4.1 - be probably best defined by naming a prominent representative, which is covered and shows some typical characteristics. Measurement devices, as they can be found in the industrial automation application area, will be used for this purpose. The somehow broadened scope of the approach may then be easily inferred by comparing the characteristics of a potential target system to that of the representative.

### 4.1.1 Measurement Devices in Industrial Process Instrumentation

Within the industrial automation application area, measurement devices are counted among that group of devices, which is referred to as *field devices* because - in the context of a larger industrial automation plant - they are employed *in the field*, that is in direct contact to the physical processes being controlled, in contrast to those devices being employed in the process control level. Measurement devices may be classified

---

1 Indeed measurement devices are sort of devices, the herein presented approach was initially developed for and where it has been initially evaluated with.
according to the physical process value they measure, which is mainly temperature, pressure, or flow. They occur in a multiplicity of product variants related to the different measurement principles, which are applicable, as well as to the different communication bus systems, being used in the process automation industry. Variants range from low cost mass products, as they are for example used in temperature measurement of nonhazardous liquids, to very upscaled marginal products, as for example used in the flow measurement of explosive gases.

In general, those devices may be characterized by hard resource constraints in terms of memory consumption, power consumption, and computation time, being imposed on them by the industrial environments, they are used in. Strong constraints regarding reliability are always natural for such industrial devices as well. The presence of possibly harsh environments additionally enforces that certain measurement devices, being specially developed for such purposes, also fulfill respective safety requirements, as prescribed by related industry standards ([IEC98], [MIS94]).

From a hardware viewpoint, measurement devices may be characterized as single or simple multi-processor systems (a single main micro-controller and usually not more than 2 peripheral micro-controllers), mostly based on 16-bit, sometimes also on small 32-bit embedded micro-controllers, being usually equipped with physical memory of about 32-512 KByte ROM and 0.5-512 KByte RAM. As already stated, measurement devices have to offer interfaces to different industrial communication bus systems to output the measured process values, and to be configurable and controllable by the process control level.

![Figure 4.2: Typical Mechanics/Hardware Architecture of a Measurement Device](image)

The typical mechanics/hardware architecture of a measurement device may be characterized as denoted by Figure 4.2. That is, on the analog hardware level they are equipped with sensors and related filters, and - dependent on whether the communication bus systems supplies the device with electrical power or not - with an own
The software running on measurement devices may in general be characterized as having a rather low complexity. That is, its run-time structure is rather static, in a sense that the overall software structure is initialized at startup and does not dynamically reconfigure during run-time. Even in case of a distributed architecture in terms of a multi-processor system, the software may as well not regarded to be intensely complex, as each peripheral microcontroller unit normally has a separate serial communication interface to the main microcontroller unit, and communication is usually initiated solely from there. Further, all hard real-time related functionality can be unambiguously attributed to the single main measurement task, the device has to fulfill, which is performed in terms of gathering analogue data samples via the device’s sensors, processing the gathered sample data in order to calculate measurement values (signal processing), as well as output of the resulting measurement values on communication busses and on the local display. All other functionality offered by a measurement device, which is related to configuration, diagnosis, or maintenance, is usually non-real-time critical.

Further, the software often has to take direct control of the underlying physical hardware, as still most of such measurement devices is not equipped with an embedded real-time operating system. However, at least in case of multi-processor devices, an embedded real-time operating system is nowadays usually used on the main microcontroller unit, and a recent trend towards using an embedded operating system also in the simpler devices is observable. Not only because of the high hardware contiguousness that results from the absense of an operating system, but also because of the very stringent resource consumption constraints, the implementation language used to realize the software is still plain C - in close correspondence to the survey results quoted in Section 3.3.

From an economical and organizational viewpoint, the domain of measurement devices may be regarded as a rather harsh one as well. There is an inherently existing cost pressure that accompanies the development of measurement device software. In those cases where measurement devices are produced in a low overall number of pieces, the overall development costs have a relatively high impact on the single per-product costs, so software development is directly affected by this cost pressure, while the per piece hardware costs are of course also crucial. In case of a large number of produced pieces, the per-product hardware costs are the most significant ones, so that preferably cheap hardware is employed, what then indirectly has an effect on software development as well, as stronger technical restrictions are faced. In both cases hardware development
seems to have precedence, as it is the important cost driver. Consequently the development of the system’s hardware is traditionally done in advance or at least with a slight jut towards that of software.

From a regulatory viewpoint, safety standards like IEC 61508 [IEC98] or recommendations like the MiSRA reports [MIS94] have to be named, which are applicable to those devices, being used in hazardous environments. While those standards do not specify how software development has to be performed in detail, they restrict it by prescribing the application of certain safety related engineering techniques to assure that safety related aspects are covered. Besides, domain-wide software development standards can not be found, and efforts targeting this direction can further not yet be identified. This may be explained by the fact that the organizational constraints are quite different here compared to those key application areas, where a handful of market dominant manufacturers can agree on unified development standards, and further have the market power to dictate them.

A last thing that has to be pointed out is that, as in a considerably amount of other embedded & real-time application areas as well, software development is mostly not performed by software engineers, but by electrical engineers, communication engineers, process engineers, or physicians. While this should not be understood as a discrimination of those professions, it is merely mentioned to point out that due to the minor role software engineering has traditionally played in the embedded & real-time domain, software is developed mostly by domain experts, which do not have profound software engineering skills, as they are not extensively educated in the respective field.

A Typical Measurement Device - The Electromagnetic Flow Meter

To conclude the characterization of the preceding section, it may be reasonable to characterize a typical example device. The example considered here will be an electromagnetic flow meter, which is a measurement device used to measure the flow rate of a (electrically conducting) liquid, floating through a pipe.²

The physical measurement principle, an electromagnetic flow meter is based upon, is the *Faraday law of electromagnetic inductance*. It states that an electric conductor, being moved through a magnetic field, induces a voltage orthogonal to the direction of the magnetic field and the direction of its movement. The electromagnetic flowmeter makes use of this law, by creating an electromagnetic field through two magnetic coils, which are diametrically fitted on the pipe, through which the to be measured liquid is floating. If the liquid is conducting, it will induce a voltage orthogonal to the electromagnetic field, as denoted by Figure 4.3, which can then be measured by electrodes, which are placed orthogonal to the magnetic coils that induce the field. From the measured induced voltage, the so called raw flow velocity, the flow velocity (in m/s) and the flow rate (in l/s) (both referred to as *process values* in the following) of the liquid, proportional to the latter, can be computed.

²The example device was already introduced in [NL07a] and [NL08] as a running example. It will serve the same purpose within this thesis report, accordingly.
Conformant to the typical hardware architecture of a measurement device, outlined before, the electromagnetic flow meter example device is assumed to be equipped with a human machine interface (HMI), manifested in terms of a small LCD display and a keypad, used to report the process values to a local operator and to allow local configuration of the device. Furthermore, it is assumed to come with two digital and an analog (current) output. Its hardware is further split into two parts, namely a sensor board, which controls the magnetic coils and collects raw data from the measurement electrodes, and a main board, which is responsible of controlling the sensor board, as well as the HMI and the analog and digital outputs\(^3\).

From a software viewpoint the electromagnetic flow meter device may be regarded to contain two distinct embedded software systems, namely the one on the sensor and the one on the main board, both being interconnected via a defined communication protocol. The software running on the sensor board is responsible of interfacing to the sensor hardware, i.e. it drives the magnetic coil by a pulse-width-modulation (PWM) and gathers the sensor raw data via an analog-digital-converter (ADC). It is further responsible of preprocessing the collected sensor raw data, i.e. it performs a sensor related calibration, as well as an error detection and correction. The main board software is responsible of performing the signal processing, i.e. it calibrates and filters the preprocessed raw values, calculates the resulting process values, and outputs those values on the display and the outputs. It is furthermore responsible of handling the interaction with a local operator via the HMI.

\(^3\)The example system presented in [NL08] is assumed to have a dedicated output board as well, used to control the analog (current) output. It may however also be assumed, that the current output is driven by means of a pulse-width-modulation (PWM) through the main board micro-controller itself.
4.2 Problems & Challenges

As pointed out before, model-based software development still faces a lot of problems in the domain of small embedded & real-time systems, especially in those non-key application areas apart from aerospace & defense, automotive, and telecommunications. In order to provide an approach that is applicable within these application areas, the reasons for this inapplicability have to be investigated first, so that distinct goals can be formulated. This will be done subsequently.

4.2.1 Constraint-Inadequate Model-Based Software Construction

As stated before, model-based software engineering seems to be a reasonable means to deal with the increased complexity that has to be faced. It further seems to be promising in order to face the strong technical restrictions that especially small embedded & real-time systems like measurement devices have to face. This is not least due to the increased analysis potential that is gained through the intense use of models. By reasoning on models and by simulating or even executing them, consequences of decisions or the adequacy of possible solutions may be evaluated and assessed very early, even before they are actually determined or realized. It is also because model-based engineering - if applied systematically - empowers enhanced traceability, so that design decisions can thus be tracked. This does of course hold for model-driven engineering in particular, where models are interrelated much closer due to the enhanced formality, and the thereby enabled higher degree of automation.

The interesting question that comes up in this context is, why promising model-based or even model-driven software engineering approaches, which have been adopted in other parts of the domain, are not properly applicable to small embedded & real-time systems, as they can be found in the marginal application areas. The most significant reason for this seems to be that most of current model-based engineering approaches seem to be somehow contrasting to the very strong technical constraints that are being faced in terms of resource consumption and timing constraints. Even if model-based software engineering does not necessarily lead to larger and less efficient programs, the problem is that most model-based approaches - even if nominally targeting the embedded & real-time domain in particular - also compel the use of higher abstraction implementation technology like object-oriented programming languages or even component-based middleware. This probably also explains why OMG’s MDA/MDD approach did not significantly gain ground in the domain of small embedded & real-time systems. If object-oriented concepts and component-based design principles are only facilitated in the analysis and design phases and basic implementation technology is used afterwards, it seems to be even more inapplicable, because then, a significant breach between design model and implementation model, i.e. source code, is the result.
Another problem inherent to the application of higher abstraction techniques is related to the organizational constraints that often have to be faced. As already mentioned, software developers in the respective application areas are not always educated software engineers, so that profound training of the involved personnel is necessary to achieve a common familiarity with the applied concepts and technologies. This of course is a major hindrance to the adoption of such approaches because of the aforementioned immanent cost pressure.

### 4.2.2 Methodological Incompleteness and Discontinuity

Another challenge arises from the historic survey, software engineering has undergone from the late 1990’s. As Section 3.1.2 unveils, the unification process of the various different methodological approaches of the early and mid 1990’s, related to the Unified Modeling Language, has lead to a drop out of support for concrete design respectively construction methods in related tools. In fact, while before the unification process each approach had its own notation, method, and related tools, where these tools where equipped with methodical support at least to some extent, this support has more and more been removed from the respective tools afterwards (or the tools have disappeared), so that most of today’s modeling tools do indeed not deliver any methodical support.

The lack of profound methodical support in today’s tools can be regarded as a major drawback, as a coherent methodological system can only be achieved if notation, method and tool are closely integrated and rely on common concepts and principles (compare the system triangle metaphor in Section 2.3.2). If methodical support is not provided by respective tools, this can thus be regarded as a major hindrance to the application of a method. This is the case not only because the acquisition and adoption of the method is complicated, it is also because potentially automatable or semi-automatable steps of the respective method have to be performed by hand, naturally leading to a lower acceptance of the method or even to its disapproval.

Another aspect that hinders the applicability of model-based construction approaches is that most often tool support may not be regarded as being continuous. That is, from the early requirements analysis up to the detailed design, most activities are well supported by respective modeling tools (although each one of course has its own weaknesses and drawbacks). Nevertheless, in particular the transition from detailed design into the respective implementation are most often not profoundly supported. This is first and foremost the case because flexible and customizable code generation facilities are not offered by todays modeling tools and also because implementation support is mostly not integrated into them, but instead provided by additional third-party development environment.
4.3 Definition of Goals

It is nevertheless assumed that model-based software engineering is a promising approach, especially within the domain of small embedded & real-time systems. This is first, because it accommodates a more systematic approach to software engineering, leading to an enhanced traceability, and second, because it offers an increased potential in terms of reasoning and analyzability. However, this great potential can only be unleashed, if the aforementioned problems and challenges are considerably taken into account.

Being aware of the methodological incompleteness and discontinuity that is inherent to most existing model-based approaches, it has to be stated that an effective model-based solution has to be arranged as a complete, continuous, and integrated methodology. Taking a goal-oriented viewpoint, this may be formalized as:

**Goal (Methodological Integrity).** An overall software construction methodological approach has to be delivered in terms of a concise method, an appropriate notation, and adequate tool support, being all related by common concepts and principles.

(i) **Methodological Completeness** - A wholistic approach has to be provided, covering all constructive software engineering activities from the early analysis up to the late detailed design and its final transition into the resulting implementation. This in particular has to include a precise definition about the structure of the employed models, as well as a thoroughly documented mapping between design and programming language constructs.

(ii) **Methodological Integration** - To form an overall integrated methodology, both, a method and a supporting tool, have to be provided, being integrated with each other via common concepts and principles. To allow easy adoption and acquisition of the method, and to enable a high degree of automation, dedicated methodical tool support has to be in particular provided, including substantial support for the execution of the method’s tasks, as well as for its chronological procedure.

Model-based software construction can furthermore only be successfully adopted to those small embedded & real-time systems within the marginal application areas, if the very special technical constraints of those systems and additionally the also rather special organizational constraints of their respective application areas are properly reflected, so that the second major goal of the presented approach may be denoted as follows:

**Goal (Constraint-Adequateness).** The delivered methodology has to properly reflect the very special technical and organizational constraints of small embedded & real-time systems in the marginal application areas.

(i) **Technical Adequacy** - It has to be ensured that the very special technical constraints of small embedded & real-time systems are met. That is, in particular
resource and timing constraints have to be explicitly and continuously regarded (Real-Time Awareness). Concepts that would lead to a breach between design and implementation have to be avoided (Seamless Continuity). Furthermore, no specific technology has to be prescribed or enforced, which could hinder the applicability of the approach (Technological Insensitivity).

(ii) Organizational Adequacy - The very special organizational constraints, being faced in the marginal application areas have to be met. It thus has to be ensured that a solution is practically applicable and understandable (Practical Applicability & Understandability), in particular where software development is performed by others than educated software engineers. It furthermore has to be ensured that standard-conformant languages and tools are employed whenever possible, as the organizational and economical constraints, which are being faced in the marginal application areas, do not facilitate the development of proprietary languages or tools (Standard Conformity).

These goals have to be inescapably addressed if a model-based software construction approach is intended to be capable of meeting the very special characteristics of small embedded & real-time systems, and if it wants to be compatible with the special organizational constraints, which are being faced in the respective application areas, as well.
Part II

The MeDUSA-ViPER Methodology
Chapter 5

A Model-Based Methodology

5.1 Sketching A Solution

Having clearly defined the problems, challenges, and goals, it is time to come up with a solution.

MeDUSA (Method for UML-based Construction of Embedded & Real-Time Software), the method, which forms a central part of the solution, is a model-based software construction method, facilitating the intense use of models as the central engineering artifacts throughout the overall software construction. Being organized around the use case concept, the method was designed to be systematic and straightforward. It uses the UML in its current version 2.1.2 [OMG07d] as underlying notation and - unlike most other published methods, which are rightly referred to as design methods - explicitly covers all software construction steps from the early requirements modeling up the late implementation. This in particular includes a seamless transition of a UML-based detailed design into a procedural implementation in the ANSI-C language, what has been repeatedly emphasized as crucial to the success of any model-based approach within the domain of small embedded & real-time systems, and which has conclusively lead to the formulation of the methodological completeness goal (cf. Section 4.3).

Having repeatedly pointed out the importance of an overall integrated methodological solution, it is clear that MeDUSA, even if being a crucial part of it, does not make up the overall solution. Indeed, as sketched by Figure 5.1, together with the underlying languages it is part of a larger methodological approach, in which ViPER (Visual Tooling Platform for Model-Based Engineering) forms the complementary part of the supporting tool.

ViPER delivers graphical UML modeling capabilities, as well as UML-to-ANSI-C code generation (cf. [FNL08]). Additionally a toolkit for editing and simulating of textual, narrative use case descriptions, as proposed by the method (cf. [WNHL08]), is offered, as well as dedicated methodical support for MeDUSA.
All three building blocks of the sketched solution will be investigated in detail within the following chapters. As the method forms an integral part of it, it will be taken as a starting point. Subsequently, the employed languages will be paid attention to. That is, it will be elaborated, what parts of the UML are actually used within the construction of all MeDUSA UML models, and it will be detailedly elaborated how design model concepts can be seamlessly transferred into respective ANSI-C equivalents. The description of the methodology will be completed by a presentation of ViPER, the supporting tool. Here, concentration will be spent on the MeDUSA specific methodical support that is offered.

### 5.2 Related Work

Of course, a methodology as the one presented herein is never developed in the open countryside. Before thus introducing the components of the presented solution in terms of MeDUSA, ViPER and their related modeling and implementation languages in the following chapters, closely related work will be introduced in the following.

For MeDUSA, this will be done in terms of Gomaa’s *COMET* method [Gom00], which may be denoted as the precursor of MeDUSA, as well as *ROOM*, by Selic et.al [SGW94], which may be quoted as having strong impact on the applied notation and of the integrated modeling between structural and behavioral aspects, as it is incorporated into MeDUSA.

In the context of ViPER, it will be investigated to what extend methodical tool support is provided by currently available state-of-the-art tools, as this is regarded to be the key focus of the herein presented work. Even while the respective functionality is built into ViPER as well, investigating to what extend UML modeling capabilities or UML-based code generation is offered by other approaches, is omitted here. This is, because the offered UML modeling capabilities are anyway more or less comparable, and because - even while there are several shortcomings related to the code genera-
tion facilities of those tools, to which the ViPER UML2 Code Generator offers some innovative solutions - this is not regarded to be at the heart of the herein presented methodology. The interested reader may be delegated to refer to [FNL08], [Fun06], or [Kev07] to get an in-depth discussion on this.

5.2.1 Methods

Indeed, besides the COMET method, which served as its starting point and its first and foremost inspiration, MeDUSA comprises and incorporates various ideas and practices originating from other, sometimes earlier approaches. It would be tedious work to deliver a complete list of all direct and indirect influences of related development approaches. However, at least the two most relevant ones, namely COMET and ROOM, have to be quoted to enable a deep understanding of the MeDUSA method, and to allow a well-founded assessment of the actual contribution acquired by it.

COMET

Being published in 2000, COMET may be named as one of the second generation object-oriented approaches for embedded & real-time systems. While its direct predecessor Software Design Methods for Concurrent and Real-Time Systems (CODARTS) [Gom93], could still be characterized to be some sort of structured analysis & design approach, even if it already employed certain object-based/object-oriented concepts, COMET can be regarded as being a truly object-oriented method.

In detail, COMET is based on the object-oriented iterative life-cycle model denoted by Figure 5.2, out of which it covers Requirements Modeling, Analysis Modeling, and Design Modeling. Being an object-oriented method, requirements modeling is done in terms of use case modeling, using the graphical notation proposed by the UML, extended by a textual, narrative description for each identified use case, which captures the steps of the default scenario as well as single alternative steps.

Analysis Modeling is done in terms of static modeling of the system context and of internal long-living data, and in terms of dynamic modeling of object collaborations for each identified use case, including specification of intra-object behavior for state-dependent objects, participating in the collaborations. In detail, Static Modeling of the System Context is done by developing a class diagram, showing external hardware systems, software systems, or human users in the surrounding environment of the system-under-development, as well as corresponding internal interface classes. Static Modeling of Entity Classes is then done to identify the internal long-living data objects. It is performed using one or more UML class diagrams, depicting data intensive classes and their relationships in terms of generalizations and associations.

Having identified interface and entity classes during static modeling, Dynamic Modeling is then performed to identify further analysis objects/classes. During dynamic analysis of inter-object collaborations, UML collaboration diagrams are developed
to find and describe an object collaboration for each identified use case, so that the inter-object behavior of the respective object collaboration jointly performs goal of the respective use case. The identification of the analysis objects, forming an object collaboration for a use case, is supported on the one hand by reflecting the beforehand identified interface and entity classes, and additionally via the object respectively class taxonomy displayed in Figure 5.3, which is referred to as the *Object and Class Structuring Criteria*.

Having modeled the system-under-development in terms of analysis objects together with their inter-object collaborative and their (state-dependent) intra-object behavior, *Design Modeling* can be subsequently performed. First, the identified analysis model artifacts are synthesized, which is done in terms of synthesizing statecharts, the collaboration model, and the static model. Synthesizing statecharts is done in terms of synthesizing the partial state-dependent behavioral facets, a state-dependent control objects unveils in the different object collaborations, it participates in, to an overall statemachine describing its complete intra-object behavior. Synthesizing the collaboration model is done in terms of consolidating the different collaboration diagrams, developed during *Analysis Modeling*, into an overall collaboration model. Synthesizing the static model is done by combining the different class diagrams for the interface and entity classes to an overall static model of the system-under-development, and by extending classes, which can be inferred from the objects, being identified during *Dynamic Modeling*. 
After synthesizing the analysis artifacts to a consistent overall analysis model, the overall system architecture can be developed. Here, identification of subsystems is the first step. This is done by applying so called Subsystem Structuring Criteria, which basically is a taxonomy of subsystem stereotypes similar to that provided for objects/classes (although it is not disjoint). The goal is to obtain a consolidated collaboration diagram for each subsystem, showing the objects composed by it, as well as a high-level collaboration diagram for the overall system. Based on this initial system architecture the concurrent task architecture is then developed by structuring the subsystems into concurrent tasks and by designing their respective task interfaces, which is collectively referred to as Task Structuring. Subsequent to this, the performance of the design is analyzed in terms of a real-time scheduling analysis. If the overall architecture is sufficiently performant, Class Design is then executed for each subsystem. Here, the classes’ interfaces in terms of all offered operations, as well as the inheritance hierarchies between the identified classes are designed.

Last, the detailed design is developed for each subsystem. This is done in terms of designing the internals of the composite tasks by identifying all nested passive information hiding classes and by designing task synchronization mechanisms for those nested classes, which are accessed by multiple tasks, as well as by designing connector classes to realize inter-task communication. After having designed each task’s internal sequencing logic, the detailed design of each subsystem is concluded with a more in-depth analysis of the subsystem’s performance. Each subsystem can then be implemented.

Figure 5.3: COMET Object/Class Structuring Criteria (cf. [Gom00])
A concluding assessment of the COMET method may come to the result that compared to other approaches in the respective field, the COMET method has some outstanding features, which also mainly influenced the conception of the presented approach. In detail, these are:

- a systematic, iterative approach to develop embedded & real-time software
- taxonomies to support identification and structuring of objects/classes, subsystems, and tasks
- a standard notation, in terms of the UML and extending profiles (taxonomies)
- an integrated performance analysis based on real-time scheduling theory

However, the practical application of COMET in industrial pilot projects conducted at the German ABB Research Center as well as ABB Business Unit Instrumentation showed some weaknesses and shortcomings, which were already thematized in earlier publications [NL07a]. In detail, it may be criticized that COMET

- facilitates an object-oriented design, thus deteriorating the transformation of the detailed design into a procedural implementation
- introduces a lot of overhead by extensive modeling on the class and object level, which would not be needed in case of an underlying procedural implementation (here, the runtime structure in terms of objects could be modeled directly)
- is based on an outdated version of the UML standard and does thus not make use of the new modeling capabilities offered by the current UML language standard version 2.1.2
- does not facilitate reuse of components, as no means for selection and integration of such components is given

It may thus be concluded - as it was already done earlier (cf. [NMSL04]) - that COMET is a by all means a practically applicable design method, having however some drawbacks, which express themselves especially in the context of those constraints, which are being faced in the marginal application areas that are targeted by the herein presented approach. While it is thus not an unrestrictedly adequate method to develop software for small embedded & real-time systems, it may however be characterized as a very systematic method, additionally offering some novel outstanding properties, for instance the provided structuring criteria as well as the integration of performance analysis into software design.

ROOM

Real-Time Object Oriented Modeling (ROOM) was published by Selic, Gullekson, and Ward in 1994, fairly at that time that Gomaa published COMET’s predecessor
CODARTS. It has to be mentioned explicitly as well, mainly because of its modeling capabilities in terms of hierarchical structures and because of its close integration between structural and behavioral aspects of a software architecture. Unlike COMET or CODARTS, ROOM does indeed not provide a concise method. Instead, software construction is understood merely as modeling on different levels of abstraction. Using a phase-independent set of modeling abstractions, ROOM pursues the goal of phase independence. It thus covers how modeling for different levels of abstraction has to be performed, but it does not provide detailed guidance on what to model in which timely order.

However, the major contribution of ROOM is its well designed, very concise and semantically clear modeling language. Unlike other approaches of its time, ROOM offers the outstanding possibility to model hierarchical system structures. So called actors, ROOM’s denomination for objects, i.e. “independent, concurrently active logical machines” [SGW94], are defined by corresponding actor classes, whose internal decomposition can in turn be specified by other nested actors, thus allowing to model arbitrary nested system structures.

For illustration purposes, consider the example presented in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, which depicts a simple telecommunication switching system. As denoted by Figure 5.4, the actor definition of a respective System actor is specified as a hierarchical structure, being decomposed into nested actors, namely Telephone1, Telephone2, AdminUI, Line1, Line2, and PBX, interconnected to each other via named Ports and so called Bindings, to establish inter-actor communication. The nested PBX actor, whose actor class definition is denoted in Figure 5.5, is itself internally decomposed, leading thus to an overall hierarchical system design (of course, its internally nested actors may in turn be hierarchically structured).
The full encapsulation of actors that is being expressed in terms of the ports concept, may be mentioned as another outstanding feature of the ROOM language. That is, the externally visible interface of a respective actor is solely defined in terms of its ports, which are the only interaction points, via which communication with the actor can be established. This leads to an explicit definition of all context dependencies, an actor might have, as well as to a clear encapsulation of the actor’s internal structure (if it has one). To illustrate this, the PBX actor may be quoted again. It fully encapsulates its internal structure towards the other actors inside the system and allows inter-actor communication only via its tel1, tel2, and admin ports.

Last, the seamless integration between structural aspects of a system and behavioral aspects, which is achieved by the ROOM language, has to be mentioned. That is, actors have internal behavior that can be expressed in terms of a finite statemachine, being expressed by a so called ROOMchart, as exemplarily denoted in Figure 5.6 for the Call actor nested inside the PBX. In detail, interconnection between structure and behavior is consistently achieved using ports as well. That is, two types of ports are actually supported by the ROOM language, namely relay ports, which simply prolong incoming external communication to a nested internal actor and vice versa (as in case of the admin, tel1 and tel2 ports in the PBX actor reference), and end ports, which are directly connected to the actor’s internal behavior. That is, the arrival of a message at an end port of an actor causes a respective signal to occur within the ROOMchart, expressing the internal behavior of the actor, so that state transitions and resulting actions can occur (which may e.g. be the processing of the message and the sending of a respective return message).

While not going further into detail about additional modeling capabilities of the ROOM language, it can be concluded that the aforementioned advantageous novelties had significant influence on later approaches, including the one presented here. It can for
example be inferred from the fact that via its direct successor *UML-RT*, which was incorporated into Rational’s *Rose Real-Time* modeling tool, hierarchical modeling and the encapsulation concept, as well as the close integration between structural and behavioral aspects have finally made its way into the current UML standard version. There, precisely this is now also expressible in terms of composite structures and component diagrams, as well as closely integrated behavioral diagrams as state machines, interactions, or activities.

A significant contingent of *ROOM*’s success may also be attributed to the fact that profound tool support was delivered for the *ROOM* modeling language in terms of the *ObjecTime* tool set. Being equipped with a model manager, editor, validator, compiler and even with model execution capabilities, the *ObjecTime* tool set enabled profound engineering of *ROOM* models.

However, *ROOM* also had its drawbacks, which in particular also holds for the *ROOM* modeling language, even if aforementioned advantages do somewhat outweigh them. One major drawback is that apart from the explicitness and clarity that the port concept brings in terms of encapsulation and context dependencies, it is somehow not as straight-forward applicable as it seems to be. The different port types (relay, end) in combination with the concept of protocols (a specification of how messages are exchangeable via a certain port) and the conjugation concept (a port is a conjugation if it has a corresponding protocol with an inversed direction, i.e. for every incoming message it has a respective outgoing message and vice versa) makes the composition of actors somewhat unclear and complex. Another disadvantage is the rather intricate

![Diagram of ROOM Behavioral Modeling Example](image.png)
modeling of layered structures and the difficulty to specify non state-dependent actor behavior. The most significant drawback of ROOM however may be seen in the lack of a profound method. Even if the modeling language is to an overall extend clear and precise, its applicability is not naturally given, and an uncoordinated and unsystematic application of the respective modeling elements, based on heuristics, may not be regarded as being goal-oriented.

5.2.2 Tools

A complete list of all tools related to the herein provided ViPER tool would of course - as in case of those methods that have somehow inspired the development of MeDUSA - be quite inexhaustible. Various programming and modeling tools as well as integrated development environments for programming and modeling have emerged during the last decades, and all of them probably have added their own partial contributions, so that investigating the originator of all the concepts and principles, being incorporated into one of todays state-of-the-art integrated development environments, is hard to achieve.

Guided by the goal of methodological integration, which was formulated in Section 4.3 as one of the key goals, the focus may thus be spend on investigating, to which extend methodical support is offered by current state-of-the-art tools, as this is a strong indicator for the applicability and usefulness of a methodology. Profound tool-based support for the execution of individual tasks (steps, guidances, etc.), as well as sophisticated support on the creation and assessment of the developed work products (metrics, checklists, etc.) can decisively and extensively support a role performer. Even basic methodical support in the form of a simple browser access to an electronic method definition may be helpful.

Most of today’s available UML modeling tools however do not come with such a methodical support, not even in its simplest form. One major reason for this may be found within the historic course of the UML, as it was briefly sketched within Section 3.1.2. That is, having originated from various object-oriented methodical approaches, the UML was developed as a unified notation, not incorporating any concrete methodical aspects of the underlying approaches. While most tool vendors offer some sort of installation modes to customize the functionality of their tool to best meet a respective role performer (e.g. developer and designer installation modes), concrete methodical support for a specific method can thus only be observed, where the respective tool vendor is at the same time also method vendor. This is for example the case with IBM Rational, which is vendor of the Rational Unified Process and delivers a set of UML modeling tools in terms of the IBM Rational Software Development Platform.
More sophisticated methodical support is on the other hand offered solely by dedicated methodical support tools. Here, Jaczone Waypointer may be named, which is an agent-based tool to support the execution of the Rational Unified Process. It has the capability to integrate itself into the Rational Software Development Platform and may thus be quoted as a good example on how more dedicated methodical support may be provided.

IBM Rational Software Development Platform

The IBM Rational Software Development Platform is IBM Rational’s four member product-line to facilitate UML-based model-based design. The comprised products, namely the IBM Rational Software Modeler, IBM Rational Systems Developer, IBM Rational Application Developer, and IBM Rational Software Architect differ in detail about the concrete programming languages and technologies, being covered, as well as the application domains, being targeted, which ranges from the development of small embedded software up to that of large industrial enterprise applications.

Regarding methodical support they are all equipped with a Process Advisor and Process Browser component to support development according to the Rational Unified Process. The Process Browser, depicted by Figure 5.7, is a hypertext browser, which allows to navigate a UMA-based definition of the Rational Unified Process.

![IBM Rational Software Development Platform - Process Browser](image)

The methodical support within the IBM Rational Software Development Platform is based on the IBM Rational Method Composer, which in turn uses the Unified Method Architecture (UMA) as underlying notation. Compare Section 6.2.1 for more details.
The Process Advisor on the other hand provides context-sensitive guidance, in terms of Tools Mentors, Work Products, and Tasks, covered by the RUP definition. It thus offers some sort of dynamic assistance, as the provided excerpts of the RUP documentation are filtered according to the current selection of resources. So, as outlined by Figure 5.8, when editing a UML use case diagram, the display of RUP contents is limited to those Tools Mentors, Work Products, and Tasks that are related to modeling of use case diagrams.

![Figure 5.8: IBM Rational Software Development Platform - Process Advisor](image)

Besides offering such a context-sensitive access to the static RUP documentation, dynamic support is not delivered. That is, in particular, no specific wizards or agents are offered by the platform to support a RUP role performer during the execution of a specific task, e.g. by automatizing or semi-automatizing certain steps.

**Jaczone Waypointer**

Jaczone Waypointer by Ivar Jacobson International is a tool explicitly delivering methodical support for the IBM Rational Unified Process\(^2\). The tool may be integrated with Microsoft Word and the IBM Rational Software Architect to manage the development and refinement of documents and models according to the IBM Rational Unified Process. Jaczone Waypointer is organized around the Activities of the IBM Rational Unified Process, so that the Activity Window, which is depicted by Figure 5.9, serves as the central interface for interactions with the user.

\(^2\)Actually the process supported by Jaczone Waypointer is a subset and a refinement of the IBM Rational Unified Process, covering parts of the Requirements, Analysis & Design, and Project Management disciplines, and refining them with additional steps and more fine grained activities (cf. [Jac08]).
Within Waypointer, an activity is defined to be "a well-defined unit of work that a user or a group of users carry out when adopting a role." [Jac08]. It is usually structured into a set of steps, which are offered for selection by a respective Activity Agent within the Activity Window of Jaczone Waypointer, associating each step with a set of rules, concretely manifested as checks or conclusions. Steps may also be supported by a set of Wizards, which are "kind of dialogue[s] with the user, during which conclusions and checks are traversed in sequence", and which usually "encapsulate smaller modeling tasks [...] within a specific activity" [Jac08]. An example for such a Wizard is depicted by Figure 5.10. It shows one page of the Split a Use Case Wizard, which is available from within multiple Activity Agents of the Requirements Discipline.

Besides Wizards, Artifact Agents support a role performer while working with a concrete artifact. As exemplarily depicted by Figure 5.11, an Artifact Agent "collects a set of rules that are applicable for a particular type of artifact" [Jac08] and thus helps to point a role performer to inconsistencies and defects within the respective artifact. It also offers a set of Conclusions, which may for instance be the proposed execution of a respective Activity Agent or Wizard.
While the execution of individual activities and the handling of individual artifacts are thus relatively well supported by the Jaczone Waypointer, the timely execution of activities, as defined by the IBM Rational Unified Process, are not explicitly thematized. A user can however select to adopt certain roles, as defined by the IBM Rational Unified Process, so that the Jaczone Waypointer offers only those activities, the respective role is involved in. Nevertheless, the tool does not further guide him with respect to the timely execution of those activities, applicable to his adopted roles.
Chapter 6

Method - MeDUSA

Having started in early 2005 as a slight enhancement to the COMET method that was developed in conjunction with the ABB Corporate Research Center, MeDUSA (MethoD for UML2-based Construction of Embedded & Real-Time SoftwAre) has undergone several changes in the following years. The evolution of the method hit - as indicated before - its first peak in its initial publication in 2007 [NL07a]. Having gained further experiences in the following, a total revision of the method, denoted as MeDUSA Second Edition was published in mid 2008 [NL08]. The MeDUSA definition provided in the following sections is based on this completely revised Second Edition. However, some changes related to the modeling and analysis of timing and concurrency constraints, which have been investigated in depth since the publication of the Second Edition have been already incorporated.

6.1 MeDUSA-Lifecycle

MeDUSA is a mere software construction method. That is, only software engineering concerns are addressed, and the development of electronical and mechanical hardware, which are the other essential parts of system development, are explicitly not covered.

To understand the conception of MeDUSA, those aspects however have to be regarded as well, as indeed the different disciplines are interrelated to each other. An overall system development life cycle may be assumed, as it is outlined by Figure 6.1. While there are system wide activities as the initial elicitation of system requirements or the final integration of software, electronical hardware, and mechanical hardware to an overall system, the development inside the different disciplines may be regarded to be executed more or less concurrently within different development threads.

---

1As MeDUSA is regarded to be a living method, further changes are likely also after the publication of this thesis work. The most recent version of the method definition can always be obtained from the MeDUSA project site [MeDUSA].
Those threads are however not unrelated to each other, as indicated within Figure 6.1 as well. Mechanical and electronical hardware are for example closely related, because they have to jointly address questions of housing design or circuit design, both restricted by the non-functional requirements for the overall system. Electronics development and software development are even more intensely coupled, as the electronical hardware indeed forms the embedding system for the embedded software. Thus, all aspects related to the real-time & embedded nature of the software are somehow related also to the electronical hardware, and as such have to be jointly addressed by both disciplines. However, in the context of MeDUSA, it is assumed that hardware development is performed with a slight advance, so that an initial hardware design has been developed when starting the MeDUSA Requirements Phase, and a hardware prototype is available not later than before starting Implementation Phase, at least in the form of some breadboard, so that parts of the software can already be integrated with the electronical hardware. It is reasonable to do so, because, due to the technical and economical constraints in the respective application domains, hardware development is regarded to be the main driver of system development.
What has to be emphasized again is that MeDUSA is a mere software construction and not an overall software development method. That is, out of all software engineering activities only the constructive ones are being covered, and quality management, configuration & change management, as well as project management (cf. Section 2.3.1) are not addressed\(^2\). MeDUSA thus does not only have to be embedded into a larger system development process, but indeed, as indicated by Figure 6.1, also into some sort of umbrella software development process, that addresses all other software engineering disciplines to their required extend.

### 6.2 MeDUSA-Definition

With its first publication [NL07a], the MeDUSA method has been formally defined based on the *Unified Method Architecture (UMA)* meta model [Hau05][Hau06], which was developed by IBM as an advancement to OMG’s *Software Process Engineering Meta-Model (SPEM)* 1.1 standard [OMG05a].

UMA was chosen for the definition of MeDUSA for two main reasons. First, because profound tool support for editing and publishing of UMA-based method definitions is offered in terms of IBM Rational’s commercial *Method Composer* tool, as well as its non-commercial open-source derivate *EPF Composer*, offered by the *Eclipse Process Framework (EPF)* project [EPF]. Second, because UMA was - at the time of MeDUSA’s initial publication - IBM’s and its related OMG partners’ candidate proposal for the then upcoming *SPEM 2.0* standard of the OMG [OMG08], and because it was intended that future versions of UMA would be aligned with the final version of the SPEM 2.0 standard.

As the adoption process of the current SPEM standard had been finished at that time, SPEM 2.0 was then chosen as notation to define the *Second Edition* of MeDUSA [NL08]\(^3\) and will thus be used herein as well. Before providing the detailed definition of MeDUSA in the following sections, SPEM 2.0 is therefore outlined shortly in the following.

#### 6.2.1 SPEM 2.0

*SPEM (Software Process Engineering Meta-Model)* is an official OMG standard used to "describe a concrete software development process or a family of related software development processes" [OMG08], and is as such also best applicable to define a more lightweight methodical approach as the MeDUSA method. According to the standard document [OMG08], it incorporates a clear separation of the contentual aspects (what-to-do) of a method or process definition, the so called *Method Content*, and the

---

\(^2\)An exception to this is the real-time analysis, being covered by MeDUSA, which is a somehow analytical task and may thus also be accounted to software quality management.

\(^3\)Technically however, UMA is still used to define the MeDUSA method library, as the related *Eclipse Process Framework Composer* tool is used to generate its hypertext documentation (cf. Section 8.2.2)
time-related ones (when-to-do-it), which is referred to as the *Process*, as illustrated by Figure 6.2.

![Figure 6.2: Terminology of SPEM 2.0 (cf. [OMG08])](image)

Accordingly, the meta-model defines two basic abstract concepts, namely *Method Content Element* and *Process Element*, as denoted by Figure 6.3, upon which respective concept hierarchies are built up. As already indicated by their exposed illustration in Figure 6.2, Guidances play some hybrid role, as they are used in both concept worlds. Being *Extensible Elements*, Guidances of various different Guidance Kinds are supported. In detail, these are Template, Estimation Consideration, Example, Checklist, Guideline, Concept, Estimate, Practice, Term Definition, Report, Tool Mentor, Supporting Material, and Whitepaper.

![Figure 6.3: SPEM 2.0 Meta-Model - Top-level Hierarchy](image)

**Method Content** The method content is basically defined in terms of Task Definitions, Role Definitions, and Work Product Definitions, as illustrated by Figure 6.4. Task Definitions are defined in terms of atomic Steps that describe the detailed actions that have to be performed. Their execution requires respective Qualifications, which have to be provided by related Role Definitions. To execute a Task Definition, a set of ToolDefinitions may be employed, which is accordingly used to manage related Work Product Definitions. Role Definitions
providing the Qualifications for a Task Definition may be defined as its default performers (formalized by Default Task Definition Performers). A Role Definition may be further assigned responsibility for the Work Product Definitions related to a Task Definition (formalized by (Default) Responsibility Assignments). Work Product Definitions may further be specified as (Default) Task Definition Parameters for a Task Definition, meaning that they serve as its input respectively output.

Figure 6.4: SPEM 2.0 Meta-Model - Method Content

To group related Method Content Element, SPEM 2.0 additionally offers an element called Category, which is extended by different Category Kinds for the specific Method Content Elements, namely Discipline (used to group Task Definitions), Role Set, Domain (used to group Work Product Definitions), as well as Tool Category.

Figure 6.5: SPEM 2.0 Meta-Model - Process
**Process**  The Process part defines how the different Task Definitions, defined in the Method Content, are performed over time. As indicated by Figure 6.5, this is done in terms of a breakdown-structure, built up of Task Uses, which reference respective Task Definitions of the Method Content, Milestones, and Activities. As Activities may furthermore contain nested Breakdown Elements, arbitrary hierarchical structures can be build up. Different Activity Kinds are supported by SPEM 2.0. Besides Iterations and Phases, Process Patterns, and Delivery Processes are supported, as well as Process Planning Templates. While a Process Pattern represents a reusable process building block, a Delivery Process is understood to be a full end-to-end lifecycle process.

**Notational Clarification**  While the clear separation into Method Content and Process, as it is proposed by SPEM 2.0, is regarded to be very adequate, the employed terminology seems to be misleading, at least as far as the terms Process, Process Pattern, and Delivery Process are concerned. Denominating the definition of the time-related aspects of a method or process as Process seems to be somewhat misleading. The same holds for the term Process Pattern, which is regarded to be quite fuzzy. Last, the term Delivery Process to denote the complete definition of all MeDUSA related activities in their timely order seems to be inappropriate, in particular with respect to the definitions provided in Section 2.3.2, as MeDUSA is regarded to be a method rather than a process.

Because of this an alternative denomination will be used here. The term Method Operations will be used in the following to refer to what it denoted as Process in SPEM 2.0 terminology, namely the definition of the time-related aspects of the method. Additionally, the terms Workflow and Workflow Pattern will be used to refer to the concepts subsumed by the terms Delivery Process and Process Pattern respectively. All other terms are adopted from the current SPEM 2.0 specification.

### 6.2.2 MeDUSA Method Content

The MeDUSA Method Content is defined in terms of six disciplines, grouping 18 MeDUSA defined tasks. In detail, the disciplines, being covered, are:

- **Requirements Modeling Discipline**
- **Analysis Modeling Discipline**
- **Architectural Design Modeling Discipline**
- **Detailed Design Modeling Discipline**
- **Implementation Discipline**
- **Real-Time Analysis Discipline**
While each discipline groups logically and timely related tasks, it does however not define a chronological order between them. And while this should also not imply a strict chronological order amongst the disciplines, five of the six disciplines were named to match certain phases within the software development lifecycle. This was done to denote that those tasks, being comprised by the respective discipline, are usually first executed when the respective phase is commenced.

MeDUSA comprises 12 modeling related tasks, being subsumed by the Requirements, Analysis, Architectural, and Detailed Design Modeling Disciplines. The modeling tasks subsumed by a respective discipline may be regarded to be related in a sense that they yield model artifacts on the same level of abstraction. For instance, all tasks subsumed by the Analysis Modeling Discipline are subject to modeling of the problem domain. As this in turn requires that their individual contributions have to be consistent and integrable with each other, the modeling tasks of a respective discipline, may indeed be understood to contribute to a common, shared, discipline specific model, which consistently integrates their individual contributions. Accordingly, the MeDUSA Method Content defines three such models⁴, namely:

- **Requirements Model**
- **Analysis Model**
- **Design Model⁵**

While an Implementation Model may also be defined as the fourth integrated model within MeDUSA (cf. [NL08]), this model indeed manifests itself as mere source code, and is as such not subject to modeling but to implementing. It is further not comparable to the other formal engineering models in terms of its covered abstraction, and does also not yield comparable challenges in terms of consistency and integration.

Having all this in mind, the Method Content will be outlined in detail in the following along the defined disciplines. For each discipline, the common purpose of its subsumed tasks will be summarized first, and all roles involved in the execution of its subsumed tasks will be named. Subsequently, each task will be described in detail, naming its contribution in terms of its produced work products, where - for the sake of simplicity - only diagram related contributions will be explicitly named, and the underlying (UML) model contributions will not be elaborated in detail. They are subject to an in-depth discussion within Section 7.1, where the precise structure of all MeDUSA related UML models is investigated.

---

⁴Note that while most modeling contributions are actually made in terms of UML artifacts, those discipline specific models are not referred to as UML models, because additional contributions, as for instance narrative use case descriptions, may be subsumed. Three discipline specific UML models are defined accordingly, being regarded as fractions of the respective overall, integrated discipline specific models.

⁵As Architectural Design Modeling and Detailed Design Modeling are regarded to be on the same abstraction level, they share a common Design Model.
6.2.2.1 Requirements Modeling Discipline

The Requirements Modeling Discipline, whose tasks are jointly performed by a Requirements Engineer, is concerned with the elicitation and analysis of the functional and non-functional requirements, as well as with capturing them in a respective Requirements Model. As MeDUSA is a use case driven design method, (UML-based) use case modeling is the central task subsumed by this discipline. However, to capture a set of use cases together with their interrelationships in one or more UML use case diagrams is not regarded to be sufficient. Indeed, the details of each use case, i.e. the scenarios covered by it, have to be captured as well. Therefore formulating use case details is the second elementary task defined by this discipline. It can be done by using additional UML behavior diagrams (activity, state machine, or sequence), by providing detailed textual narrative descriptions, as proposed in [WNHL08], or by a combination of both.

Use Case Modeling  Eliciting and understanding the requirements of an embedded & real-time software system is the starting point for its development. It is done by specifying all interactions between the software system and its external environment, which is formed by other software or hardware systems, as well as by capturing the internally triggered behavior.

According to the current UML specification [OMG07d], which serves as the commonly accepted standard with respect to definition of terms and concepts related to use case modeling, a use case is defined to be "the specification of a set of actions performed by a system, which yields an observable result that is, typically, of value for one or more actors or other stakeholders of the system." While use cases have been initially developed to capture the functional requirements of large-scale industrial applications [Jac87] [Jac04], the specification of the software’s behavior in terms of actor-system-interactions seems to be promising also in the domain of embedded & real-time systems, where a great fraction of the system behavior is indeed related to the interaction with the external, embedding environment.

Contrary to use case modeling of large-scale industrial applications, where it is first and foremost applied to capture only functional requirements, in the context of embedded & real-time systems, especially non-functional timing and concurrency constraints play an outstandingly important role and thus have to be regarded as well. Unfortunately, use case modeling, as currently defined by the UML [OMG07d], does not offer adequate means to specify non-functional requirements.

However, as explicitly and detailedly outlined in [NL07b], modeling of timing and concurrency constraints can be supported by some workarounds. By separating out all triggers of system behaviour into distinct trigger actors, as denoted by the MeDUSA Actor Taxonomy shown in Figure 6.6, and by thus separating them from the mere pas-

\footnote{In case of an embedded software system, human users do normally not occur as direct communication partners. Indeed they communicate with the system indirectly via related hardware or software systems in its environment.}
sive communication interfaces, which are in turn represented by corresponding interface actors, important timing and concurrency constraints can be explicitly addressed. That is, timing constraints like timer periods for periodically occurring triggers, or respective worst-case interarrival times for aperiodic ones, can be directly attributed to the respective trigger actors. Behavior being internally triggered periodically, as it is often found in embedded & real-time systems, can thus be consistently modeled with the help of (internal) timer actors. Furthermore, synchronization respectively interference between concurrently executing use cases can be addressed by modeling (internal) constraint actors. Here, bidirectional communication in the form of a rendezvous may be differentiated from unidirectional communication in the form of send/receive, produce/consume, or read/write.

It has to be mentioned that the use of internal actors to denote internal triggers or synchronization events is not aligned with the currently documented practice of use case modeling. Indeed, Jacobson and Overgaard ([JCJv92]) state that “the essential thing is that actors constitute anything that is external to the system we are to develop” and Cockburn [Coc00] explicitly judges the modeling of internal actors to be “extremely rare, and usually a mistake”, as the computer system could thereby be treated as a "white box". However, as above proposed modeling practices only facilitate the use of internal trigger and not interface actors, the danger of modeling the system as a white box does not seem to be given to a large extend; of course, as always, the concepts can be misused, but they do not entrap it.

MeDUSA defines the output of the Use Case Modeling task to be one or more UML use case diagrams, as exemplarily denoted by Figure 6.7. Additionally, if the software system shows global states, for example due to different operation modes, those global states should be explicitly captured in a Global System States Diagram. It is realized in terms of a UML state machine diagram, as exemplarily depicted by Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.6: The MeDUSA Actor Taxonomy

---

7The MeDUSA Actor Taxonomy was updated after MeDUSA’s publication as Second Edition within [NL08] to support a more sophisticated modeling of concurrency constraints. Compare [Rit08] for details.
Figure 6.7: MeDUSA Example Use Case Diagram

Figure 6.8: MeDUSA Example Global System States Diagram
**Use Case Details Modeling**  A use case represents a variety of different scenarios of interaction between the system and its external environment. Besides a basic behavior, which is understood to be the default scenario, this might - as stated in the UML specification [OMG07d] - "include possible variations [...], including exceptional behavior and error handling". It is thus important to not only describe a use case from a black-box perspective, but to indeed specify its internals in terms of its covered scenarios.

While the UML offers a set of behavioral diagrams to describe the internal details of a use case (activity, state machine, or sequence diagrams), and while a manifold of other notations has been proposed to specify detailed use case descriptions (cf. [HLNW09]), textual narrative descriptions of use case details seem to be widely used and accepted, because of the advantages they offer with respect to understandability. In fact, apart from state-based use case behavior, which probably seems to be best captured by a state-based formalism, describing the details of a use case in a textual narrative form is regarded to be advantageous to other formalisms. This is, because a textual formalism is formal enough to allow validation of consistency and integrity of a narrative description model, while the advantages of natural language with its increased capabilities in terms of readability and understandability are preserved. A flow-oriented formalism, as proposed in [WNHL08], furthermore offers the advantage that it nicely supports the intuitive creation of detailed descriptions. That is, starting with a default scenario, which is described completely and explicitly in all detail, the so called main flow, further scenarios can be modeled in an incremental manner, by simply describing the differences they show towards the latter.

The work product of the *Use Case Details Modeling* task is thus defined to be *Narrative Use Case Description* for each identified use case, as exemplarily denoted by Figure 6.9.

**Figure 6.9: MeDUSA Example Use Case Description**
Where this seems to be better applicable - a Use Case Details Diagram in terms of a respective UML behavior diagram, as it is exemplarily denoted in Figure 6.10 may also be employed.

6.2.2.2 Analysis Modeling Discipline

While the Requirements Modeling Discipline is concerned with the elicitation and analysis of requirements in terms of use cases, the objective of the Analysis Modeling Discipline, whose tasks are jointly performed by a System Analyst, is to gather a profound and more detailed understanding of the problem domain. This is done by constructing an Analysis Model in terms of analysis objects, whose individual and collaborative behavior performs the system behavior as it has been captured in the use cases, which were identified during Requirements Modeling. The construction of an Analysis Model can conceptually be broken down into three main objectives, namely:

- identification of the analysis objects needed to perform the system’s behavior
- capturing the collaborative, inter-object behavior of the identified objects
- capturing the individual, intra-object behavior of each identified object
The identification and classification of analysis objects is guided by the respective *MeDUSA Object Taxonomy*, similar to as it is done for actors by means of the *MeDUSA Actor Taxonomy*. It is denoted in Figure 6.11 and proposes a disjoint categorization of analysis objects into *trigger*, *interface*, *control*, *entity*, and *application-logic* objects.

![Figure 6.11: The MeDUSA Object Taxonomy](image)

Trigger and interface objects are the system-internal representations of (internal and external) event sources, as well as external interfaces, being already captured in the requirements model, so that they can be easily transferred from respective trigger and interface actors. Entity objects represent long-living data the software has to be kept track of, while control and application-logic objects encapsulate behavioral aspects of the software, which is a state-dependent or coordinative control-flow in case of the first, as well as certain business-logic or a specific algorithm in case of the latter. Their identification is a more creative process as there are no direct correspondences in the *Requirements Model*.

The identification of the different object types is subsequently performed. That is first the identification of trigger and interface, as well as entity objects is done independently in terms of *Context Modeling* and *Information Modeling*. Successively the identification of the remaining control and application-logic objects is performed in terms of *Inter-Object Collaboration Modeling*, which is concerned with identification of an object collaboration for each identified use case. Last, the internal behavior of each identified object is captured in terms of *Intra-Object Behavior Modeling*.

**Context Modeling**  
*Context Modeling* is done to identify those analysis objects that encapsulate triggers of system behavior, as well as those realizing interfaces to the external hardware devices and software systems. As the external environment of the software system has already been captured in terms of respective trigger and interface actors in the *Requirements Model*, the identification of trigger and interface objects is usually pretty much straight-forward.

![Figure 6.12: The MeDUSA Trigger & Interface Object Taxonomies](image)
However, it has to be pointed out that the identified trigger and interface objects do not represent the event sources or external interfaces themselves, as the actors did, but indeed encapsulate their software-internal representations, so that a one-to-one mapping does not necessarily have to be the case. Indeed, a single trigger actor may lead to multiple internal trigger objects to denote different logical event sources, while multiple interface actors may indeed be represented internally by a single interface object.

Figure 6.13: MeDUSA Example Context Diagram

As exemplarily shown in Figure 6.13, the outcome of the Context Modeling task is defined as a UML object diagram, which denotes all relevant timer and interface objects, being referred to as the Context Diagram.

Information Modeling  Information Modeling is performed to identify data intensive (analysis) objects, so called entity objects. Entity objects are most likely accessed by several use cases, and thus represent the persistent, i.e. long-lasting data, the software has to keep track of. While embedded & real-time software is normally not expected to be very data intensive, at least if being compared to an information system, quite a number of entity objects might actually be involved. In case of the measurement example device, being quoted in Section 4.1.1, a significant amount of data is for example related to configuration and monitoring of the device, keeping track of everything the user is able to configure or check.

While the use cases may implicitly deliver valuable input for the identification of entity objects as well, those objects cannot be identified as easily and straight-forward as interface or trigger objects, as they are most often not explicitly denoted within the detailed description of a use case. Often, they are indeed only inferrable implicitly, for example where they are mentioned to be exchanged between the system and its related actors, or where their values have some impact on the course of events taken during a system-actor interaction. It thus has to be pointed out that Information Modeling is a quite creative task that probably has to be performed in several iterations, before a consistent set of entity objects has been acquired.
MeDUSA defines the outcome of the Information Modeling task to be one or more Information Diagrams in the form of UML object diagrams to denote all entity objects together with their respective relationships. An example for such a diagram is denoted by Figure 6.14, which depicts an Information Diagram, developed for the example system, pointed out in Section 4.1.1.

Figure 6.14: MeDUSA Example Information Diagram

Inter-Object Collaboration Modeling   Having already inferred trigger and interface as well as entity objects during Context Modeling and Information Modeling, the remaining control and application-logic objects now have to be successively identified in order to gain a complete and consistent Analysis Model. Application-logic objects encapsulate arbitrary functionality related to the given application domain, for example an algorithm or a piece of business logic, which usually accesses more than one entity object and is therefore, or because it might likely change, encapsulated into an individual object. Control objects in turn encapsulate mere control logic. As denoted by Figure 6.15, they can be further classified into state-dependent control objects and non state-dependent coordinator objects, dependent on their behavioral characteristics.

Figure 6.15: The MeDUSA Control Object Taxonomy
While *Context Modeling* and *Information Modeling* support the identification process by analyzing the requirements model from a rather static viewpoint (i.e. not the detailed flow of events subsumed by the use cases, but the *static* information captured within it, is of main interest), identification of the remaining control and application-logic objects is performed by taking a rather dynamic viewpoint. That is, the detailed flow of events of each use case is analyzed and transferred into message-based communication of an object collaboration. The identification of those objects, participating in the respective object collaboration, is thus implicitly performed, where the need for a collaboration participant is recognized.

Figure 6.16: MeDUSA Example Inter-Object Collaboration Diagram (Communication)

The outcome of the *Inter-Object Collaboration Modeling* is a number of *Inter-Object Collaboration Diagrams*, depicting the different object collaborations. These diagrams may be developed as UML sequence or communication diagrams, as depicted by Figures 6.17 and 6.16, dependent on which formalism is best suited.
Figure 6.17: MeDUSA Example Inter-Object Collaboration Diagram (Sequence)
Intra-Object Behavior Modeling  

Intra-Object Behavior Modeling is the conceptually last task covered by the Analysis Modeling discipline. While Inter-Object Collaboration Modeling captures the behavior of an object only with respect to what is unveiled in the context of a respective object collaboration, Intra-Object Behavior Modeling focusses on synthesizing the individual behavioral fragments, an object shows in the different collaborations, it participates in, into an overall integrated intra-object behavior model.

Intra-Object Behavior Modeling is in particular useful for control objects, showing state-dependent behavior. Here, just by being inferred implicitly from the partial behavior, the object unveils in the different collaborations, the overall object behavior may not be obvious and apparent. To facilitate an easier accessibility, synthesizing of the individual behavioral fragments into an overall integrated state machine model is necessary. Indeed, in extremes, it might not be clear before such a synthesizing that the partial behavioral fragments of a respective control object were indeed modeled to be inconsistent with each other, so that Intra-Object Behavior Modeling helps to identify such problems at an early stage.

Besides modeling intra-object behavior of state-dependent control objects, which is regarded to be a mandatory part of Intra-Object Behavior Modeling, it might be helpful to explicitly capture the behavior of other non-trivial objects as well, possibly using different behavioral formalisms offered by the UML. It might thus for example be an option to explicitly capture an algorithm, encapsulated by an application-logic object, with the help of a UML activity diagram, or to document the behavior of a non state-dependent coordinator object with the help of a UML sequence diagram.

![Intra-Object Behavior Diagram](image)

Figure 6.18: MeDUSA Example Intra-Object Behavior Diagram

Hence, the work products produced by the Intra-Object Behavior Modeling task are defined to be one or more Intra-Object Behavior Diagrams in the form of a UML state machine (as exemplarily shown in Figure 6.18), sequence or activity diagram. For state-dependent control objects the development of a Intra-Object Behavior Diagram in the form of a UML state machine diagram is regarded to be mandatory due to above
mentioned reasons, while in case of other analysis objects the effort of creating such a diagram has to be individually weighted up against the benefits it provides.

6.2.2.3 Architectural Design Modeling Discipline

As indicated by its denomination, the Architectural Design Modeling Discipline, which tasks are jointly performed by a System Architect, is basically concerned with the definition of the software architecture. According to Bass, Clements and Kazman, a software architecture may be defined as "the structure or structures of the system, which comprise software elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, and the relationships among them" [BCK03]. While this definition is regarded to be quite appropriate and sound, it has the slight disadvantage that - even if this is indeed subsumed - it is not emphasized that the relationships between the respective software elements can not only be defined from a structural perspective, but indeed also from a behavioral one. Taking this into consideration and additionally that in the context of MeDUSA, the respective software elements on the architectural level are denoted as subsystems, the objective of Architectural Design Modeling Discipline can be formulated as defining the software architecture in terms of:

- identifying subsystems and characterizing their externally visible interfaces
- identifying the structural relationships between the identified subsystems
- identifying the behavioral relationships between the identified subsystems

The first subgoal, namely the identification of subsystems and their externally visible required and provided interfaces, is conceptually broken down into two closely related tasks, namely Subsystem Identification and Subsystem Consolidation, which in practice may be decided to be performed in one integrated step\(^8\). Subsystem Identification, the conceptually first task, is concerned with identifying subsystems and their (preliminary) interfaces by grouping together analysis objects, thus partitioning the Analysis Model. Subsystem Consolidation successively deals with consolidating the identified subsystems. That is, the analysis objects grouped into the subsystems and the subsystems’ provided and required interfaces, which were initially merely inferred from the behavioral relationships between the allocated analysis objects, have to be consolidated under design considerations. Having performed this, and thus having gained a consistent partitioning of the software into well defined and strongly encapsulated subsystems with properly defined required and provided interfaces, the integration of the subsystems can be defined from a structural and behavioral perspective. This is covered by the Structural System Architecture Modeling and Behavioral System Architecture Modeling respectively.\(^8\)

\(^8\)The work products produced by the Subsystem Identification task are regarded as intermediate work products, which have to be refined and detailed by the successively performed Subsystem Consolidation task, so merging the two conceptually separated tasks together is a legal option for an experienced System Architect.
Different to the Requirements Modeling and Analysis Modeling Disciplines, there is no distinct Architectural Design Model to be jointly created by the tasks of the Architectural Design Modeling discipline. Indeed, the respective Design Model is shared between the Architectural Design Modeling and Detailed Design Modeling Disciplines, as both reside on the same abstraction level. The Design Model is further outstanding because it may - different to the other modeling discipline specific models - be realized as a distributed model, being split into several model fragments (one for each subsystem as well as one for the system-wide artifacts, integrating the subsystem specific model fragments as some kind of umbrella model), to allow the distributed development of the detailed design for each subsystem.

**Subsystem Identification**  Identifying subsystems, the central building blocks of the software architecture, and their externally visible interfaces is the first essential objective covered by the Architectural Design Modeling Discipline. As this objective is rather complex it is conceptually broken down into two tasks, out of which Subsystem Identification is concerned with the identification of subsystems and their preliminary interfaces based on the information captured in the Analysis Model. According to Jacobson, Christerson, Jonsson, and Overgaard, who denote the "task of subsystems" to be "to package objects in order to reduce the complexity" [JCJv92], identification of subsystems is performed by grouping together analysis objects and thus dividing the Analysis Model.

Obviously, the identification of subsystems is no straightforward task but a rather creative and inventive one, which has to combine conflicting objectives, out of which - in the context of embedded & real-time software - the two most outstanding are maintainability and performance. In terms of maintainability, locality in changes has been named by Jacobson et. al. [JCJv92] as the most important design principle that has to be regarded during the division of objects into subsystems. It refers to the principle of "predicting what the system changes will look like, and then making the division on the basis of this assumption". Emphasizing the performance aspect, task coupling has been named in [NL08] as a second design principle of comparably outstanding importance, whose essence is to keep the number of tasks spanning multiple subsystems as low as possible to reduce synchronization overhead and thus improve the system performance. Other principles like functional coupling (cf. [JCJv92]) or reusability (cf. [NL08]) may additionally be named in this context.

Having divided of analysis objects into subsystems, the externally visible interfaces of each subsystem have to be successively retrieved by investigating the inter-object communication captured in the Analysis Model. That is, all messages, being exchanged between the objects, being composed by a respective subsystem, and those objects, being composed by other subsystems, have to be transferred into operations of respective required or provided interfaces of that subsystem. Those interfaces subsequently have to be aggregated to ports, which represent the single interaction points of the subsystem. It has to be pointed out that - in order to obtain fully self-encapsulated subsystems - the required and provided interfaces should indeed be modeled individually for each subsystem and interfaces should not be shared. However, as the subsystems will have
to be integrated with each other via their interfaces during Structural System Architecture Modeling, they should already be designed in such a way, that communicating subsystems offer respective compatible required and provided interfaces. Due to this, a straightforward and simple approach to modeling the required and provided interfaces of a subsystem is to design a set of required and provided interfaces for each external subsystem, the respective subsystem has to communicate with.

The identification process is supported and its results are documented by several work products that describe the identified subsystems from both, a structural as well as a behavioral perspective. The structural viewpoint is described by an Initial Structural Subsystem Design Diagram and an Initial Structural Subsystem Interface Design Diagram. The first, a UML composite structure diagram, shows the (analysis) objects (in terms of parts) and ports composed by the subsystem, as exemplarily shown by Figure 6.19.

![Initial Structural Subsystem Design Diagram](image)

Figure 6.19: MeDUSA Example Initial Structural Subsystem Design Diagram

The second, a UML class diagram, denotes the signatures of the required and provided interfaces and their aggregation to the ports via respective usage or realization relationships to the respective port’s type. It is exemplarily shown by Figure 6.20.

The behavioral aspects inherent to a subsystem are in turn captured by one or more Initial Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagram(s), as well as one or more Initial Behavioral Subsystem Interface Design Diagram(s). The Initial Behavioral Subsystem Interface Design Diagram(s) capture the externally visible behavior of the subsystem, offered via its ports. They are developed as UML (protocol) state machine diagrams either to specify the communication capabilities of the subsystem as a whole, as exemplarily shown in Figure 6.21, for a single port, or even for a single interface.
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The *Initial Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagrams*, as exemplarily denoted by Figure 6.22, developed in the form of UML sequence diagrams, in turn capture the internal behavior of the subsystem, that is they reflect how externally (via ports) or internally (via trigger objects) stimulated behavior manifests itself in terms of internal message communication amongst those parts and ports, composed by the subsystem.
Figure 6.22: MeDUSA Example Initial Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagram
**Subsystem Consolidation** While *Subsystem Identification* is merely concerned with the division of (analysis) objects into subsystems, *Subsystem Consolidation* now explicitly addresses the consolidation of the initially identified subsystems under design considerations, affecting both, the internal decomposition as well as the externally visible interfaces, which has so far been merely inferred from the inter-object communication of the *Analysis Model*.

![Figure 6.23: MeDUSA Example Consolidated Structural Subsystem Design Diagram](image)

That is, the analysis objects partitioned into the identified subsystems now have to be transferred into design objects, which should have a strong internal cohesion and only loose coupling towards other design objects, what is basically achieved by splitting apart or by merging analysis objects.

The resulting structural decomposition of the subsystem is documented by a revision of the *Initial Structural Subsystem Design Diagram*, which was developed during *Subsystem Identification* for each subsystem, being referred to as a *Consolidated Structural Subsystem Design Diagram*. An example is depicted by Figure 6.23.

Further, from a behavioral viewpoint, the subsystem-internal communication between the resulting design objects, which was initially inferred from the inter-object behavior, has to be updated accordingly. Further detail also has to be added in terms of all parameters that have to be exchanged with the messages. Revisions of the *Initial Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagrams*, accordingly referred to as *Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagrams*, as exemplarily denoted by Figure 6.24, are developed for this purpose.
Figure 6.24: MeDUSA Example Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagram
What has to be done for the internal subsystem decomposition also holds for the externally visible interfaces of each subsystem. Here, the allocation of operations to respective interfaces, as well as that of interfaces to respective ports has to be reconsidered, first to reflect the changes imposed by the consolidation of the subsystem decomposition, second due to considerations related to the integration capabilities of the subsystem. It may for example be reasonable to split an interface into several smaller ones in order to separate out several distinct aspects, resulting in a better integrateability and an enhanced reusability of the subsystem. It may also be reasonable to design an interface so that it best matches a respective matching interface of an already existing subsystem that has to be reused. Additionally to this restructuring, all interfaces have to be enriched with supplementary detail. That is, the signatures of all interface operations have to be fully specified in terms of their parameters and parameter types, whose detailed design has to be evolved as well.

As in case of the internal subsystem decomposition, updated versions of the Initial Structural Subsystem Interface Design Diagrams and Initial Behavioral Subsystem Interface Design Diagrams are developed, which are accordingly referred to as Consolidated Structural Subsystem Interface Design Diagrams and Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Interface Design Diagrams. Examples for both diagrams are provided in Figures 6.25 and 6.26 respectively.

![Figure 6.25: MeDUSA Example Consolidated Structural Subsystem Interface Design Diagram](image)

The conclusive outcome of the Subsystem Consolidation task may thus be understood as a set of fully encapsulated subsystems with only explicit context dependencies (in terms of provided and required interfaces, exposed via ports) and well designed internal decompositions. Due to the conceptually very close relationship between Subsystem Identification and Subsystem Consolidation, an experienced System Architect may even decide to perform both tasks in a single step, thus eliding the initial diagrams, being defined as outputs of the Subsystem Identification, and directly evolving respective consolidated diagrams. The contribution to the underlying Design Model will be identical, as the initial diagrams are sort of intermediate work products.
Having defined the individual subsystems in terms of their composed design objects and their externally visible interfaces, the next step is to structurally integrate those subsystems via their exposed interfaces to an overall software system. That is, subsystems have to be assembled in such a way that each required interface, exposed by a subsystem, is served by a respective provided interface of another. In detail, wiring is performed by designing an assembly connector between those ports, exposing (signature) compatible required and provided interfaces. By this, it is ensured that each context dependency, a subsystem discloses via a required interface, is indeed fulfilled by another subsystem via a respective provided interface, so that the all subsystems structurally fit together and thus form an overall integrated system. To this extend, Structural System Architectural Modeling may be understood to be more concerned with proofing of concept, rather than actual creative modeling.

The work product produced by the Structural System Architecture Modeling is a UML composite structure diagram representing the overall system as an enclosing component, whose internal structure is manifested in the form of composed parts, representing the aggregated subsystem (component) instances. It is denoted as the Structural System Architecture Diagram and it is recommended, as demonstrated in Figure 6.27, to employ the notation of ball-and-socket assembly connectors, thereby explicitly denoting the respective interfaces forming the basis for each wiring.

Behavioral System Architecture Modeling While Structural System Architecture Modeling specifies the structural aspects of the system architecture, thus validating that the subsystems fit together from a structural viewpoint, Behavioral System Architecture Modeling aims at defining how the subsystems are integrated with each other from a behavioral perspective, thus validating that the subsystems are also well designed to this extent and that they can thus be well integrated to an overall system behavior.
That is, all system-wide behavioral threads, i.e. those affecting several subsystems, have to be mapped to the underlying structural system architecture, by specifying how they are manifested in terms of operation calls, being exchanged between the participating subsystems via their respective ports. To this extend, the *Behavioral System Architecture Modeling* task may be regarded to be more of a validation rather than construction nature. However, the specification of how the system-wide communication is established between the identified subsystems is of valuable input to any *Subsystem Designer* and *Subsystem Implementer*, when creating the detailed class design for a subsystem and when successively implementing these respective classes, as well as for the *Real-Time Analyst* when performing an analysis.

The work products produced during *Behavioral System Architecture Modeling* are *Behavioral System Architecture Diagram(s)*, as exemplarily depicted by Figure 6.28. They are developed in the form of UML sequence diagrams, which depict the involved subsystem instances (and optionally their composed ports) and capture the inter-subsystem communication in terms of messages, which are exchanged via their respective ports.

---

Figure 6.27: MeDUSA Example Structural System Architecture Diagram
Figure 6.28: MeDUSA Example Behavioral System Architecture Diagram
6.2.2.4 Detailed Design Modeling Discipline

Based on the thoroughly defined software architecture, which is specified in terms of a set of self-encapsulated, collaborating subsystems, the Detailed Design Modeling Discipline is concerned with the development of a detailed design for the internal decomposition of each subsystem. That is, while the detailed design of all exposed interfaces, of all related ports’ types, and of all (data) types, being used as parameter types in the signatures of the exposed interfaces’ operations, has already been developed during Subsystem Consolidation, the detailed class design for those design objects, forming the internal decomposition of a respective subsystem, now has to be developed. Following Jacobson et. al., who state that “subsystems may also be used as handling units in the organization” [JCJv92], Detailed Design Modeling is performed individually for each subsystem by a respective Subsystem Designer.

Detailed Structural Design Modeling While the detailed design for all classes and data types related to the externally visible interfaces of the subsystems has already been developed during Architectural Design Modeling, Detailed Structural Design Modeling is concerned with developing detailed classes for all design objects being internally composed by a respective subsystem.

In detail, for each part belonging to a subsystem’s internal decomposition, a class has to be developed (to type the part), and associations have to be designed to type all connectors, composed by the subsystem. That is, for every assembly connector, being established between two parts, a respective association has to be designed between those classes, being used as types for the respective parts, and for every delegation connector, such an association has to be designed accordingly between the types of the related part and port.

The operations of each class have to be inferred from the messages, being specified by the Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagrams, which has been developed during Subsystem Consolidation. Additional input may be taken from those Intra-Object Behavior Diagrams, being developed during Intra-Object Behavior Modeling, which may in turn also lead to a set of attributes (e.g. to reflect the object’s state, in case a state machine was used to specify intra-object behavior). The same holds for those classes, being designed as types for the subsystem’s ports. Here, in case a protocol state machine was developed during Subsystem Consolidation, attributes and operations may be identified, additional to the operations that were already derived from the port’s required and provided interfaces. In case of entity objects, further attributes may also be derived from the slots that were captured in the System Information Diagram(s).

The work product produced by the Detailed Structural Design Modeling is a so called Structural Detailed Design Diagram, which is developed for each subsystem in the form of a UML class diagram, as outlined by Figure 6.29. It denotes the classes, which have been designed as types for the parts and ports composed by the subsystem, as well as associations between those classes, according to the connectors, being composed.
Figure 6.29: MeDUSA Example Structural Detailed Design Diagram
Detailed Behavioral Design Modeling  Based on the internal object behavior that has been initially captured in the Intra-Object Behavior Diagrams, the internal behavior of the design objects now has to be consistently modeled. That is, the behavioral specification captured in the Intra-Object Behavior Diagrams has to be updated to reflect the changes made to the internal subsystem decomposition during Subsystem Consolidation (i.e. if design objects were merged together or split apart). Further it has to be enriched with additional detail, and it has to be integrated with the structural specification developed during Detailed Structural Design Modeling.

Behavioral Detailed Design Diagrams are developed for this purpose, in the form of a UML state machine diagram to depict the overall object behavior, as denoted exemplarily by Figure 6.30, or in the form of activity diagrams for individual behavioral aspects (i.e. operations), dependent on which granularity and which behavioral formalism is best suited.

![Figure 6.30: MeDUSA Example Behavioral Detailed Design Diagram (State Machine)](image)

It has to be pointed out that, because modeling those diagrams requires some effort, it is of course only reasonable for those objects, whose internal behavior is neither trivial nor obviously clear, and can further not be inferred from the Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagrams. Therefore, respective diagrams will most likely only be developed for state-dependent control and application-logic objects with non-trivial behavior.

6.2.2.5 Implementation Discipline

Regarding the covered life cycle phase, the Implementation discipline is the conceptually last constructive discipline covered by MeDUSA. It is concerned with transferring the software design, as developed by the tasks of the Architectural Design Modeling and Detailed Design Modeling Disciplines, into source code and enriching this source code to a complete and valid code base. Due to this, the Implementation Discipline is
conceptually split into two parts, namely the mere transformation of the information, which is captured explicitly in the Design Model, referred to as Code Generation, as well as the evolution of the generated skeleton source code into a fully featured code base, what is being performed by the Implementing and Integrating tasks respectively. While Implementing is concerned with the development of missing code details for the individual subsystems and is thus performed by a respective Subsystem Implementer, Integrating deals with the development of glue code needed to integrate the subsystems into an overall software system. It is thus performed by a single responsible System Integrator.

**Code Generation** Transferring the structural and behavioral information, captured within the Design Model, into source code is what Code Generation is concerned with. Explicitly targeting a seamless transition into a procedural implementation language, MeDUSA does not facilitate object-oriented concepts (inheritance and polymorphism) throughout its modeling tasks. Therefore, the transition of the structural information, being captured in the Design UML Model, into respective procedural source code equivalents is relatively seamless and straight-forward and can thus to a large extend be automatically performed by a respective code generation tool (cf. Section 7.3 for a detailed survey on how the structural artifacts, captured in a MeDUSA-conformant Design UML Model can be transferred into ANSI-C code). While some exceptional behavioral aspects like the intra-object behavior, specified by a sufficiently detailed and consistent state machine, can as well be automatically transferred, most of the behavioral code fragments will have to be added manually. This is, because the gap that naturally exists between the abstraction levels reflected in the design model and resultant source code is mainly manifested in behavioral aspects, so that for example method bodies are not - or only insufficiently - specified, and can thus not be automatically generated.

**Code Generation** is jointly performed by the Subsystem Implementer as well as the System Integrator. The reason for the involvement of both roles is that the source code, being related to the externally visible interface of a subsystem, is as well important for the Subsystem Implementer, who has to implement the subsystem according to its specification, as well as for the System Integrator, who has to develop the glue code to integrate all subsystems (as well as the initialization code, etc.). The work products being produced are manifested in terms of several, yet incomplete source code files, which are jointly referred to as the Skeleton Code, thus emphasizing that details have to be added by subsequent tasks.

**Implementing** Taking the Skeleton Code produced for a subsystem during Code Generation as a starting point, the Implementing task is concerned with adding all necessary detail to obtain a complete source code base for a respective subsystem. This in particular comprises the implementing of all method bodies, which could not be automatically transferred by the Code Generation task, as well as all code details going beyond the abstraction level captured in the Design Model, as for example hardware related code for initialization or configuration of the underlying platform.
The work product produced by the Implementing task is the detailed code that is needed to transfer the subsystem related skeleton code into a fully-featured code base (for that subsystem). It has to be pointed out that while Code Generation can mostly be automated, Implementing still has to be regarded as a mostly handcrafted task (even if nowadays being supported by profound development tools), which requires experience and training and good knowledge of the underlying hardware platform.

**Integrating**  
Integrating is the conceptually last task covered by MeDUSA. As already outlined before, it is concerned with the development of glue code, needed to integrate the source code of the different subsystems into a valid and complete source code base for the overall software system. While most of the structural code fragments needed for the integration of the subsystems may already be automatically generated during Code Generation, there are parts that have to be manually dealt with, for instance the code related to the initialization and startup and to the configuration of the underlying hardware platform. As mentioned before, in order to guarantee a seamless and smooth integration, Integrating is performed by the System Integrator in close cooperation with the Subsystem Implementers, who are responsible for the Implementing of the individual subsystems. The outcome is the glue code needed for the integration of the different subsystems, as well as for initialization purposes.

### 6.2.2.6 Real-Time Analysis Discipline

As repeatedly motivated, real-time requirements related to timing and concurrency issues are of outstanding importance for embedded & real-time systems and thus have to be regarded intensely and as early as possible. It is thus an essential aspect of MeDUSA to continuously perform a real-time analysis, based on the work products of all constructive modeling disciplines, i.e. Requirements Model, Analysis Model, and Design Model respectively.

Naturally, the real-time analysis gains precision and significance in the same extend, the underlying models, gain expressiveness and accuracy. That is, while a Preliminary Real-Time Analysis, being based on the Requirements Model, may merely be employed to get an initial, yet vague, impression on possible performance and schedulability issues of the later software system, the Interim Real-Time Analysis and Conclusive Real-Time Analysis, being performed on the basis of the Analysis Model and Design Model respectively, yield increasingly detailed and resilient results. Nevertheless, even an early real-time analysis based on the Requirements Model is regarded to be important and worthwhile, as it might give early indications on the feasibility and realizability of the software and might help to identify hot spots that have to be especially investigated throughout adjacent modeling tasks of the Analysis Modeling or Architectural Design Modeling Disciplines respectively.

All tasks covered by the Real-Time Analysis discipline, namely Preliminary Real-Time Analysis, Interim Real-Time Analysis, and Conclusive Real-Time Analysis are performed by the Real-Time Analyst, who has to be profoundly educated in real-time
analysis techniques, having in particular fundamental experience in the estimation of CPU consumption times, something directly influencing the quality and the resilience of the analysis results.

Preliminary Real-Time Analysis  While the consequent application of the MeDUSA Actor Taxonomy (cf. Figure 6.6) allows to explicitly express timing and concurrency issues in a way consistent to the current UML standard definition, it furthermore offers the possibility of analyzing the use case model with respect to those real-time requirements. Annotating timer periods or respective worst-case inter-arrival times to the identified timer and eventer actors and estimating execution times for the identified use cases (in detail for the respective worst-case execution time scenario subsumed by each use case), a performance analysis based on real-time scheduling theory and event sequence analysis may be applied already to the use case model.

While such an analysis - no matter how accurate and detailed it is performed - remains rather vague and does thus not allow to confirm the schedulability of a later design, it might provide early information about the feasibility and realizability of the software with respect to a respective hardware platform. That is, it might help to identify critical spots that have to be especially investigated, e.g. by constructing an early prototype. It might also help to decide that a selected hardware platform\(^9\) is not suitable at all.

The output of the Preliminary Real-Time Analysis is defined to be an Initial Task Report as well as an Initial Schedulability Report, as exemplarily shown in Figure 6.31 and 6.32. While the first lists the identified system-actor interaction threads, the respective worst case scenario, and the estimation of the related CPU consumption (the utilization is computed as documented in [NL08]), the latter documents the results of the schedulability analysis, performed as detailedly documented in [Gom00].

Initial Task Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Trigger</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Frequency ((T_i))</th>
<th>CPU consumption ((C_i))</th>
<th>Utilization ((U_i))</th>
<th>Priority ((P))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t₁</td>
<td>Sensor ADC Interrupt</td>
<td>Collect and pre-process ADC samples from sensor</td>
<td>25 µs</td>
<td>5 µs</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>HIGH (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t₂</td>
<td>Measurement Timer</td>
<td>Calculate Raw Flow Velocity from ADC samples</td>
<td>500 µs</td>
<td>70 µs</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>HIGH (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t₃</td>
<td>Calculation Chain Timer</td>
<td>Calculate Flow Velocity, Volume and Mass Flow from Raw Flow Velocity and output them by PWM</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
<td>14.5 ms</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>MED (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t₄</td>
<td>Digital Output Timer</td>
<td>Output Process Value on Digital Output</td>
<td>200 µs</td>
<td>3 µs</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>HIGH (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.31: MeDUSA Example Initial Task Report (excerpt)

\(^9\)As outlined in Section 6.1, MeDUSA assumes that hardware development is performed slightly ahead of software development.
**Initial Schedulability Report**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task</strong> $t_1$</td>
<td>is an aperiodic, interrupt-driven task with a worst case inter-arrival time of $T = 25\mu s$ and a CPU consumption time of $C_1 = 5\mu s$. It has the highest priority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>Preemption time by higher priority tasks with periods less than $t_1$.</strong></td>
<td>There are no tasks with periods less than $t_1$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>Execution time</strong> $C_1$ <strong>for task</strong> $t_1$.</td>
<td>Execution time is $5\mu s$ what leads to a utilization of $5\mu s/25\mu s = 0.2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <strong>Preemption by higher priority tasks with longer periods.</strong></td>
<td>No tasks fall into this category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <strong>Blocking time by lower priority tasks.</strong></td>
<td>Task $t_2$ may block task $t_1$ because it accesses the ADC samples collected by task $t_1$. We assume that the blocking time (needed to read out the ADC samples) can be estimated to $4\mu s$, which leads to a blocking utilization during period $T_1$ of $4\mu s/T_1 = 4\mu s/25\mu s = 0.16$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The worst case utilization of task $t_2$ can thereby be computed as execution utilization + blocking utilization = $0.2 + 0.16 = 0.36$, which is well below the utilization bound of $0.69$, so task $t_2$ will meet its deadline.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task</strong> $t_2$</td>
<td>is a periodic task with a period of $T_2 = 500\mu s$ and a CPU consumption time of $C_2 = 70\mu s$. It has the second highest priority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>Preemption time by higher priority tasks with periods less than $t_2$.</strong></td>
<td>Task $t_2$ could be preempted by task $t_1$, which has a shorter period but a higher priority. The preemption utilization of task $t_1$ is $0.2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>Execution time</strong> $C_2$ <strong>for task</strong> $t_2$.</td>
<td>Task $t_2$ has an execution time of $70\mu s$, which leads to a CPU utilization of $0.14$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <strong>Preemption by higher priority tasks with longer periods.</strong></td>
<td>No tasks fall into this category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <strong>Blocking time by lower priority tasks.</strong></td>
<td>Task $t_3$ may block task $t_2$ because it accesses the raw flow velocity calculated by task $t_2$. We assume that the blocking time (needed to access the flow velocity) can be estimated as $3\mu s$, which leads to a blocking utilization during period $T_2$ of $3\mu s/T_2 = 3\mu s/500\mu s = 0.006$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The worst case utilization of task $t_3$ can thereby be computed as $0.2 + 0.14 + 0.006 = 0.346$ which is below the utilization bound of $0.69$, so task $t_3$ will also meet its deadline.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task</strong> $t_3$</td>
<td>is a periodic task with a period of $T_3 = 100\text{ms}$ and a CPU consumption time of $C_3 = 14.5\text{ms}$. It has the lowest priority of the four regarded tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>Preemption time by higher priority tasks with periods less than $t_3$.</strong></td>
<td>Task $t_3$ could be preempted by tasks $t_1$, $t_2$ and $t_4$, which all have a shorter period and a higher priority. The summarized preemption utilization of these tasks is $0.355$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>Execution time</strong> $C_3$ <strong>for task</strong> $t_3$.</td>
<td>Task $t_3$ has an execution time of $14.5\text{ms}$, which leads to a CPU utilization of $0.145$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <strong>Preemption by higher priority tasks with longer periods.</strong></td>
<td>No tasks fall into this category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <strong>Blocking time by lower priority tasks.</strong></td>
<td>Task $t_4$ has the lowest priority of the regarded tasks, so no tasks fall in this category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The worst case utilization of task $t_4$ can be computed as $0.355 + 0.145 = 0.5$, which is below the utilization bound of $0.69$, so task $t_4$ will also meet its deadline.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task</strong> $t_4$</td>
<td>is a periodic task with a period of $T_4 = 200\mu s$ and a CPU consumption time of $C_4 = 3\mu s$. It has the third highest priority of the regarded tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>Preemption time by higher priority tasks with periods less than $t_4$.</strong></td>
<td>Task $t_4$ could be preempted by task $t_1$, which has a shorter period and a higher priority. The preemption utilization of task $t_1$ is $0.2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>Execution time</strong> $C_4$ <strong>for task</strong> $t_4$.</td>
<td>Task $t_4$ has an execution time of $3\mu s$, which leads to a CPU utilization of $0.015$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <strong>Preemption by higher priority tasks with longer periods.</strong></td>
<td>Task $t_4$ can be preempted by task $t_2$, which has a higher priority and a longer period. Preemption utilization of task $t_2$ is $C_2/T_4$, which is $70\mu s/200\mu s = 0.35$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <strong>Blocking time by lower priority tasks.</strong></td>
<td>Task $t_4$ may be blocked by lower priority task $t_3$ when it tries to obtain the next process value to be outputted on the digital output. As $t_3$ does need to block the process value for exclusive write access, we assume that blocking time will be around $3\mu s$, so a blocking utilization during period $T_4$ of $3\mu s/T_4 = 3\mu s/200\mu s = 0.015$ does result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The worst case utilization of task $t_4$ can therefore be computed to $0.2 + 0.015 + 0.35 + 0.025 = 0.59$, which is below the utilization bound of $0.69$, so task candidate $t_4$ will meet its deadline.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.32: McDUSA Example Initial Schedulability Report (excerpt)
**Interim Real-Time Analysis**  With the detailed specification of inter-object message communication, as it is captured in the *Analysis Model*, a more detailed real-time analysis can be performed, compared to the one being based on the *Requirements Model*. While the work products being produced, namely an *Unconsolidated Task Report* and an *Unconsolidated Schedulability Report*, are very similar to those initial reports, being produced during *Preliminary Real-Time Analysis*, they may now yield more detailed and resilient results. That is, CPU consumption times can now be estimated on the basis of individual messages (i.e. the time an object needs to consume a message and respond to it), being exchanged by the objects in the context of respective collaborations.

It has to be pointed out again that, even if valuable information can already be inferred from such an analysis, the overall task design is not performed earlier than during *Architectural Design Modeling*. In fact, the allocation of tasks to subsystems is one major criteria, which may be applied to the division of objects, as it is performed by *Subsystem Identification* and *Subsystem Consolidation*.

**Conclusive Real-Time Analysis**  Based on the overall software architecture, which explicitly specifies the system decomposition in terms of fully encapsulated subsystems, thus also specifying the allocation of tasks among those subsystems in terms of the divided trigger objects, a *Conclusive Real-Time Analysis* can be performed. That is, as the consolidation of objects, which is performed during *Subsystem Identification* and *Subsystem Consolidation*, has lead to a final task design as well (as the active trigger objects are of course also affected by it), the schedulability of the overall system can now be analyzed in all detail. In this context, the communication and synchronization overhead that has been introduced with the respective subsystems (of course inter-subsystem communication is more expensive than intra-subsystem communication, which manifests itself within the subsystem’s internal decomposition) can be explicitly regarded.

The *Conclusive Real-Time Analysis* is performed using the same techniques than *Preliminary Real-Time Analysis* and *Interim Real-Time Analysis*. Being based on the most detailed and precise model that is developed, the *Conclusive Real-Time Analysis* is the last real-time analysis task being performed, as the analysis of the system’s performance and schedulability may subsequently be analyzed by directly executing and simulating the system, or respective parts of it. The *Detailed Design Modeling* discipline does indeed not change the allocation of active objects, and a subsequent real-time analysis is therefore not proposed by MeDUSA\(^\text{10}\). However, performance problems, which have been identified by the *Conclusive Real-Time Analysis*, indeed have to be regarded before going into *Class Design Modeling*, as a non-optimized detailed design for the internal decomposition of a subsystem may of course affect the overall system performance in a significant negative way.

\(^\text{10}\)Indeed, it is assumed that the overhead to perform another detailed analysis does not pay off here, as subsequently, code fragments may be generated and directly simulated and analyzed by their execution.
6.2.3 MeDUSA Method Operations

The MeDUSA Method Operations is defined in terms of a workflow and five workflow patterns, which correspond to the five software construction life-cycle phases covered by the method, namely:

- **Requirements Workflow Pattern**
- **Analysis Workflow Pattern**
- **Architectural Design Workflow Pattern**
- **Detailed Design Workflow Pattern**
- **Implementation Workflow Pattern**

Each workflow pattern defines how the modeling tasks, comprised by each discipline, are executed to construct a respective discipline-specific model, and how the tasks of the Real-Time Analysis discipline are continuously applied. The defined workflow patterns are introduced in detail in the following paragraphs, followed by the definition of the overall MeDUSA Workflow, which structures the method execution into five phases, each describing iterations of the respective workflow patterns.

**Requirements Workflow Pattern** The Requirements workflow patterns defines the activities related to the construction of the Requirements Model. As outlined by Figure 6.33, the pattern describes the simultaneous application of Use Case Modeling and Use Case Details Modeling, as well as that of a Preliminary Real-Time Analysis to ensure, real-time and concurrency constraints are adequately accounted.

![Figure 6.33: The MeDUSA Requirements Workflow Pattern](image-url)
The parallel execution of Use Case Modeling and Use Case Details Modeling, as indicated by Figure 6.33 is of course stylized, but it indicates that the two tasks are closely related. In practice, the development of the Requirements Model will be a rather iterative process that is realized by the interlocked execution of both tasks. That is, it will start with the retrieval of an initial set of use cases, which will then be successively described in detail, leading in turn to a revision of the initially identified use cases, and so on. For instance, the description of a use case’s details might give valuable information about the adequacy or inadequacy of the granularity of the use cases (often beginners tend to model too fine-grained use cases, resulting in too short descriptions).

As soon as an overall integrated Requirements Model of satisfying quality has been gained, a Preliminary Real-Time Analysis can be performed, to identify potential performance problems and to ensure that real-time and concurrency constraints are adequately reflected. If being automated by means of an analysis tool, such an analysis may - different to its indication in Figure 6.33 - be executed not only on the final, but as well on intermediate revisions of the Requirements Model.

**Analysis Workflow Pattern**

The Analysis workflow pattern pools the activities related to the construction of the Analysis Model to gain a detailed and profound understanding of the problem domain.

As outlined by Figure 6.34, it is started with the conceptually parallel execution of Context Modeling and Information Modeling, to identify trigger, interface, and entity objects, in accordance to the MeDUSA Object Taxonomy (cf. Figure 6.11). Sub-
sequently, *Inter-Object Collaboration Modeling* is performed to identify object collaborations for the identified use cases and by this also the remaining *control* and *application-logic* objects. Having captured the internal behavior of the identified objects in terms of *Intra-Object Behavior Modeling* as well (at least for state-dependent control objects), the *Analysis* workflow pattern is concluded by an *Interim Real-Time Analysis* to identify potential performance problems that have to be in particular regarded during subsequently performed design activities.

It has to be emphasized that while indeed no software architecture is designed yet, and while understanding of the problem domain is the central goal being targeted, many design decisions are actually being anticipated during execution of the *Analysis* workflow pattern. That is, the impact of a analysis-related modeling decision on the later subsystem identification and consolidation is great and should not be underestimated. As an example, the decision of modeling a piece of application logic either by a self-contained *algorithm* object, separated from the data it accesses, or by attributing it to a respective *entity* object, may be quoted, as it directly affects the division of objects into subsystems.

**Architectural Design Workflow Pattern** While *Analysis* is concerned with understanding the problem domain, *Architectural Design* is about building a solution. That is, the *Architectural Design* workflow patterns subsumes the tasks to construct the overall software architecture in terms of decomposition of the system into fully encapsulated and self-contained subsystems, which collaboratively perform the system behavior.

![Figure 6.35: The MeDUSA Architectural Design Workflow Pattern](image-url)
Accordingly, as outlined by Figure 6.35, Subsystem Identification is initially performed to divide the analysis objects of the Analysis Model into subsystems. The subsequent execution of System Consolidation ensures that the initial subsystem decomposition is sustainable under design considerations. That is, it literally turns the initially divided analysis objects into design objects, while indeed also consolidating the interfaces of the identified subsystems according to their later integration needs. As already indicated, Subsystem Identification and Subsystem Consolidation are strongly related to each other, so they may be jointly executed in one step. Structural System Architecture Modeling and Behavioral System Architecture Modeling, which are subsequently performed, are then concerned with integrating the different subsystems, which have been individually defined in terms of their structural and behavioral properties and context dependencies, into an overall software system. While Figure 6.35 indicates that the two activities are somehow executed simultaneously, it has to be pointed out that Structural System Architecture Modeling is started with some advance, as it establishes the structural relationships between the identified subsystems, based on which the behavioral relationships, being addressed during Behavioral System Architecture Modeling, are then defined. Both activities are however strongly intertwined, what is why they are indicated within Figure 6.35 as parallelly executing activities.

To analyze the feasibility of the developed software architecture in terms of real-time and concurrency aspects, a Conclusive Real-Time Analysis is successively performed. Unlike the previously executed Preliminary Real-Time Analysis and Intermediate Real-Time Analysis, the analysis is now based on the actual task design, as it manifests itself after the division and consolidation of all active trigger objects, so precise and resilient can now be inferred on the actual schedulability of the system.

**Detailed Design Workflow Pattern** Having defined the overall software architecture, the Detailed Design workflow pattern, as denoted by Figure 6.36, may be executed to develop the detailed design of each identified subsystem.

![Detailed Design Workflow Pattern](image)

Figure 6.36: The MeDUSA Detailed Design Workflow Pattern

Here, at first information hiding classes for all design objects have to be developed, as well as for the subsystems' owned ports. The specifications of individual object be-
haviors, which were initially modeled during Analysis Modeling now also have to be updated (to reflect the changes of Subsystem Consolidation) and further detailed. This is done in terms of Detailed Behavioral Design Modeling. As in Architectural Design Modeling, both activities are performed pretty much in parallel, while Detailed Structural Design Modeling of course has to be started with some slight advance, as it defines the structural elements, which may then be referred to during Detailed Behavioral Design Modeling. As the subsystem’s interfaces have already been explicitly defined before, the Detailed Design workflow pattern can - different to all preceding ones - be performed in parallel for each subsystem.

**Implementation Workflow Pattern** Based on the detailed design, as it is captured in the Design Model, the Implementation workflow pattern can be performed. It is concerned with transferring the information, captured in the Design Model, into respective source code and with adding all necessary code details to build up a valid and consistent source code base from it.

Conceptually, this is performed in two steps. First, as outlined by Figure 6.37, code generation is performed to generate skeleton code from the structural and parts of the behavioral information, being explicitly captured in the Design Model. Second, the code generated for each subsystem has to be enriched with all code details that are necessary to turn it into a valid source code base for that subsystem, and the glue code, needed to integrate the different subsystem-related source code building blocks, has to be implemented. As indicated in Figure 6.37, Implementing, which is concerned with enriching the source code of each subsystem with the needed details, and Integrating, which addresses the development of the missing glue code, are pretty much executed in parallel. As already motivated in Section 6.2.2.5, a close cooperation between both activities is inevitable to ensure consistency of the overall source code base.
**MeDUSA Workflow**  According to the five software construction lifecycle phases being covered, the *MeDUSA Workflow*, as denoted by Figure 6.38, is defined in terms of five phases, namely *Requirements Phase*, *Analysis Phase*, *Architectural Design Phase*, *Detailed Design Phase*, and *Implementation Phase*, which are sequentially executed.

![Figure 6.38: The MeDUSA Workflow](image)

Each phase is a self-contained unit, concerned with the development of a respective discipline specific model. As already mentioned, all design related activities rely on a single *Design Model*, so with the conclusion of the *Architectural Design Phase* the *Design Model* is indeed not yet complete. It may however be regarded as being self-contained at that time, as it captures the overall software architecture. The *Implementation* discipline is also somehow outstanding, as it does not produce a model in the literal sense; however, the source code that is developed during its execution may be regarded as a model as well.

![Figure 6.39: The MeDUSA Architectural Design Phase](image)

As exemplarily denoted by Figure 6.39 for the *Architectural Design Phase* (the other phases are defined accordingly), each respective phase specifies the iterative execution of the homonymous workflow pattern and allows reiterations of those patterns, addressing earlier lifecycle phases, where this is regarded to be necessary. What has to be emphasized in this context is the explicit iterative nature of the method that manifests itself in those backflows. As Jacobson et. al. exemplarily point it out in the
context of architectural design: "When the division into subsystems is made, in some cases it may also be desirable to modify analysis objects also. This may be the case, for instance, when an entity object has separate behavior that is functionally related to more than one subsystem. If this behavior is extracted, it may be easier to place the entity object in a subsystem." [JCJv92]. It is - to point that out in all clarity - not the confession of a mistake, if the activities of an earlier lifecycle phase are reiterated, but a natural and essential aspect of a creative process that leads to models of higher quality and to greater awareness and justifyability of the made design decisions.

6.3 Reflective Characterization

As already pointed out, MeDUSA was not designed from scratch, but by taking into consideration approved principles, concepts, and techniques. While COMET and ROOM have been already named (cf. Section 5.2.1), and may be regarded as some sort of precursors, MeDUSA further incorporates many concepts of even earlier approaches, outlined within Section 3.1. As far as its overall method design is concerned, a general affinity towards those object-oriented approaches of the 1990’s cannot be denied, where OOSE [JCJv92] and the closely related Unified Object Modeling [RS99], as well as COMET have to be explicitly named due to the high degree of similarity.

The modeling of requirements in the form of use cases or scenarios, which is quite essential for those approaches, has been originally proposed by Jacobson et. al. [JCJv92], and can for instance also be found in OBA [RG92]. The modeling of the system’s external context and intensive long-living data, as incorporated into MeDUSA’s Context Modeling and Information Modeling tasks, reaches even back to those Structured Analysis and Design approaches of the 1980’s ([Jac83], [WM85]) and was subsequently picked up by some object-oriented approaches, including also COMET. The dynamic modeling of object collaborations, as it is incorporated into MeDUSA in terms of Inter-Object Collaboration Modeling has to be credited mainly to OOD [Boo91] and OOSE [JCJv92].

The idea of introducing object structuring criteria to support the identification of objects during analysis may be as well traced back to the object-oriented approaches of the 1990’s ([SM88], [CY91], [JCJv92]), and was later incorporated as one of its essential ingredients into Gomaa’s COMET method. The differentiation into active and passive objects, as it is incorporated into the MeDUSA Object Taxonomy may be traced back to Booch [Boo86], and has found - via HOOD [Rob92] - its way into those object-oriented real-time methods like COMET or ROOM.

Modeling of internal object behavior may be similarly classified as originating from those object-oriented approaches of the early 1990’s. It was in particular promoted by Harel [Har88][HG96] as well as Shlaer and Mellor [SM92]. Not least, it has found its way into ROOM, where the modeling of individual object’s behavior in terms of state machines is quite essential (cf. Section 5.2.1). The subsequent division of analysis objects into subsystems, as the first step of system design, is of course an essential
activity, being covered by all object-oriented approaches. Jacobson et. al. [JCJv92] may however be explicitly named here, as he names a number of design principles (locality in changes, functional coupling, etc.) to support the division process.

Regarding the specification of a software system’s architecture, of course a myriad of publications can be found. However, the hierarchical manner, in which a MeDUSA architecture is organized in terms of fully encapsulated, collaborating subsystems with only explicit context dependencies and a well-structured internal decomposition, may most likely be traced back to ROOM, whose concise and coherent architectural modeling language was already pointed out in Section 5.2.1. The concepts of ports and connectors, as it is intensely applied by ROOM to preserve encapsulation, was of course intensively promoted also by component-based approaches. In this context, Catalysis [DW98] may be explicitly named, where respective concepts were first represented by means of the UML.

While the development of a detailed class design for the identified design objects, as it is performed by Detailed Structural Design Modeling, is indeed a rather mechanical process inside MeDUSA, where consolidation is performed on the level of objects, this has of course been of major interest to the research community in the early 1990’s. What has been not so intensively regarded is the transfer of those concepts into source code equivalents. While ROOM may be quoted as a notable exception, which - even if not explicitly documented - supports a transition of a ROOM-based design into a C++ implementation by means of the ObjectTime toolset, most methods being published in the 1990’s were developed as mere design methods, thus not covering the implementation phase. Additionally, not much third-party research interest seems to be documented related to this, in particular on how component-based concepts like ports and connectors can be seamlessly transferred. While Wong may be named as one of the few that explicitly describes the transformation of those concepts for object-oriented languages [Won93], a mapping of port and connector concepts into a procedural, non object-oriented implementation language, does not seem to have been intensively regarded.

However, even while adopting several approved and advantageous concepts, MeDUSA may be rightly denoted as a self-contained method. That is, its continuity and systematics as well as its prominent characteristics set it apart. They will be shortly outlined in the following.

Model-Based As it is quite obviously inferrable from the definition of MeDUSA, models play an outstandingly important role throughout the overall method, and modeling, the engineering of models, is MeDUSA’s most essential activity. Therefore, MeDUSA may be unreservedly denoted as a model-based method. While the potential of automatic transformations between the employed discipline-specific models increases with the onwarding life-cyle, not all transformations are indeed automizable. Some remain to be quite creative, so that according to the definitions provided in Section 2.3.4, MeDUSA may not be unambiguously denoted as being model-driven, even if some part of the research community would probably denote it as such.
Use Case-Driven  MeDUSA may further be characterized as *use-case driven*. That is, use cases are the central concept, around which essential tasks of MeDUSA are being performed. Being identified during *Requirements*, use cases indeed affect *Analysis* and *Architectural Design* phases, e.g. during *Inter-Object Behavior Modeling* or *Behavioral System Architecture Modeling*.

Instance-Driven & Class-Based  While the use case concept is closely related to object-oriented engineering, MeDUSA is not object-oriented method, as the application of the central object-oriented concepts of inheritance and polymorphism is indeed not enforced to meet the goal of *seamless continuity* (cf. Section 4.3). Indeed, all of MeDUSA’s modeling activities from the early *Requirements Modeling* up to the late *Architectural Design Modeling* (regarding the subsystems’ interfaces) or even *Detailed Design Modeling* (regarding the subsystems’ internal decompositions) are based on objects rather than classes, so that MeDUSA might be accordingly denoted as an *instance-based* method. Due to this the application of inheritance is not enforced, and object-oriented concepts may only be optionally applied during *Detailed Design Modeling*, in case a *Subsystem Designer* decides on this. MeDUSA however does not prescribe to use object-oriented concepts, as it has the goal of a seamless transition from detailed design into a procedural implementation. Being oriented at classes and objects and disregarding inheritance and polymorphism, MeDUSA may thus - according to the categorization provided by Wegner [Weg87] - be characterized more as a *class-based* method11.

The main reason why MeDUSA was designed to be *instance-driven* and *class-based* is that this is regarded to be more seamless, compared to an approach, which vacillates between modeling on the class and modeling on the object level, and is - as experience has shown - as such easier amenable to developers in the marginal application domains.

Real-Time Aware  The explicit handling and awareness of real-time constraints may be quoted as a further distinct characteristic of MeDUSA. That is, through its *Actor Taxonomy* and *Object Taxonomy*, MeDUSA facilitates the explicit handling of real-time and concurrency constraints throughout the overall development lifecycle. The real-time awareness further manifests itself in the continuous real-time analysis that has been incorporated into the method. While *COMET* did only propose a respective schedulability analysis after the task design, which is performed late during architectural design, MeDUSA incorporates a respective real-time analysis to be continuously performed, beginning with a preliminary early analysis on the basis of the identified use cases.

---

11The usage of the *Class* concept within MeDUSA corresponds to what is covered by a *class-based* programming language (cf. [Weg87]). It is therefore reasonable to denote MeDUSA as a *class-based* method, even if classes actually play a subordinate role, due to the *instance-driven* nature of the method.
Chapter 7

Languages - UML & ANSI-C

Regarding overall software development, several languages may be named as being involved, reaching from informal natural language, used to formulate requirements, up to very formal languages, as for example used for modeling, implementation, or even testing. Here, of course, the focus will be on software construction only, and it will of course be limited to formal languages. In this context, two such languages may be named, namely the UML modeling language, which is used to specify nearly all of the involved models\(^1\), as well as the implementation language, namely ANSI-C, which is used to implement the resulting source code.

To support a detailed and profound understanding of the method, going beyond what can be inferred from the example diagrams provided in Section 6.2, it has to be precisely laid out, which UML concepts are actually applied throughout the tasks of the method, and how the precise structure of the underlying UML models is constituted. Even while not all of these model elements may be directly visible in the UML diagrams, as a diagram of course hides certain details, a clear understanding of the precise UML model structure is of great significance to ensure consistency and traceability. The basic structure of the three MeDUSA UML models, namely Requirements UML Model, Analysis UML Model, and Design UML Model will thus be detailedly laid out in the following Section.

Even while the UML is a very comprehensive modeling language, it does not cover all MeDUSA defined concepts to the required extend. MeDUSA’s taxonomies are of course not covered by the UML, and there are a number of discrepancies, which may be attributed to the instance-driven nature of the method. Having defined the precise structure of all MeDUSA defined UML models in terms of the employed model elements and their relationships, it can be easily illustrated, where a discrepancy in concepts between the UML and MeDUSA is noticeable. Based on this, the necessary extensions to the UML, realized by means of MeDUSA UML profiles can then subsequently be introduced within Section 7.2.

\(^1\)Except those extensions, being introduced to textually describe use case details (cf. Section 6.2.2.1), all formal MeDUSA models are indeed specified using the UML.
Having precisely defined the structure of the MeDUSA Design UML Model, the generation of source code, which is based on it, can then also be addressed. That is, it can be broken down to a specification on how to transform the employed UML concepts (i.e. meta classes) into respective implementation language constructs. This will be done in the concluding section of this chapter. What has to be pointed out is that, while such a mapping may usually be arbitrary complex, covering a lot of optimizations and improvements, and may as such be applicable only within certain specific constellations, the generation schema presented in Section 7.3 is meant to be generally applicable. That is, it does not reflect what may be achievable in terms of optimization, but rather serves to demonstrate feasibility.

7.1 MeDUSA UML Models

The precise structure of the MeDUSA related UML models has to be defined in terms of a detailed specification about which kind of modeling elements are contributed via a respective UML diagram, and on how those modeling elements are structurally related to each other.

Defining the structure of the Requirements UML Model, Analysis UML Model, and Design UML Model, could be done formally by characterizing their respective underlying meta-model in terms of concrete and abstract syntax, as well as the static and dynamic semantics that applies to the set of all valid MeDUSA UML models (cf. Section 2.3.3). Being a UML-based method, this could be done in terms of a specialization of the UML meta-model, in terms of its abstract syntax and its static semantics (as the concrete syntax and dynamic semantics do not affect the structure and can be preserved). While such a formal approach would lead to the desired goal of an exact specification of the structure of those UML models, being developed in the context of MeDUSA, it has some drawbacks. First, it would be very complicated and costly to achieve, as the UML specification is a quite vast document. There would also be the danger of restricting the modeling capabilities too strong, so that the flexible application of MeDUSA could not be further guaranteed. Further, the concrete mapping between the actual UML diagram elements and their underlying modeling artifacts would still remain somehow vague.

Therefore, a different, less formal but more practical approach is chosen here. For each UML diagram, being defined as work product of a MeDUSA task, the relevant UML concepts, i.e. meta-classes as well as related meta-associations, will be briefly sketched, based on the example diagrams that were introduced in Section 6.2. Due to the large number of UML concepts being involved, this will not be done exhaustively but for the relevant key concepts only, in particular, where a more restricted static semantics than that defined by the UML is employed. If for example a State Machine is used to represent global system states in a Requirements UML Model, it will be specified how the State Machine is structurally integrated into the model (i.e. it is attached as owned Behavior of the system Component), but it will not be detailedly laid out that the inherent contribution actually comprises also a nested Region and
various contained States, Pseudostates, Final States and Transitions, or even other UML elements.

The notation that is applied to describe the instance specification of the UML models is that of UML object diagrams, where instance specifications are used to represent model elements, i.e. instances of meta-classes, and links are used to represent instances of meta-associations, thus depicting relationships between model elements. Due to a lack of space, those instance specifications will be limited to only reflect the aforementioned key concepts. A more elaborated specification of the example MeDUSA UML models’ structure can be found in [NL08].

7.1.1 Requirements UML Model

As defined by MeDUSA’s method content, the Requirements UML Model is constructed indirectly by creating one or more Use Case Diagram(s), a Global System States Diagram in the form of a UML state machine diagram, as well as Use Case Details Diagrams, which are developed either as a UML activity diagrams, as depicted by Figure 6.10, sequence, or state machine diagrams, for those use cases, which are not alternatively described by narrative textual descriptions.

Use Cases - External Relationships  The structure of the Requirements UML Model is rather straightforward. It is basically determined by those artifacts, being contributed by the Use Case Diagram, which is usually the first diagram being developed during Requirements Modeling. As outlined by Figure 7.1, a Component, representing the system, all external Actors, as well as all Dependencies (between Actors) and those Associations originating from them, are directly contained by the root element of the Requirements UML Model, which is a Model.

All other artifacts are directly or indirectly contained by the system Component. That is, Use Cases may be directly contained, or indirectly via Packages, which might be introduced to group Use Cases and related elements. They thus also contain all internal Actors, Associations between internal Actors and Use Cases, and all Dependencies originating from a nested element (Actor or Use Case). Packages can contain other Packages so that an arbitrarily nested hierarchical structure can be gained. Include, Extend, and Generalization relationships, which are modeled between Use Cases, are directly contained by the Use Case, serving as source of the relationship.

Use Cases - Internal Details  The key artifacts, being contributed by the Use Case Details Diagrams differ, dependent on the behavioral formalism that is applied. In case of an activity diagram, as depicted by Figure 6.10, the main artifact, being contributed, is of course an Activity, which is - as depicted by Figure 7.1 - associated as owned Behavior to the respective Use Case. It usually contains a single Initial and Final Node, as well as a couple of named Opaque Actions, which are used to
Figure 7.1: Examples of Key Artifacts contained in a Medusa Requirements UML Model.
represent individual steps within the system-actor interaction, which is detailedly described. **Decision Nodes** and **Merge Nodes**, in combination with **Control Flows** are used to model the different scenarios subsumed by the Use Case. To depict, which scenario might occur under which conditions, ** Guards** can be attached to those ** Control Flows**, originating from a **Decision Node**. Within the ** Guards**, arbitrary boolean conditions can be specified. One option within such an expression might be to use an **Opaque Expression**, which might refer to a global system state by means of the `oclInState` OCL expression, as it is exemplarily shown in Figure 6.10. This situation is represented within Figure 7.1 accordingly.

### Global System States
The key artifact contributed via the **Global System States Diagram** is a **State Machine**, which is - as depicted by Figure 7.1 - directly contained by the system Component as its owned **Behavior**. As the **State Machine** is meant to only reflect the different global system states and transitions between them, its detail level may be kept rather low. That is, neither **Triggers** (with **Guards**) nor **Effects** have to be specified.

#### 7.1.2 Analysis UML Model

The structure of the **Analysis UML Model** is affected by the contributions of those UML object diagrams, which are developed during **Context Modeling** and **Information Modeling**, those UML communication and sequence diagrams, being developed during **Inter-Object Collaboration Modeling**, as well as those behavior diagrams (activity, state machine), being developed during **Intra-Object Behavior Modeling**. While the root element of the **Analysis UML Model** is of course again a **Model**, its structure is not as hierarchical as that of the **Requirements UML Model**. That is, the **Instance Specifications** (used to denote objects as well as links) and the **Dependencies**, being contributed by the **Context Diagrams** and **Information Diagrams**, are for example directly contained in the **Model**, rather than being grouped into **Packages**, as outlined by Figure 7.2.

**Collaborative (Inter-Object) Behavior**  The **Interactions**, which are the key elements contributed via the **Inter-Object Collaboration Diagrams**, as well as all **Behaviors** (State Machines, Activities, Interactions), being contributed via the **Intra-Object Behavior Diagrams** are also directly contained within the **Model**, as indicated by Figure 7.2. This is, because - due to the characteristic of MeDUSA to be **instance-driven** - no Behavioral Classifiers that could serve as containers have been identified at the time those diagrams are developed.

Within the **Interactions**, being contributed via the **Inter-Object Collaboration Diagrams**, **Lifelines** are used to represent the individual analysis objects, and **Messages** are modeled between them accordingly via **Message Occurrence Specifications**, which on the one hand serve as **Message Ends**, and on the other hand cover the respective **Lifeline**. As there is no enclosing **Behaviored Classifier** to own the
Interaction, those Lifelines and Messages are not associated to certain structural elements, too. That is, Lifelines do not reference represented Properties and Messages do not specify Connectors, even if this could be modeled.

**Internal (Intra-Object) Behavior** The artifacts, being contributed by the Intra-Object Behavior Diagram, of course differ dependent on the respective behavioral formalism, which is applied. In case of a State Machine, States and Transitions may be named as the most significant contributed elements. A Transition between States usually requires a Trigger and causes a certain Effect, which is an arbitrary Behavior, being executed when the Transition is taken.

Signals are used as a means to integrate both, the internal and the external view on the behavior of an analysis object, so literally seen, they represent the messages that an analysis object might understand. That is, on the one hand they are referenced by the sending and receiving Message Ends of the Messages, being represented as Message Occurrence Specifications in those Interactions that depict inter-object collaboration behavior, and thus serve as Signatures of those Messages. On the other hand they might be referenced from within the State Machine or Activity, which is used to model intra-object behavior. As outlined by Figure 7.2 exemplarily in case of a State Machine, the reaction of an object to the receipt of such a Signal may be the transition into a new State, what is modeled by specifying it as the Event of a respective Trigger (via a Receive Signal Event). The fact that the sending of Messages is triggered from within the internal behavior of an object, may be modeled by specifying a Send Signal Action as part of the Effect of a Transition, as shown in Figure 7.2.

It has to be pointed out that, while the UML defines that a Signal "triggers a reaction in the receiver in an asynchronous way", this is not the intended meaning in a MeDUSA Analysis UML Model. In fact, the usage of a Signal should not indicate any details about the synchronism or asynchronism of a message. While the UML proposes to use Signals to denote asynchronous messages, and Operations to denote arbitrary ones, within a MeDUSA Analysis UML Model this differentiation is not applied, as Operations cannot be consistently modeled. This is, because in difference to Signals, which are themselves Classifiers, Operations are just Behavioral Features, and as such have to be owned by a respective Classifier, which is due to the instance-drivenness of the method, not yet designed within the Analysis UML Model. Therefore, Signals, being directly contained by the Model, are used, to depict both, synchronous as well as asynchronous messages.

As Signals are used within a MeDUSA Analysis UML Model and Operations are used within a MeDUSA Design UML Model, both referring to the same concept, namely the response of an analysis respectively design object to the receipt of a respective message. The term Message will thus be consistently used in the following to refer to both concepts for the sake of clarity.

---

2This is also reflected by a respective Stereotype in the MeDUSA Analysis UML Profile and Design UML Profile, introduced in Section 7.2
7.1.3 Design UML Model

Similar to the external and internal view on the behavior of an individual analysis object, as it is captured by the Inter-Object Collaboration Diagrams and Intra-Object Behavior Diagrams, the internal decomposition and the external interfaces of an individual subsystem, as well as the structural and behavioral relationships established between different subsystems, are captured during Architectural Design Modeling and Detailed Design Modeling.

As subsystems - in the context of MeDUSA - are regarded to be fully self-encapsulated architectural building blocks with only explicit context dependencies, the internal decomposition of a subsystem is well decoupled from its externally visible structural and behavioral properties, which are relevant to integrate the subsystems. Thus, as far as the externally visible interfaces of a subsystem have been fixed, as it is done during Architectural Design Modeling, the internal decomposition of the different subsystems may then be developed independently during Detailed Design Modeling. Because of this, the Design UML Model - unlike the Requirements UML Model and Analysis UML Model - may be developed as a fragmented model, where each subsystem is specified in a subsystem-specific model fragment, and the integration of the individual subsystems is described inside a system-related model fragment. It is thus reasonable to depict the structure of the Design UML Model along the different model fragments that build up the overall model.

Subsystem Model-Fragment

**Structural Specification of a Subsystem’s Internal Decomposition** The initial contribution to a subsystem-specific model fragment is of course added via the Initial and Consolidated Structural Subsystem Design Diagrams. That is, as depicted by Figure 7.3, a Component representing the subsystem, as well as externally visible Ports with their respective Types, being modeled as Classes, are created this way, as well as the internally composed Parts, owned by the subsystem Component. Even while the Consolidated Structural Subsystem Design Diagram is developed as a revision of the Initial Structural Subsystem Design Diagram, its detail level is conceptually the same, in a sense that the same kind of UML model elements are contributed.

**Structural Specification of a Subsystem’s External Interfaces** While Types for the internally composed Parts are not developed before Detailed Design Modeling, the specification of Classes as Types for the identified Ports is already done during Architectural Design Modeling. The reason for this is that they are needed to specify the required and provided Interfaces, which are exposed by a Port. Those Interfaces, together with the Operations that they comprise, are contributed via the Initial and Consolidated Structural Subsystem Interface Design Diagrams, as depicted as well by Figure 7.3. As in case of the Initial and Consolidated Structural Subsystem Design Diagrams, the Consolidated Structural Subsystem Interface Design Diagram
is a revision of the Initial Structural Subsystem Interface Design Diagram. In contrast to above-mentioned diagrams however, additional artifacts are contributed by the consolidated revision of the diagram, namely Parameters of Operations together with their respective Types, which are mostly Data Types.

The fact that an Interface is exposed as required or provided by a Port is determined in this context, by whether the Port’s Type specifies an Interface Realization, as outlined in Figure 7.3, or Usage (not depicted in Figure 7.3) towards the respective Interface. It has to be emphasized that - to achieve the goal of complete self-encapsulation - all Interfaces have to be modeled from the viewpoint of the individual subsystem, so that the specified Interfaces are also directly contained by the subsystem Component, and no Interfaces of other subsystem-related model fragments are referenced.

**Behavioral Specification of a Subsystem’s External Interfaces**  The behavioral aspects of the externally visible properties of each subsystem are specified via the Initial and Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Interface Design Diagrams. Here, one or more Protocol State Machines are developed. In case behavior that affects more than one Port is depicted, the respective Protocol State Machine is owned directly by the subsystem Component, as depicted within Figure 7.3. In case a single Port is addressed, the respective Protocol State Machine is owned by the Port’s Type. Similar to the Intra-Object Behavior Diagram, being developed during Analysis Modeling, the integration between the behavioral and structural view on the subsystem’s externally visible Interfaces is achieved by specifying Triggers for the Protocol Transitions of the respective Protocol State Machine. Effects are not modeled for Protocol State Machines, as defined by the UML.

Similar to the Analysis UML Model, where Signals and respective Receive Signal Events and Send Signal Actions are used to integrate the different behavioral views, Operations and respective Receive Operation Events are used accordingly to integrate the behavioral protocol of the subsystem’s Interfaces with their structural specifications. Note that according to the UML, an Operation may be used to depict both, a synchronous call as well as an asynchronous one. As the messages arriving at a subsystem are specified as Operations in its provided Interfaces, those Operations can be directly referenced, and Signals, which were used in the Analysis UML Model for this purpose, do not have to be modeled within the Design UML Model. As far as messages arriving at a subsystem’s provided Interface occur as Triggers for a Protocol Transition within such a Protocol State Machine, a respective Receive Operation Event is modeled, referencing the respective Operation of the Interface, as depicted exemplarily within Figure 7.3.

**Behavioral Specification of a Subsystem’s Internal Decomposition**  The specification of the internal behavior of each subsystem, as captured via the Initial and Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagrams, is basically achieved by adding respective Interactions as Owned Behavior to the subsystem Component. Life-
lines are used to represent the internally composed Parts as well as Ports of the subsystem. That is, in difference to those sequence diagrams, being developed during Analysis Modeling, Lifelines now specify a certain Property, which they represent, and Messages reference a corresponding Connector.

Messages arriving at a Port from the external environment of the subsystem are denoted by a formal Gate, from which a Message is then modeled to the Lifeline that represents this Port. All Messages arriving at a Port, even if originating from within the internal decomposition of a subsystem, have to specify respective Send Operation Events and Receive Operation Events to refer to the corresponding Operation of the Port’s exposed Interfaces. Those Send Operation and Receive Operation Events are specified as Events of the Message Occurrence Specifications, which in turn serve as Message Ends of the Messages, as outlined by Figure 7.3. This is similar to what was modeled via the Inter-Object Collaboration Diagrams during Analysis Modeling in terms of Send Signal Events and Receive Signal Events. For those Messages however, targeting a Lifeline of an internal Part, this is not possible to refer to a corresponding Operation, as the Types of those Parts are not designed earlier than during Detailed Design Modeling. It has to be pointed out that this indeed is a violation of the well-formedness rules (i.e. the static semantics) of the UML (each Message Occurrence Specification indeed has to specify an Event, and each Send Operation Event and Receive Operation Event indeed has to reference a respective Operation). However, it is regarded to be only a temporal violation, as establishing those references is regarded to be subject to the Detailed Design Modeling, so that after the execution of this task, the Design UML Model is then consistent again.

The difference between the Initial and the Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagrams is similar to that between the Initial and Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Interface Design Diagrams. That is, arguments are additionally specified, so that the overall detail level is increased. However, in contrast to the Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Interface Design Diagram, where another behavioral formalism is applied, here Instance Values and associated Instance Specifications are used instead of Input Pins.

Detailed Structural and Behavioral Specification of a Subsystem The Detailed Structural Design of a subsystem’s internal decomposition is modeled in terms of Structural Detailed Design Diagrams. Here, besides those Classes typing the Parts of a subsystem’s internal decomposition, which were already mentioned, Associations are designed, corresponding to the Connectors being modeled via the Initial and Structural Subsystem Design Diagrams. Their Association Ends, Properties being referenced as Defining Ends of the related Connector Ends, are modeled simultaneously as Owned Attributes of the involved Classes and as Member Ends of the respective Association.
Figure 7.3: Examples of Key Artifacts contained in the Subsystem fragment of a MeDUSA Design UML Model
The **Detailed Behavioral Design** is captured in terms of a State Machine or a couple of Activities, being developed to depict internal behavior of important design objects, dependent on the concrete type of the **Behavioral Detailed Design Diagram**, which is employed for this purpose. In case a State Machine is used to depict the overall behavior of a design object, it is modeled as Classifier Behavior, i.e. Owned Behavior of the Class designed for that object during **Detailed Structural Design Modeling**. An example for this is depicted by Figure 7.3. In case one or more Activities are employed to describe certain behavioral aspects, they are modeled as Methods, i.e. behavioral specifications, of the Classes’ Owned Operations.

Further integration between the structural and behavioral specifications of an individual design object is achieved by referencing structural and behavioral features of the respective Class from within the State Machine or Activity. Receive Operation Events and Call Behavior Actions may for example be used as Triggers and Effects of Transitions within a State Machine, referencing respective Operations. Read Object Link End Actions may be employed to access the Structural Features of an Operation’s owning Class in case an Activity is used. It may however also be the case that no further integration is modeled, which holds for example if Opaque Behaviors are used to specify detailed behavior (e.g. as Triggers or Effects of Transitions within a State Machine).

**System Model-Fragment**

The system-related model fragment, whose structure is exemplarily depicted by Figure 7.4, basically contains those artifacts needed to integrate the different subsystems to an overall system. Its central element, directly contained by the root Model, of course is a representation of the system itself, for which purpose a Component is employed. Subsystems are represented by different model elements, dependent on whether the structural or behavioral view on the system is depicted.

**Structural Specification of System Decomposition**  From a structural perspective, as it is captured by the **Structural System Architecture Diagram**, which is a UML component diagram, the system is regarded to be a composite structure, where subsystems are thus represented as composed Properties, that is Parts. This is very similar to how the internal decomposition of each subsystem is modeled by means of Initial and Consolidated Structural Subsystem Design Diagrams. The only difference is that there Properties represented objects, while here indeed subsystem instances, are represented.

Accordingly, structural relationships are depicted by means of Connectors between the respective Properties. In difference to the Initial and Consolidated Structural Subsystem Design Diagrams, which developed as UML composite structure diagrams, here Connectors are explicitly denoted as assembly or delegation Connectors (via the Connector Kind). They are thus differently represented in the diagrams as well (the so called ball-and-socket notation is employed for assembly connectors to de-
pict that the relationship is established via the provided and required interfaces of the subsystem Components, as shown in Figure 6.27). Similar to the internal decomposition of a subsystem, Associations are developed as Types of the Connectors. In contrast to those Associations, being developed as part of the Detailed Structural Design however, all Association Ends are directly owned by the Association itself and not by the Port’s typing Classes. The reason for this is that to preserve self-encapsulation of the subsystems, a direct reference of a Port’s Class to that of another subsystem’s Port’s Type is not desirable.

The integration between the system-specific and subsystem-specific model fragments is realized via those Parts, which serve as representation of the subsystems in the system’s internal decomposition. Being Typed Elements, those Parts refer to the subsystem Component, they represent, as their Type. Further, as depicted by Figure 7.4, all Connectors, being established between those Parts indeed refer to the respective Ports of the represented subsystem as involved Roles.

**Behavioral Specification of System Decomposition** The behavioral view on the system architecture, as developed by means of the Behavioral System Architecture Diagram, basically contributes those artifacts related to UML sequence diagrams, i.e. Interactions, Lifelines, and Messages, similar to the Initial and Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagrams.

As in case of the Initial and Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagrams and the Initial and Consolidated Structural Subsystem Design Diagrams, integration with the structural view is realized by specifying the represents properties of the Lifelines to refer to those Properties, representing the subsystem (instances), and by establishing references of all modeled Messages to those Connectors, via which they are exchanged. Further, integration towards the subsystem specific model fragments is achieved by referencing the Operations, being defined by the provided and required Interfaces of the subsystem Component’s Ports, via Send Operation Events and Receive Operation Events from the message Ends (which are specified by means of Message Occurrence Specifications), as depicted by Figure 7.4.

In contrast to the Initial and Consolidated Behavioral Subsystem Design Interfaces, Gates are not represented within the Behavioral System Architecture Diagrams. The reason for this is that all Triggers are encapsulated by respective trigger objects, which are composed by the different subsystems, so that on the system level, all behavior actually originates from a respective subsystem (as there is no need for any external triggers).
Figure 7.4: Examples of Key Artifacts contained in the System Fragment of a Medusa Design UML Model
7.2 MeDUSA UML Profiles

As stated before, MeDUSA, and ViPER, its supporting tool, which is introduced in detail in the following chapter, are based on the UML as their underlying modeling language. Having originated from a unification of the OOSE, OMT, and OOD notations, the UML pretty much covers all basic concepts needed by the class-based MeDUSA method. However, the UML is not unrestrictedly applicable as notation for MeDUSA. By having originated from object-oriented approaches, where structural modeling was indeed pretty much performed on the level of classes, the UML was designed around the classifier concept, and classifier instances - such as objects - are represented differently dependent on the respective structural or behavioral formalism that is applied, as properties, instance specifications, lifelines, input pins, output pins, or even others.

The result is a discrepancy in concepts between the instance-driven MeDUSA method and its underlying Classifier-based notation. Objects, which are more or less the central concept within MeDUSA are not directly mapped to a single UML concept, so that within MeDUSA's UML models they have to be represented by various modeling elements of different kinds. However, as repeatedly laid out, a methodology is only formed, if method(s), language(s), and tool(s) are seamlessly integrated by common concepts. What contributes to this as well is that the classification of actors and objects according to the MeDUSA Actor Taxonomy and MeDUSA Object Taxonomy respectively, can also not be adequately represented by the UML, as it does of course not reflect those MeDUSA specific categorizations. An extension of the UML by means of its build-in profile extension mechanism, thus is the best option to overcome these unattractive problems and guarantee a seamless integration.

A Profile defines a set of Stereotypes, which can be used to stereotype, i.e. classify, model elements (one speaks of the stereotype to be applied). Formally, a stereotype is defined as "a kind of [Meta-]Class that extends [Meta-]Classes through Extensions" [OMG07d]. That is, if a stereotype is defined to extend a meta-class, (an instance of) the stereotype can be applied to any instance of the respective meta-class. Stereotypes can further contain attributes, whose instance values are then referred to as tagged values. The major benefit of the profile extension mechanism is that it is a lightweight mechanism, which can be applied without loosing standard conformity. That is, because - in difference to the mechanisms offered by the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [OMG06b] [OMG07c], used for the definition of the UML meta-model itself, the profile extension mechanism is not a "first-class extension mechanism". That is it "does not allow for modifying existing metamodels", but is more understood to be "a straightforward mechanism for adapting an existing metamodel with constructs that are specific to a particular domain [...]" [OMG07d]. UML models, to which a profile is applied, can thus still be developed with standard UML tools, while certain domain specific tools can extract and process the information, additionally kept in the model.

\[3\]Classifier is a super concept of Class and denotes a "classification of instances" (cf. [OMG07d]).
Besides better aligning the concept *worlds* of MeDUSA and the UML, the definition of MeDUSA specific UML profiles thus further allows to populate MeDUSA UML models with all additional information, which are needed for example for the real-time analysis that is continuously performed throughout the method, as well as with information, being additionally needed as input to a code generation tool.

### 7.2.1 Requirements UML Profile

As outlined before, the *MeDUSA Requirements UML Profile*, depicted by Figure 7.5, serves the primary purpose of reflecting the *MeDUSA Actor Taxonomy*, in order to enable modeling of non-functional timing and concurrency constraints, which are not expressible by means of the UML\(^4\). It thus defines an *Actor Stereotype*, which is specialized according to the *MeDUSA Actor Taxonomy* into *Trigger*, *Interface*, and *Constraint Actor* stereotypes.

In case of *Trigger Actors*, which are the single initiators of use cases and may never occur as secondary actors, it is reasonable to specify details about the timely occurrence of triggers. That is, in case of *Timer Actors*, a period may be specified, and further, whether the timing events occur only singular or on a regular basis (acyclic vs. cyclic). For *Eventer Actors* a minimum inter-arrival time of two adjacent events or a maximum arrival rate may be specified, in case the events occur in a bounded or bursty manner. If the occurrence of events is only describable by some statistical function, it is regarded to be unbounded. In case it cannot be anticipated at all, it is denoted as irregular. As a *Trigger Actor* may be the initiator of several associated use cases, priorities and deadlines of the triggered behavior are formalized by means of an *Initiation* stereotype, which is applied to each association between a *Trigger Actor* and related use cases.

*Interface Actors* in turn never occur as primary actors, as laid out before. They represent resources, which are accessed by one or more use cases. In case a hardware device or software system, which is represented as an *Interface Actor*, can only be accessed in a mutually exclusive way, this can be reflected by a respective tagged value within the corresponding stereotype. In either case, as it is reasonable to denote the duration of access that is attributed to a respective use case, an *Access* stereotype is defined, which has to be applied to all associations between use cases and *Interface Actors*.

To specify concurrency constraints in terms of synchronization or interference of concurrently executing use cases, a *Constraint Actor* may be employed. As depicted within Figure 7.5, such an actor may be denoted to depict a synchronization between two concurrently executed use cases in terms of some bidirectional communication, or some sort of message or data transfer (send/receive, produce/consume, or write/read), which may cause some synchronization or interference between the affected use cases (cf. [Rit08]).

---

\(^4\)Neither the UML itself nor the upcoming UML Profile for MARTE [OMG07a] offer respective expressiveness, as sketched in [NL07b]
Figure 7.5: MeDUSA Requirements Profile
Besides having the possibility to specify and document respective real-time related requirements within a Requirements UML Model, the Requirements UML Profile further enables the execution of a Preliminary Real-Time Analysis, as proposed by the homonymously named MeDUSA discipline. For such an analysis, the execution time of each use case, i.e., the worst case execution time of all scenarios subsumed by it, has to be estimated and specified. A real-time analysis may then be performed as described within Section 6.2.2.6 (compare also [Rit08]).

### 7.2.2 Analysis UML Profile

Similar to how the MeDUSA Requirements UML Profile supports the classification of actors as specified by the MeDUSA Actor Taxonomy, the Analysis UML Profile supports the classification of objects according to the MeDUSA Object Taxonomy by specifying a corresponding hierarchy of `Object` stereotypes, which is depicted by Figure 7.6.

As there is - due to above outlined discrepancy in concepts between MeDUSA and the UML - no singular concept to represent an `analysis object` within an Analysis UML Model, the `Object` stereotype defines extensions to those UML meta-classes, which are used to depict `objects` within MeDUSA UML models, namely instance specifications, properties, input pins and output pins. To clarify that signals are used within a MeDUSA Analysis UML Model to denote `messages`, a respective `Message` stereotype is defined by the profile for the sake of clarity.

In contrast to the Requirements UML Profile, where a `Constraint Actor` stereotype is provided to address synchronization and interference issues, those issues are now addressed by means of respective messages. That is, reply messages, as subsumed
by a Rendezvous Actor can now be explicitly modeled as messages. To be able to specify the initiation of concurrently executing behavior and to denote shared access to resources, respective Initiate and Access Message stereotypes are nevertheless supported.

As the Analysis UML Profile has to enable an Interim Real-Time Analysis, execution times have to be provided as well. However, braking down the overall estimation for the Use Cases, they may now be attributed to individual Messages.

### 7.2.3 Design UML Profile

Similar to the MeDUSA Analysis UML Profile, the primary objective of the MeDUSA Design UML Profile is to support the classification of design objects according to the MeDUSA Object Taxonomy.

As indicated by Figure 7.7, unlike analysis objects, design objects are represented by properties (within the Structural Subsystem Design Diagram) rather than instance specifications. While design objects are further represented by lifelines within the Behavioral Subsystem Design Diagrams, the corresponding Object stereotype does not have to extend the UML meta-class Lifeline, as all lifelines specify a corresponding property, which they represent, and to which in turn the stereotype may be applied. That is, the property itself rather than the Object stereotype serves to integrate the different representations (within the Analysis UML Model this is objective of the respective Object stereotype, as properties are not specified within it). As messages are represented by operations within a Design UML Model, the respective Message stereotype is accordingly defined as an extension to the meta-class Operation rather than the meta-class Signal, as it is the case within the Analysis UML Profile.
Besides this, the *Design UML Profile* pretty much reflects the same properties than the *Analysis UML Profile*, as far as information, relevant to a *Consolidated Real-Time Analysis* is concerned. This is because both, the *Interim* as well as the *Consolidated Real-Time Analysis*, are technically performed in the same manner, only differentiated by the accuracy of the estimated values, which are used within the computations.

### 7.3 MeDUSA UML-to-ANSI-C Code Generation Schema

Only few methodical approaches explicitly address the transformation of models into source code. COMET [Gom00] for example, the direct predecessor of MeDUSA, does not address code generation at all. Similarly ROOM, the second major influencing approach, only provides a small example on how the implementation of a ROOM model may be performed within C++ [SGW94]. In fact, as far as publications related to model-based code generation can be found, they can mostly be related to the technical documentation of some modeling tool or some technical code generation framework. As a profound methodological integration between today’s available methods and tools can mostly not be found (cf. Section 3.4), a discrepancy between what is offered by currently available modeling tools in terms of code generation and what is actually required from the viewpoint of the employed development method, is often observable.

In the context of UML-based ANSI-C code generation, as it is addressed within this methodology, the major problem is not only above quoted discrepancy, but indeed the fact, that the respective ANSI-C target language is to the very most extend simply not regarded at all by most of the available UML modeling tools. Java and C++ are the predominant programming languages, which have to be covered from a marketing perspective, and ANSI-C indeed seems to be of interest only in some marginal domains (even if the state-of-the-practice, as quoted within Section 3.3 seems to speak another language). In fact, out of the set of currently available commercial UML modeling tools, those actually supporting the generation of ANSI conformant C code, may just be a fistful. Telelogic’s top dog *Rhapsody in C* has to be named, and *Poseidon Embedded Edition*, a tool jointly developed by Gentleware and Method Park may also be quoted as a positive example with its built-in *OO>C* code generator. However, besides the two, there does not seem to be much that is worth to be mentioned (cf. [FNL08]).

Having the defined goal of methodological integration and completeness, it is clear that within the MeDUSA-ViPER methodology, code generation has to be explicitly addressed in a way that no discrepancy between method and supporting tool, but instead a close integration is resultant. From a logical viewpoint, this involves the definition of a code transformation schema, which adequately reflects MeDUSA’s requirements. From a technical perspective, it subsumes the realization of respective code generation tool as part of ViPER. While the latter will be accordingly addressed within the context of the ViPER tool in Chapter 8, the logical transformation schema, which is based on the code generation schema underlying the *OO>C* code generator (cf. [Gei02] and [Gen05]), as well as on own experiences (cf. [Fun06] and [Kev07]), will be outlined in the following.
7.3.1 General Transformation Strategy

The logical transformation of UML design models into ANSI-C source code may conceptually be regarded to involve two main concerns. On the one hand, the (possibly context dependent) transformation of UML model elements into syntactical ANSI-C language elements has to be addressed, and on the other hand, the logical organization of the resulting syntactical language elements into translation units, i.e. source code files. A seamless transition, as it is intended here, has to ensure that traceability is preserved in terms of both aspects. That is, a developer has to be enabled to easily follow the logical mapping of the individual model elements to syntactical language constructs, and it furthermore has to be ensured that the resulting source code fragments can be easily located within the translation unit structure.

Concerning both aspects, a general conformity between the Type concept, which is incorporated into both languages, can be taken advantage of. That is, within a UML input models, classifiers (which are actually types), as components, classes, interfaces, or associations, as well state machines, or interactions are the central model elements, around which a transformation may be logically organized. Transforming each classifier, contained in a Design UML Model, into a corresponding ANSI-C type, these types may then be also chosen to infer the logical organization of the resulting translation units.

While transforming classifiers into types seems to be a quite straightforward approach from a broad perspective, the specification of a generally applicable concrete transformation strategy, which is suited for arbitrary UML input models is a hard and tedious work, due to the overall expressiveness and complexity of the UML. Even when limiting transformation to a certain subset of classifiers, e.g. to the structurally relevant ones, as done in [Fun06], a generic transformation approach is only hard to manage. That is, due to the large number of different usage scenarios, a classifier may be employed in, either the transformation gets arbitrary complex, as it has to handle a lot of distinct cases, or the resultant source code gets quite complex, in case it is intended to be unaware of a concrete usage scenario and thus generally applicable. If for example the source code for a class is intended to be generated independent on certain assumptions about its usage in a respective input model, it has to reflect that a class may be used as simple type of an attribute or operation parameter, as type of a port, or even as a structured and encapsulated classifier with a complex internal structure.

Nevertheless, as the structure of a MeDUSA Design UML Model has been clearly defined (cf. Section 7.1), a transformation strategy may take this into account, so that neither the transformation schema, nor the resultant source code gets unnecessary complex. That is, by reflecting only the applied usages of classifiers within a MeDUSA Design UML Model, the transformation strategy may be restricted so that it is easier to understand and manage, and the resultant generated source code in turn gains an enhanced quality in terms of readability as well as performance, because it does not have to preserve a general applicability.
7.3.2 Classifiers within a MeDUSA Design UML Model

As already stated before, the code generation may be organized around the classifiers, which are employed in a MeDUSA Design UML Model. As a starting point, Figure 7.8 outlines all classifiers defined by the UML, and highlights those, which are used in the context of a MeDUSA Design UML Model.

Out of these, the concrete (i.e. non abstract) classifiers that have to be transferred are:

- Primitive Type
- Enumeration
- Data Type
- Class (from Kernel, from Communications)
- Interface
- Association
- Component
- State Machine
- Protocol State Machine
- Activity
- Interaction
- Opaque Behavior

The differentiation of the class concept into its three merge increments, as they are defined within the UML language units Structures, Communications, and Composite Structures, is of course artificial, as these increments are only used internally for the definition of the single Class concept, which then subsumes the properties and characteristics of all three. However, the transformation of the internal structure and the externally visible properties of a structured and encapsulated (structured) class requires a dedicated transformation, which is avoidable in case of a non-structured class, whose transformation is pretty much comparable to that of a simple data type, only that additional information from potentially specified owned behavior has to be evaluated. As within a MeDUSA Design UML Model, (structured) classes are never used, as in fact, components are the single structured and encapsulated classifiers employed by the method, having the possibility to refer to non-structured classes explicitly, as done in the following, thus helps to simplify the explanation of the transformation significantly.

According to the comments provided in Section 7.1.3, within a Design UML Model above mentioned classifiers are used as depicted by Table 7.1. The list of course implies that a classifier is not used in different contexts simultaneously, which is a reasonable assumptions in case of a MeDUSA Design UML Model. The usage of a (non-structured) class as the type of a part within a subsystem’s internal decomposition and at the same time as the type of a port for example, is neither necessary nor practical. The herein presented transformation strategy is thus based on the assumption that classifiers are only used in one of the outlined usage scenarios at a time.

---

5As the definition of the UML meta-model is heavily based on the concept of Package Merge, which - according to [OMG07d] - is “a directed relationship between two packages that indicates that the contents of the two packages are to be combined [...] in the sense that the source element conceptually adds the characteristics of the target element to its own characteristics resulting in an element that combines the characteristics of both.”, Figure 7.8 also outlines the individual merge increments of a respective Classifier.
Figure 7.8: UML Classifiers Hierarchy, according to [OMG07d]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>Specification of the system, singleton Structured and Encapsulated Classifier with internal structure and explicit external interfaces, directly contained by the system model fragment. Specification of a subsystem, singleton Structured and Encapsulated Classifier with internal structure and explicit external interfaces, directly contained by the subsystem model fragment, and as Type of a Part, representing a subsystem (instance) in the internal decomposition of (Non-Structured) the system Component.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Non-Structured) Class</td>
<td>Type of a Part, representing an object in the internal decomposition of a subsystem Component. Type of Port, to specify (part of) the external interface of a subsystem Component. Type of an Attribute or Operation Parameter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>Exposed required or provided Interface of a Port, i.e. realized or used interface of a Port’s typing (Non-Structured) Class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>Type of a Connector in the internal decomposition of a subsystem Component, i.e. between (Non-Structured) Classes used as types of internally composed Parts and Ports. Type of a Connector in the decomposition of the system Component.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primitive Type, Enumeration, Data Type</td>
<td>Type of an Attribute or Operation Parameter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol State Machine</td>
<td>Owned Behavior of a subsystem Component or a Port’s typing (Non-Structured) Class, as behavioral specification of (parts of) the externally visible interfaces of a subsystem Component.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>Owned Behavior of a system or subsystem Component, as behavioral specification of its decomposition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Machine, Activity</td>
<td>Owned Behavior of a Part’s typing Class, as specification of (internal) object behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opaque Behavior</td>
<td>Effect of a Transition in the State Machine based specification of (part of the) object behavior. Behavior of Call Behavior Action in the Activity based specification of (part of the) object behavior.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Usage of Classifiers within a MeDUSA Design UML Model
7.3.3 Generating Folders and Translation Units

As already stated in [Fun06], it is practical to arrange the generation of a file system folder structure according to the coarse structure of the input model itself, as this way, ANSI-C representations of the UML model artifacts can be easily identified. As it can be inferred from the instance specifications provided in Section 7.1, a McDUSA Design UML Model usually manifests itself as a set of components, representing the system as well as its subsystems, which are either contained in an integrated, single model file or within a set of distributed model fragments. Note that in either case, a direct containment relationship between the system component, which is in either case contained by the root model, and the subsystem components is not established, as the logical containment between the system and its subsystems is indeed modeled indirectly by specifying a composite internal structure for the system in terms of parts, which are typed by the respective subsystem components (cf. Figure 6.27). As the coarse structure of a Design UML Model is thus organized along the set of system and subsystem components, and as those components - in their role as packaging components - directly or indirectly contain all other elements, a file system folder structure may be best organized along the contained components.

![Diagram of file system folder structure](image)

Based on it, all classifiers, including above mentioned components, but with the exception of primitive types and enumerations, which can be directly mapped to respective ANSI-C constructs, may then be transferred into a set of three translation units, containing the declaration of a respective ANSI-C type, related functions and macros (cf. [Gen05] and [Gei02]).

As depicted by Figure 7.9, those are a forward declaration file (_fdef.h), a header file (.h), and a source file (.c). The header file contains the declaration of the ANSI-C type, the classifier is transformed into, as well as the declaration of related macros and functions. The forward declaration file contains a forward declaration of the respective type, which is needed in case a recursive reference is required within its declaration. The source file finally contains the implementation of all functions, which of course depends on the respective classifier that is transformed and will thus be outlined individually in the following.

In this context, it has to be mentioned that, while the generation of a file system folder structure along the contained components is basically pretty much straightforward, the namespace-related characteristics of a component, namely the ability to provide a means for resolving composite names for its contained named elements (cf.
cannot be preserved, due to a lack of the concept in the ANSI-C language. Therefore the names of all syntactical ANSI-C elements have to be a fully qualified names, being prefixed by the concatenated names of all enclosing namespaces.

### 7.3.4 Generation of Syntactic Elements

The generation of syntactical ANSI-C language elements for the respective classifiers will be investigated in detail in the following. While it has already been mentioned that primitive types and enumerations somehow play an outstanding role within the transformation, what is why their transformation is addressed directly in advance, it has to be further anticipated that indeed not all of the aforementioned classifiers are actually transformed into a corresponding ANSI-C type. That is, due to reasons of performance and simplicity, associations and interfaces are for example only transformed indirectly, in the context of those classifiers, being affected by them. Interfaces are thus only indirectly transformed in the context of those classes, which are used as types of ports, associations are accordingly only transformed indirectly in the context of the associated classes. The same holds for opaque behaviors, which are used within a MeDUSA Design UML Model to specify guards and effects of a transition within a state machine, or to depict a set of instructions within an activity. They also do not have to be transferred into an own ANSI-C type but can here be transferred into code implicitly in the context of the state machines or activity respectively.

### Transformation of Primitive Types

Both, the UML as well as the ANSI-C language support the concept of primitive types, which suggests that a transformation of UML primitive types into their ANSI-C equivalents is pretty much straight-forward. However, this is not the case. In fact, the UML supports only four predefined primitive types, namely Integer, Boolean, String, and Unlimited Natural, which were designed for its internal use, and which thus do not directly correspond to those primitive types of ANSI-C. Unlimited naturals are for example not covered within ANSI-C, while concepts to represent floating point numbers or individual characters are for instance not covered by the UML.

Therefore, using the predefined primitive types of the UML within a MeDUSA Design UML Model does not seem to be appropriate, as important implementation details could not be specified this way. Instead, as proposed by the UML specification itself, it is desirable to "provide [...] own libraries of data types to be used when modeling with the UML" [OMG07d]. What was already proposed in terms of a library of domain specific data types when describing the structure of MeDUSA's UML models in Section 7.1, can thus be as well applied to the handling of primitive types. To be concrete, a UML library as depicted in Figure 7.10, which defines UML equivalents of the built-in ANSI-C primitive types, may be rather used during modeling, and those primitive types, predefined by the UML, may thus be omitted.
The transformation of those primitive types, defined by above sketched library is then pretty much straight-forward. In fact, as all these primitive types actually directly correspond to built-in ANSI-C types, no generation of types is needed at all. Instead, the name of the type only has to be used when generating the ANSI-C representation of each typed element, that is attribute, operation, or parameter, which specifies it.

Transformation of Enumerations

As the ANSI-C language supports enumeration constants, mapping enumerations is pretty much straight-forward. That is, as denoted by Figure 7.11b for the ProcessValueOutputMode example depicted by Figure 7.11a, an enumeration may be directly transformed into a respective enum declaration, where all UML enumeration literals are directly mapped to corresponding enumeration values.

Because no recursive declaration is allowed and because no additional definitions are subsumed by the transformation of an enumeration, a forward declaration and source file, as generally needed for all other classifiers, is indeed not needed in case of an enumeration, so they play a rather outstanding role to this extend.
General Transformation of Data Types and (Non-Structured) Classes

The ANSI-C equivalent chosen for all classes and data types, as well as for all other classifiers, is a struct, whose name has to match the fully qualified name of the classifier. In case of the Coordinator example Class, depicted by Figure 7.12a, a struct could for instance be generated as depicted by Figure 7.12b.

The creation and destruction of struct instances is realized - inspired by how its is done in the context of object-oriented languages - by dedicated constructor and destructor functions, which are parameterized for this purpose with a respective struct pointer, as depicted by Figure 7.12b. Even if not explicitly specified, a classifier is assumed to have at least an implicit default constructor and destructor, so respective functions are always created together with the struct declaration.
Within the declaration of the `struct`, the attributes of a classifier are directly transformed into nested declarations of `struct` members, as depicted by Figure 7.12c. While the type and multiplicity of the attributes can be directly represented by declaring an array member of a corresponding type, the visibility of an attribute cannot be directly transferred, as access to the members of a struct is always public. It can thus only be emulated by some sort of usage convention. That is, for each attribute that is publicly visible\(^{6}\), a respective selector function can be defined, which - by convention - guards access to the property. That is, all attributes should only be accessed via the respective selector function and not directly by accessing the struct.

The transformation of the classifier’s operations is done in a straight-forward manner by transferring them into respective functions, as shown in Figure 7.12d. In contrast to object-oriented programming languages, where the encapsulation principle is directly incorporated into the `class` concept, so that operations and related variables are en-

\(^{6}\)A clean differentiation of the different UML defined visibility kinds, i.e. `public`, `protected`, `package`, or `private` is not realizable, so all attributes of other than private visibility are regarded to be public
capsulated in a single unit, in the context of a procedural programming language as C, functions and related variables are pretty much unrelated. As a consequence, each
generated function has to be parameterized with the struct instance, whose data is being accessed, as only thereby the context of the function call can be clearly determined. Each non static Operation is thus transformed into a function, which defines its owning Classifier’s struct representation as a first parameter. All other parameters of the corresponding function are then created to match those of the represented Operation. In case of non primitive Parameter Types, pointers have to be used, as shown in Figure 7.12d, as a call-by-reference concept is not supported in other cases, and parameters would otherwise be passed in by-value instead. Similar to attributes, the visibility of an operation cannot be adequately represented within ANSI-C. However, a differentiation of public and private operations can be realized by declaring the corresponding functions within the header file or source file respectively, again treating all non-private operations implicitly as public.

The transformation of classifiers usually also leads the generation of a number of private as well as technically motivated support functions, which are actually not accounted as part of the transformed classifier’s public interface. To overcome this, a general programming interface that matches the classifier’s public interface, has to be offered. A facade, which only contains the interface related functions and hides all technical support functions, as well as those functions, representing non public operations, is desirable. As outlined by Figure 7.12e, such a facade can be easily realized as a macro facade (cf. [Gen05] and [Gei02]), which consists of macro definitions, serving as shortcuts to the publicly visible functions, and thus ensures that no resources are wasted, as the pre-processor will replace each macro usage with the respective call to the referenced public function. The macros can be generally split into three groups, namely shortcuts to the constructors and destructors, which are prefixed CREATE and DESTROY, shortcuts to the selectors of the public attributes, being prefixed as ATTRIBUTE, as well as shortcuts to the public operations, prefixed as OPERATION.

```c
// Macro Facade
#define CREATE_CurrentOutput_Coordinator(self) CurrentOutput_Coordinator_create(self);
#define DESTROY_CurrentOutput_Coordinator(self) CurrentOutput_Coordinator_destroy(self);
#define ATTRIBUTE_CurrentOutput_Coordinator_actualCurrent(self) CurrentOutput_Coordinator_actualCurrent(self);
#define OPERATION_CurrentOutput_Coordinator_outputProcessValue(self, inPercentageFlow) CurrentOutput_Coordinator_outputProcessValue(self, inPercentageFlow);
#define OPERATION_CurrentOutput_Coordinator_outputAlarm(self, inAlarm) CurrentOutput_Coordinator_outputAlarm(self, inAlarm);
```

(e) Generated Code: Macro Facade as Public Classifier Interface

Figure 7.12: Example - Transformation of Data Type and (Non-Structured) Class
Additions for (Non-Structured) Classes typing Parts, Implicit Transformation of Associations as Part of a Subsystem’s Internal Decomposition

In contrast to those classes, which are used as types of simple attributes or operation parameters, those used to type parts within the internal decomposition of a subsystem component, which do thus indeed represent objects and not just simple values, furthermore have to reflect that their instances are structurally related to other parts or ports. In correspondence to the general transformation principles, which were outlined before, those associations, which are used as types of connectors within a subsystem’s internal decomposition, are not transferred into corresponding ANSI-C types, but are only indirectly created in the context of the respective associated classes, due to reasons of simplicity and performance.

(a) Instance Specification: A Class typing a Part (Subsystem Decomposition)

(b) Generated Code: Member Declarations corresponding to Association Ends

As depicted by Figure 7.13 in case of the Coordinator example class, this is realized by adding respective member declarations, representing the respective ends of all outgoing associations, to the struct declarations of the associated classes. The initialization of these members, that is the wiring of the interconnected parts and ports, has to be done from within the initialization of the enclosing subsystem component, and will as such be described in detail in the context of the transformation of subsystem components.
Additions for (Non-Structured) Classes typing Ports, Implicit Transformation of External Interfaces and Associations within the System Internal Decomposition

As required interfaces are directly realized by the port’s typing class, that is the class offers corresponding operations to that of the interface, all interface operations can be directly transformed into respective functions within the port’s type. The implementation of these functions, as depicted by Figure 7.14, can be generated to simply delegate all calls to either the enclosing component’s instance or to an internal part, dependent on whether the port is a behavior port or not\(^7\).

As those classes, being used as types of ports can - as far as associations towards the internal decomposition of the owning subsystem component is concerned - be transferred into ANSI-C code in the same manner as those classes typing parts, this can - in case of non-behavior ports - be realized by accessing the respective struct members, which represent outgoing association ends. In case a port is a behavior port, i.e. it forwards any requests to its enclosing subsystem component, the class used as its type does not have any associations to parts within the internal decomposition. In such a case, the struct generated for the port’s typing class instead has to declare a member to refer to the enclosing subsystem component instance.

Similar as in case of provided interfaces, all operations defined by a required interface, have to be offered by the port’s typing class as well. While this sounds astonishing at first, it gets rather obvious when envisioning that the ports serve as sort of a facade, which guards all calls from the internal decomposition of a subsystem component to its external environment, as due to this, the port’s type has to offer respective operations that can be called from internal parts for this purpose.

While each Operation of a required Interface may thus be transformed into a function in a way similar to as it is done for Operations of a provided Interface, the generated implementation of course has to differ, as it has to actually realize the wiring to a respective provided Interface in the external environment of the subsystem Component. Here, handling those associations, which are used as types of connectors within the system’s internal decomposition in terms of above specified transformation (using struct members to represent the association ends) would not be adequate, as this would result in a strong coupling of the subsystem components, violating the self encapsulation property, which is indeed critical for their reuse.

Instead, as wiring between subsystems has to be performed only indirectly in terms of their required and provided Interfaces, the generated source code has to adequately represent this indirection as well. That is, the implementation of each required operation has to delegate its calls to a respective target implementation of the matching provided interface, as specified within the system’s internal decomposition, thereby guaranteeing the needed indirection, which is necessary to preserve the self-encapsulation property of the subsystem Component.

\(^7\)According to [OMG07d], “a port has the ability to specify that any requests arriving at this port are handled by the behavior of the instance of the owning classifier, rather than being forwarded to any contained instances, if any.” Such ports are referred to as Behavior Ports.
For this purpose, a set of function pointers, representing the required interface operations, as well as a pointer, referencing the target implementation of the interface, on which the functions may be invoked, are additionally generated into the port’s typing class, as depicted by Figure 7.15b. If these function pointers and the implementation pointer are correctly initialized to point to the respective target implementations, which is done in the context of the enclosing system component’s initialization and will thus be documented in the context of transformation of components, the implementation of the interface functions within the port’s class may then delegate their calls by using the function pointers, as depicted by Figure 7.15b.
(a) Instance Specification: Class typing Port (Required Interface)

```c
/* Classifier Struct Declaration */
struct _CurrentOutput_PWMOutputPort {
    ...
    /* Required Interfaces */
    void* iPWMOutput;
    ERROR_CODE (* iPWMOutput_outputPWMSignal)(void* iPWMOutput, PhysicalQuantities_ElectricCurrent inCurrent);
    ...
};
```

(b) Generated Code: Function Pointer and Struct Pointer Member Declarations corresponding to Required Interfaces

Figure 7.15: Example - Transformation of (Non-Structured) Class typing Port (Required Interface)
Transformation of Components

Within a MeDUSA Design UML Model, components are used in two ways, namely to represent the system as well as its subsystems. While both scenarios have in common that components are used in their role as encapsulated and structured classifiers, there are slight differences. The system component does for example not own any ports, as the system’s external interfaces are in fact encapsulated by respective trigger and interface objects (subsumed as parts by a respective subsystem component). Further, the system component’s internal structure manifests itself in terms of parts, whose types are components, so they indeed represent subsystems rather than simple objects. In contrast to this, subsystem components own ports, which describe their externally visible interfaces, as well as parts, now indeed representing design objects, so they are typed by simple non-structured classes.

Besides having to represent the composed parts and ports, which is done by means of respective struct members, similar to as it is done with attributes in terms of non-structured classes, the code, generated for a component thus further has to reflect that the wiring of its composed properties is done differently, depending on whether the component represents the overall system or just one of its subsystems. That is, as outlined before, parts composed by a subsystem component are directly connected to each other via their respective association ends, while parts composed by the system component are indirectly wired via their exposed interfaces, as described before.

That is, in terms of a subsystem component, initializing the respective struct members, representing the association ends within the ports’ and parts’ struct, have to be initialized as depicted by Figure 7.16. In case of the system component, the situation is comparable but yet different. Again, struct members, which represent its composed parts, which are now component instances, have to be initialized. However, wiring now has to ensure that the function pointers and the implementation pointer, representing the required interfaces of the components ports, have to be initialized with the respective struct instances and functions of the respective opposite ports, which offer the compatible provided interfaces, as outlined by Figures 7.17a and 7.17b.
(a) Instance Specification: Subsystem Component

```c
/*************************************************************
* File: CurrentOutput.h
*************************************************************/
...  
/* Classifier Struct Declaration */
struct
_CurrentOutput {
/* Parts */
CurrentOutput_Coordinator coordinator[1];
...
/* Ports */
CurrentOutput_ProcessValueOutputPort processValueOutputPort[1];
...
};
...

/*************************************************************/
* File: CurrentOutput.c
*************************************************************/
...
void CurrentOutput_create(CurrentOutput_Coordinator * self) {
/* Create Parts */
CREATE_CurrentOutput_Coordinator(&self->coordinator[0]);
...
/* Create Ports */
CREATE_CurrentOutput_ProcessValueOutputPort (&self->processValueOutputPort[0]);
...
/* Wiring */
self->coordinator[0].processValueOutputPort[0] = self->processValueOutputPort[0];
self->processValueOutputPort[0].coordinator[0] = self->coordinator[0];
...
}
...
```

(b) Generated Code: Struct Member Declarations for Parts & Ports, Wiring

Figure 7.16: Example - Transformation of subsystem Component
Figure 7.17: Example - Transformation of System Component
Classifier Struct Declaration

```c
struct _ExampleSystem {
    /* Parts (Subsystems) */
    CurrentOutput currentOutput[1];
    MSPCommunicationInterface mspCommunicationInterface[1];
    ...
};
```

Wiring (Required Interfaces)

```c
self->currentOutput[0].pwmOutputPort[0].iPWMOutputPort =
    self->mspCommunicationInterface[0].outputPort[0];
self->currentOutput[0].pwmOutputPort[0].iPWMOutputPort_outputPWMSignal =
    MSPCommunicationInterface_OutputPort_outputPWMSignal();
    ...
```

(b) Generated Code: Struct Member Declarations for Parts, Wiring of Parts within Constructor Implementation

Figure 7.17: Example - Transformation of system Component
General Transformation of State Machines

There are several possibilities to transform a state machine into respective ANSI-C code, reaching from simple solutions using nested switch statements up to profound, optimized solutions based on compressed function pointer tables (cf. [Gei02]). While there are significant differences in the performance and readability of the generated source code, the basic principle behind all of them is to generate a data structure to hold the current state of the state machine, together with a set of functions, which represent the state machine’s transitions as well as their guards and effects.

Figure 7.18: Example Specification: State Machine

Based on this, a simple transformation of a state machine may thus be performed as depicted by Figures 7.18a, 7.18b and 7.18c. That is, as with all other previously outlined classifiers, a struct is defined, containing a member to hold the current state of the state machine. All states, as well as all events, being referenced from triggers of the state machine’s transitions are defined as symbolic constants within the header file. Further, a single function is defined to trigger a transition of the state machine via a respective event.

The actual state machine logic is captured in terms of a transition table, which might be realized as a two-dimensional array of function pointers. It specifies which transition can be taken in a respective state on the occurrence of a respective event by containing a function pointer to a respective transition function (one function is created for each
transition), or null, if no transition is triggered by a respective event in a certain state. The transition function being referenced in turn has to call the related guard and effect functions and has to change the state of the state machine, if necessary. Therefore it has to be parameterized with a pointer to the state machine struct, in which context it is to be executed.

Querying a state machine’s current state is possible via access to the respective struct member, declared for this purpose, similar to how an attribute may be accessed by its generated selector function. Initialization of the state machine is performed in its generated constructor, as in case of all other classifiers.
/* Guards */
ERROR_CODE GUARD_1(
    void* parameters[]){
    // inEnabled == TRUE
    ... 
    ... 
}
/* Effects */
ERROR_CODE EFFECT_1(
    void* parameters[]){
    // simulated current = inCurrent;
    ... 
    ... 
}
/* Transitions */
ERROR_CODE TRANSITION_1(
    CurrentOutput_ActualCurrentDetermination_InternalBehavior* self,
    void* parameters[]){
    /* Check Guard */
    // no guard
    /* Execute Effect */
    EFFECT_1(parameters);
    /* Change State */
    //no state change
    return EVENT_CONSUMED;
}
/* Transition Table */
ERROR_CODE (* transitions)(
    CurrentOutput_ActualCurrentDetermination_InternalBehavior* self,
    void* parameters[])[NUM_STATES][NUM_EVENTS] = {
    { TRANSITION_1, TRANSITION_2, TRANSITION_3, TRANSITION_4},
    { TRANSITION_5, TRANSITION_6, TRANSITION_7, TRANSITION_8}
}
(c) Generated Code: Function Implementations corresponding to Guards, Effects, and Transitions, Declaration of State-Transition Table as Function Pointer Array and Declaration of State Transition Function

Figure 7.18: Example - Transformation of a State Machine
Additions for State Machines used as Behavioral Specification of a Design Object

If a state machine is employed as complete specification of the internal behavior of a design object, additional code has to be generated to integrate the state machine code with the one, generated for the class, which types the respective object. That is, as the state machine serves as a complete behavioral specification of the respective class, the implementation of all its operations may be generated so that each call is indeed delegated to the associated state machine. In turn, the state machine has to understand all these call events, indicating the receipt of a respective operation, which are offered by the associated class.

Figure 7.19: Example - Transformation of a State Machine as Internal Behavior Specification

As indicated by Figure 7.19b for the example outlined in Figure 7.19a, a member, pointing to the state machine implementation has to be added to the struct of the class, whose internal behavior is being specified, and this member has to be initialized from within the constructor function for that class. The implementation of each function, generated for the operations of the class, then has to delegate all calls to the state machine, as indicated by the Figure 7.19b, passing over the corresponding event, as well as all parameter values of the call.

In case structural or behavioral features of the owning class instance have to be accessed from within the guard and effect functions of the state machine, the state machine instance in turn has to be (reverse) linked to the owning class instance. The struct generated for the state machine therefore has to contain a respective member as well. Its initialization may also be done from within the constructor of the owning class.
(b) Generated Code: Struct Member Declaration and Function Implementation within Owning Behavioral Classifier

Figure 7.19: Example - Transformation of a State Machine as Internal Behavior Specification
Additions for Protocol State Machines as Behavioral Specification of a Subsystem’s External Interface

A protocol state machine is used to specify the valid interactions of a subsystem component from an external perspective. It may be modeled as either owned behavior of the overall subsystem component (in case several ports are affected), for a single port, or even for a single interface.

(a) Instance Specification: Protocol State Machine as Interaction Protocol

Figure 7.20: Example - Transformation of a State Machine as Interaction Protocol Specification

While the source code generated for a protocol state machine is more or less identical to that of a behavior state machine (a protocol state machine however does not specify any effects), its integration with the port’s class is of course different. That is, as shown in Figure 7.20, the implementation of those functions, generated to represent the operations of the port’s class (or more precise those specified by all interfaces, realized by that class) accordingly have to be generated so that protocol conformance is checked before delegating all externally arriving calls to the subsystem component’s internal decomposition. This also holds in case a protocol state machine is specified as protocol of a single (provided) interface, as those are only indirectly transformed in the context of the class, which is used as type of the port, as outlined before.
Initialization of the respective protocol struct member within the port’s class has to be handled either by the port’s class or by the enclosing component, dependent on how the protocol state machine is used. That is, in case the protocol state machine affects several of the subsystem’s ports, it is modeled as owned behavior of the component, so a reference to the single shared protocol state machine instance, associated to the subsystem, has to be passed over to the struct instances, which represent its ports. In case the protocol state machine is specified as protocol of a single port or interface, it may be initialized from within the constructor of the port’s typing class instead.

**Transformation of Activities**

While a state machine is used for several purposes, activities, being modeled via the Behavioral Detailed Design Diagrams, are used within a MeDUSA Design UML Model only to specify internal object behavior. That is, to be precise, they are as-
sociated as *method* to the operations of an object’s class. While the UML allows to specify an activity at an abstraction level comparable to that of source code, so detailed that an operation may be fully specified by it, within MeDUSA, this is not employed. That is, activities are usually only used to denote the basic control flow of a certain algorithm (inside an *application-logic* object), not specifying each individual instruction in detail.

While generating complete functional code for an activity would be rather straightforward, as most of the comprised actions are directly transferable into ANSI-C statements, because of the incompleteness of such a specification, its generation does not make sense within MeDUSA. That is, while it would be easily possible, it is yet impractical. The reason therefore is that, to guarantee robustness of the generated code against re-generation, it would have to be anticipated, where a *Subsystem Implementer* would have to manually add code (those section would have to be guarded to ensure they are not overwritten during re-generation; compare [Fun06] for details). As this, due to the incompleteness of the specification, could be an arbitrary location within the generated statements, the overall generated code would have to be *polluted* with a lot of such guards, and would thus be only hard to read and maintain.

Therefore, in the context of MeDUSA, code generation from activities is not covered and those being developed during *Detailed Behavioral Design Modeling* are thus regarded to serve for specification and documentation purposes, rather than as input to an automatic code generation tool.

**Generation of Interactions**

The same holds for interactions, which are developed within MeDUSA to depict collaborative behavior within the system and subsystem decompositions respectively. For the same reasons as in case of activities, that is because the specification of individual object behavior, which could be inferred from them, is not complete (as only operation calls are reflected, but no additional details), they are thus regarded to be used solely for specification and documentation purposes as well. In this role, they further serve as some sort of *proof of concept*, as they depict that the system respectively subsystem immanent behavior corresponds to the respective structural specifications. A generation of source code from the interactions contained in a *Design UML Model* is thus also not covered within MeDUSA.
Chapter 8

Tool - ViPER

ViPER (Visual Tooling Platform for Model-Based Engineering) is a tooling platform to leverage model-based engineering. It is based on Eclipse technology and offers support for UML-based visual modeling, UML-based ANSI-C code generation, extended support for editing and simulating of detailed narrative use case descriptions, as well as built-in dedicated methodical support for MeDUSA. ViPER thus forms the third integral part of the herein presented methodology (cf. Section 5.1).

Subsequently, the tool will be investigated in detail. This will be done first from a coarse-grained architectural perspective, introducing all major components and naming their respective end-user visible features. Second, ViPER MetiS, the feature, which delivers dedicated methodical support for MeDUSA, will be investigated in more detail, including an in-depth discussion on some of its technical realization aspects as well.

8.1 The ViPER Integrated Development Environment

ViPER, as already outlined, is a model-based engineering platform, offering support for visual modeling, model transformation and code generation. It is realized as an Integrated Development Environment (IDE), which amongst others comprises a complete Eclipse SDK. As outlined by Figure 8.1, the Eclipse SDK - and thus ViPER as well - contains the Eclipse Platform, as well as the Java Development Tooling (JDT) and Plug-in Development Environment (PDE) features, which deliver an integrated development environment for Java-based development in general, as well as Eclipse plug-in development in particular.

The Eclipse plug-in model [GB03], on which the ViPER IDE is based, refers to those top-level components as features, so this term will be rather used in the following.
As the ViPER IDE additionally bundles the *Eclipse C/C++ Development Tooling (CDT)* [CDT] feature, it can further be regarded as a fully-featured integrated development environment for C/C++ development, including dedicated editors, compilers, and debuggers. Furthermore, tool support for generic model-based engineering, including model validation, model-to-model transformation, as well as model-to-text generation is offered by integrating the contributions of the the *Eclipse Generative Modeling Technologies (GMT)* project [GMT].

Besides these and some other third-party integrations, the ViPER IDE itself contributes graphical UML modeling support, UML-based ANSI-C code generation, editing and simulation of narrative use case descriptions, as well as methodical support for MeDUSA. This is realized by respective features\(^\text{2}\) of the ViPER IDE, namely:

- **ViPER UML2**

- **ViPER NaTUluS (Narrative Use Case Description Toolkit for Evaluation and Simulation)**

- **ViPER MetiS (MeDUSA Methodical Support)**

Additionally contained is the **ViPER Platform** feature, which does not deliver end-user visible features but provides common base classes and frameworks, needed for the realization of above outlined features.

\(^2\)In the context of the Eclipse plug-in model, a *feature* bundles a set of *plug-ins*. 
The resulting overall ViPER IDE architecture is depicted by Figure 8.2. It shows that additionally to those four features, the ViPER IDE bundles a plug-in, which is used to define the ViPER IDE Rich Client Product (RCP) [ML05], plug-ins to centralize logging and to provide IDE-wide documentation, as well as a feature to bundle all third-party contributions, including the Eclipse SDK.

**ViPER Platform** The ViPER Platform, whose plug-in architecture is depicted by Figure 8.3, forms the basis of the ViPER IDE by offering basic functionality, needed for the realization of all higher-level IDE features. It does not offer any directly end-user visible functionality, but it delivers basic utility classes, as well as two white-box frameworks, namely the ViPER Platform Visual Modeling Framework (VMF) and the ViPER Platform Model Transformation Framework (MTF).
ViPER Platform VMF is a framework to support the development of graphical editors for arbitrary data models, based on technology offered by the Eclipse Graphical Editing Framework (GEF) [GEF] and the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [EMF]. It is as such the underlying framework upon which the graphical UML editing capabilities of the ViPER IDE are realized. To some extent, it is comparable to the Eclipse Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) [GMF]. However, Eclipse GMF uses some sort of black-box approach, while ViPER Platform VMF was explicitly designed as a white-box framework.

ViPER Platform MTF in turn supports the development of model-to-model transformation and model-to-text generation wizards based on technology offered by the openArchitectureWare project [GMT]. It thus forms the basis, upon which the UML-to-ANSI-C code generation, built into the ViPER IDE, is realized.

**ViPER UML2** The ViPER UML2 feature bundles all UML-related capabilities of the ViPER IDE. Besides the UML2 Core feature, which similar to the Platform Core feature delivers common base and utility classes, it comprises, as depicted by Figure 8.4, the ViPER UML2 Visual Modeling Environment (VME), which supports the graphical editing of UML diagrams and models, as well as the ViPER UML2 Code Generators (CodeGen).

The ViPER UML2 VME feature is the reference implementation of the ViPER Platform VMF framework, using an EMF-based implementation of the UML meta-model, as provided by the Eclipse UML2 project [MDT]. It thus provides an editor and related model and diagram creation wizards to graphically edit UML diagrams, conformant to the current language standard version ([OMG07c]). Currently, editing of package, class, object, component, composite structure, as well as use case, state machine, activity, communication and sequence diagrams is supported, while not in all cases, the
full set of modeling capabilities, as defined by the UML, is already offered. The general look & feel, as well as the user guidance of the provided UML editor, which is depicted by the screenshot provided in Figure 8.5, is pretty much determined by the underlying GEF framework. That is, it is quite comparable to other GEF-based editors, like the Rational IBM Software Development Platform for instance.

The ViPER UML2 CodeGen feature offers UML-to-ANSI-C code generation. It is realized as the reference implementation of the ViPER Platform MTF framework and delivers generation wizards, out of which one is exemplarily depicted by Figure 8.6. Currently, a generic, platform-independent code generation, which evaluates only the structural information, captured in a UML model (cf. [Fun06]), as well as a more sophisticated, platform-specific code generation (for the Renesas M16C family), which additionally offers basic support for timing and concurrency issues (cf. [Kev07]).
Figure 8.5: ViPER UML2 VME (Screenshot)

(a) Code Generation Context Menu

(b) Code Generation Wizard

Figure 8.6: ViPER UML2 CodeGen (Screenshot)
ViPER NaUTiluS  

ViPER Narrative Use Case Description Toolkit for Evaluation and Simulation (NaUTiluS) is a toolkit to support the modeling and simulation of narrative use case descriptions. It is organized, as depicted by Figure 8.7, into two features, namely ViPER NaUTiluS Core and ViPER NaUTiluS Simulation.

Figure 8.7: ViPER IDE NaUTiluS Plug-in Architecture

The NaUTiluS Core offers support for creation and manipulation of narrative use case descriptions based on a notation, initially proposed by Bittner & Spence [BS03] and refined and improved at the Research Group Software Construction, which captures use case details by describing them as flow of events (cf. [WNHL08]). The NaUTiluS Core feature offers a form-based editor together with some supporting wizards and views, depicted by Figure 8.8, to support this.

In terms of ViPER NaUTiluS Simulation, a prototypical simulation environment for user-system interactions, based on narrative use case descriptions is provided [Leh08]. It allows to interactively step through the different scenarios, subsumed in the detailed descriptions, by means of a simulation recorder, which is also capable playing back individual simulation traces, and which offers a set of additional supporting views to provide detailed information about individual simulation traces, as well as on the overall simulation capabilities of a set of narrative descriptions.

In the future, it is further planned to enrich ViPER NaUTiluS with capabilities (ViPER NaUTiluS Evaluation) to allow a detailed analysis and evaluation of use case models (including detailed narrative descriptions). This should include the evaluation of quality properties by means of dedicated metrics, as well as support for refactorings on use case models based on those evaluation results.
8.2 ViPER MetiS - MeDUSA Methodical Support

ViPER MetiS offers dedicated methodical support for MeDUSA. This includes a browsable hypertext documentation of the MeDUSA definition, being integrated into the help system of the ViPER IDE, and wizards to support the execution of individual MeDUSA tasks. Integration between those task wizards and the browsable hypertext documentation is provided by so called cheat sheets (cf. Figure 8.16), which provide guidance in the step-by-step execution of the MeDUSA workflow (or parts of it) within the context of a concrete development project. A cheat sheet may be understood as some sort of instruction sheet, which outlines all MeDUSA tasks in their respective timely order. It offers context-sensitive help by referencing respective entries within the hypertext definition and additionally offers the possibility to directly invoke respective task wizards.

ViPER MetiS further offers implementations for the MeDUSA UML profiles, outlined in Section 7.2, together with a set of MeDUSA specific model validation rules, used to ensure conformance of MeDUSA UML models with respect to the model structures outlined in Section 7.1.
8.2.1 ViPER MetiS Plug-in Architecture

According to the realized end-user visible features, the plug-in architecture of ViPER MetiS comprises the plug-ins MeDiS Profiles, MeDiS ModelConstraints, MeDiS Definition, MeDiS TaskWizards, and MeDiS Cheatsheets.

As outlined by Figure 8.9, the plug-ins MeDiS Infrastructure and MeDiS Integration have to be named to complete the picture. As denoted by its name, MeDiS Infrastructure defines general infrastructure in terms of a MeDUSA project nature and MeDUSA specific preference settings. MeDiS Integration serves to integrate the different MeDiS plug-ins within the ViPER IDE workbench, by offering a respective workbench perspective, as well as a dedicated project creation wizard and a user interface to edit those preferences, defined by MeDiS Infrastructure. However, as both plug-ins do indeed realize rather non innovative technical details, they are not investigated in detail in the following. The same holds for the MeDiS Profiles plug-in, which simply bundles an Eclipse based realization of those MeDUSA profiles, introduced in Section 7.2, as well as the MeDiS Model Constraints plug-in, which delivers a set of validation constraints and resolutions, realized by means of the EMF validation framework (cf. [EMF]).

The remaining plug-ins, namely ViPER Definition, ViPER Task Wizards, and ViPER Cheatsheets will be introduced adjacently, as they indeed realize dedicated methodical support. This introduction will include a detailed description of the user visible end features, each plug-in provides, as well as a short discussion on its technical realization. A more in-depth discussion on the conception and technical realization of the respective plug-ins may for example be found in [Her07] and [ViPERc].

---

3As outlined by Figure 8.9, the MeDiS Taskwizards plug-in is actually split into four plug-ins, namely MeDiS TaskWizards, which provides a white-box framework for the realization of dedicated task wizards, as well as one plug-in for each currently supported discipline of MeDUSA, namely MeDiS TaskWizards ArchitecturalDesign, MeDiS TaskWizards Implementation, and MeDiS TaskWizards RealTimeAnalysis. Here, for the sake of simplicity, MeDiS TaskWizards will be used to refer to this overall set of plug-ins.
8.2.2 ViPER MetiS Definition

As indicated by Figure 8.10, the ViPER MetiS Definition plug-in provides a browsable hypertext documentation of the complete MeDUSA definition, as captured in [NL08], quite similar to as it is done for the IBM Rational Unified Process within the IBM Rational Software Development Platform (cf. Section 5.2.2).

![Figure 8.10: ViPER MetiS Definition (Screenshot) - Integration into Help System](image)

**MetiS Definition** thus provides basic methodical support, as it enables a developer to always directly access the MeDUSA definition from within the ViPER IDE. Being realized in form of a hypertext documentation, the quick retrieval of information, as it is likely required when consulting the definition during active work with the tool, is pretty much facilitated by the enhanced navigation and search capabilities, which are offered by the Eclipse help system, into which the documentation is integrated.

**Technical Realization**

The hypertext documents, which contain the MeDUSA definition, are of course not handcraftet, but can be generated automatically from a MeDUSA UMA method library (cf. Section 6.2.1) by using the respective HTML publishing functionality of the Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) Composer tool [EPF]. The integration of the published HTML pages into the Eclipse respectively ViPER IDE help system is however not directly supported by the EPF Composer.
This can be achieved by offering a table of contents XML-file, which is exemplarily depicted by Figure 8.11. It has to be contributed to the respective toc extension point of the org.eclipse.help plug-in and registers the top-level HTML pages of the method definition within the contents browser of the help system, so that direct accessibility of the documentation is achieved.

```
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<?NLS TYPE="org.eclipse.help.toc"?>
<toc label="MeDUSA">
  <topic href="/sc.viper.metis.definition/html/medusa_concepts/customcategories/introduction_CA94658 .html" label="Introduction">
  </topic>
  <topic href="/sc.viper.metis.definition/html/medusa_concepts/guidances/examples/ example_system_4D4F0766 .html" label="MeDUSA Example System" />
</toc>
```

Figure 8.11: ViPER MetiS Definition - Help toc File (generated)

As MeDUSA is a living method, and as therefore its definition is likely to change over time, maintaining such a toc file manually would be impractical, and error-prone as well. Therefore, a ViPER specific extension to the EPF Composer tool was developed in terms of the ViPER Method Support Framework (MSF). It extends the publishing functionality of the EPF tool by generating a respective toc file directly together with the HTML pages of the method definition, and - as it is not specifically dependent on MeDUSA - may be generically applied to generate respective files for arbitrary UMA-based method definitions. As it is not an essential part of the ViPER MetiS feature, but is only used within its development and maintenance, it will not be regarded further within this work. The interested reader may refer to [Her07] as well as [ViPERc] to find an in-depth documentation of ViPER MSF.

### 8.2.3 ViPER MetiS Task Wizards

The ViPER MetiS TaskWizards plug-ins deliver dedicated wizards to support the execution of selected MeDUSA tasks. Being a model-based construction method, all tasks defined by MeDUSA can generally be classified into tasks related to model manipulation, model-to-model transformation, as well as model-to-text generation. Modeling, i.e. model manipulation, is a rather creative activity, which is probably best supported by means of flexible graphical editors and additional supporting tools, as they are provided by the ViPER UML2 VME feature. Transformations as well as generations however offer an inherent automation potential and can - due to the linearity and goal-drivenness of their execution - be probably best supported by means of dedicated wizards, which prescribe a general control flow and user-guidance in terms of their dialog pages.
In line with these insights, the ViPER MetiS Task Wizards aims at providing dedicated wizards for model transformation respectively model generation tasks\(^4\). Currently, wizards to support the Subsystem Identification as well as the Code Generation task (outlined by Figure 8.12) are provided, thus demonstrating exemplarily how dedicated support for each kind of wizard may be realized. Wizards to support the different

\(^4\)It may be mentioned that from a technical viewpoint modeling may as well be regarded as a model transformation, having the same input and output models. To this extent, modeling tasks, which offer a certain automation potential, could as well be supported by a respective model transformation wizard.
kinds of Real-Time Analysis are currently being developed (cf. [Rit08]). As indicated by Figure 8.12 in case of the Code Generation task wizard, each wizard supports the execution of a respective MeDUSA task by guiding the user through its wizard pages. While some of the pages are of course specific to the respective task that is supported, some pages are indeed common to all wizards.

That is, all wizards offer a description page, as depicted by Figure 8.12a, as their starting page. It offers a short general description of the supported MeDUSA task, as well as a possibility to specify input and output models (in case of a transformation task), or output folders (in case of a generation task). This starting page is always followed by a Validation Page, as it is depicted by Figure 8.12b, which is used to check preconditions on the selected models, which have to be guaranteed to allow the execution of the respective wizard. The validation page does not only present the validation results to the end-user, but - where applicable - it also offers automatic resolutions in case conditions are violated.

Having evaluated all preconditions successfully, the user may then proceed to the task-specific wizard pages. Within the Code Generation wizard, a page to choose the generation input and to select certain generation options (cf. Figure 8.12c), as well as a page to output processing results (cf. Figure 8.12d) may be named. In case a wizard specifies postconditions, the wizard is always concluded by a Validation Page to check those postconditions. It has to be mentioned that this is mandatory in the case of transformation wizards, where due to the possibility of their iterative execution on a set of models - at least all preconditions have to be fulfilled as postconditions as well.

**Technical Realization**

Due to technical implementation issues, the ViPER MetiS Task Wizards is not realized as a single plug-in, but actually split into the following:

- ViPER MetiS Task Wizards
- ViPER MetiS Task Wizards - Architectural Design
- ViPER MetiS Task Wizards - Implementation
- ViPER MetiS Task Wizards - Real-Time Analysis

While the three last mentioned plug-ins deliver those concrete task wizards, supporting the already named tasks of the respective MeDUSA disciplines, the ViPER MetiS Task Wizards plug-in itself delivers a white-box framework to support the implementation of arbitrary transformation respectively generation task wizards.

Amongst others, it provides generic support for the loading and saving of models, which serve as input and output of a respective task, for the evaluation of specified pre- and post-conditions on those models, for executing and reverting changes on them,
as well as for tracking all applied changes, which is needed to support the correct iterative execution of a respective wizard. It is split into three basic packages, namely core, transformation, and generation. The core package, which is depicted in Figure 8.13, defines the abstract TaskWizard and TaskWizardPage classes, which serve as the base classes for all task wizards and their respective wizard pages. The core package also provides concrete implementations of those wizard pages, which are commonly used in all wizards, namely the TaskWizardDescriptionPage and the TaskWizardValidationPage.

The abstract TaskWizard base class ensures that a common control flow in terms of a defined order of wizard pages is inherent to all MetiS task wizards. This is realized by means of the addPages template method, which defines a hook method, namely createTaskSpecificWizardPages to control that all task specific pages are added between the validation pages used to check the pre- and postconditions. The TaskWizard class further implements control of the back, next, finish, and cancel buttons, of-
ferred on each wizard page. While the enabled state of those buttons may be influenced by a respective wizard page via its page status, the application and reverting of all model changes, being performed through an individual wizard page, does not have to be handled by the page itself, but is transparently done within the performCancel and performFinish template methods within the TaskWizard class.

This is achieved, by enforcing that all model manipulations of a TaskWizardPage have to be executed as Commands on a CommandStack, which is shared by all TaskWizardPages. The CommandStack in turn delegates the execution of all commands to an underlying OperationHistory, which is controlled by a TaskWizardExecutionContext, associated to each TaskWizard. It maintains an own undo context for each wizard page so that all changes, which are applied from within a respective page, can be easily and transparently reverted, when navigating to a previous page or when performing a cancel operation, without any awareness of the respective TaskWizardPages.

Access to the CommandStack, shared by all TaskWizardPages is provided by a so called TaskLogic, associated to each TaskWizard, which is intended to be subclassed to provide the respective (application) logic of the supported task. That is, while the control logic is thus directly built into the TaskWizard, and while all user interface related aspects are covered by the TaskWizardPages, the task specific logic is meant to be separated. The TaskLogic therefore has direct access to an underlying TaskConfiguration, which keeps task specific configuration information, as the locations of all used input and output models, as well as the pre- and postconditions that have to be checked on those models. It also handles the loading and saving of those models.

Generation and transformation related specializations of the TaskWizard and TaskWizardPage base classes, as well as their related TaskConfigurations, are realized by respective subclasses within the generation and transformation packages, which are depicted by Figure 8.14.

As in terms of a GenerationTaskWizard a respective output folder has to be specified, a specialization of the TaskWizardDescriptionPage, denoted as GenerationTaskDescriptionPage is provided, which offers the possibility to specify a respective file system path for this purpose. Additionally, a specialization of TaskConfiguration, namely GenerationTaskConfiguration is provided, which realizes the backup of the folder contents prior to the wizard execution, as well as the restoring of this contents in case of a cancellation or failure of the generation.

A TransformationTaskWizard in turn needs to ensure traceability in terms of which model elements of a respective input model were transformed into which model elements of a related output model. This is necessary, as the iterative execution of a wizard on the same set of models (which may have changed in the meantime) has to reflect already committed user decisions of previous wizard executions. As an example consider the Subsystem Identification task, which is concerned with transferring analy-

---

5The Operation History is a concept built into the Eclipse platform to realize a unified undo and redo handling.
Figure 8.14: Detailed Class Design of ViPER Metis Task Wizard - Generation & Transformation Wizard
sis objects into design objects, and with grouping those design objects into subsystems. While there is no direct model relationship between the Analysis UML Model, serving as input model, and the Design UML Model, serving as output model, the task wizard has to recognize, which analysis objects were already mapped to which design objects during an earlier execution of the wizard, so that the user does not have to redo any mappings already specified.

The abstract TransformationTaskWizard class accounts for this by offering support for tracing all model changes, applied during the execution of the wizard. It therefore maintains a respective traceability model, in which it can store all relevant traceability information. Such a traceability model is automatically created by the related TransformationTaskConfiguration of the wizard within a private folder of the respective project, in which the selected input and output models of the wizard reside, and is loaded and stored automatically, together with the specified input and output models.

The meta-model, defining the structure of all traceability models, is depicted by Figure 8.15. Its central concept is that of a mapping, which is understood to be an arbitrary relation between a set of source and target objects. Mappings may be grouped under two aspects. A step is used to group logically related mappings, which refer to possible unrelated sets of source and target objects but logically belong to the same model manipulation and thus occur at the same point in time. A trace in turn is used to group chronologically adjacent mappings. A trace thus allows to trace the course of a set of source objects through a temporal sequence of adjacent model manipulations. Due to limited space, the traceability model will not be further elaborated here. The reader may refer to [Her07] for a more in-depth discussion on the model, including a demonstrative example of its application within the Subsystem Identification task wizard.

---

6 The TransformationTaskWizardDescriptionPage subclasses its TaskWizardDescriptionPage base class in order to confirm the restriction that all specified input and output models actually reside within the same project. This is needed, because traceability information between those models could otherwise not be consistently managed.
8.2.4 ViPER MetiS Cheatsheets Plug-In

While the MetiS Definition plug-in offers a broad but rather static view of the MeDUSA method definition, and while the MetiS Task Wizards plug-ins deliver support, which is rather dynamic, but limited to the execution of a single respective task, the MetiS Cheatsheets plug-in integrates both aspects by offering support for a guided step-by-step execution of the MeDUSA Workflow. That is, it provides so called cheat sheets, which are sort of non-modal interactive help dialogs that - according to [CR06] - "are designed to walk you through a series of steps to complete a task and automatically launch any required tools."

As depicted by Figure 8.16, the MetiS Cheatsheets plug-in offers a composite cheat sheet that contains task groups and tasks according to what is defined by the MeDUSA method operations. It thus allows a user to step through the different tasks of the MeDUSA method, as defined by the MeDUSA Workflow, performing possible iterations as well. Integration with those help pages, offered by MetiS Definition plug-in is achieved by offering browsable links (the question marks, which are visible besides each task within Figure 8.16), via which the description of the respective task is directly accessible. Integration with those dedicated task wizards, offered by the MetiS Task Wizards plug-ins, is achieved by offering the possibility to start the execution of a respective wizard from within the cheat sheet, as exemplarily depicted by Figure 8.16, where the Interim Real-Time Analysis task wizard may be directly executed from within the respective cheat sheet entry.
Technical Realization

Technically, cheat sheets are specified by means of an XML-file, which has to be registered to the respective cheatSheetContent extension point of the org.eclipse.ui.cheatsheets plug-in. For illustration purposes, parts of the composite cheat sheet, which realizes the MeDUSA Workflow, is depicted by Figure 8.17.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<compositeCheatsheet name="MeDUSA Workflow">
	<taskGroup kind="sequence" name="MeDUSA Workflow" skip="false">
		<taskGroup kind="sequence" name="Requirements Phase" skip="false">
			<task kind="cheatsheet" name="Requirements Workflow Pattern" skip="false">
				<param name="path" value="requirements.xml">
					</param>
				<param name="showIntro" value="true">
					</param>
			</task>
		</taskGroup>
	</taskGroup>
	...</taskGroup>
</compositeCheatsheet>
```

Figure 8.17: ViPER MetiS CheatSheets - MeDUSA Workflow Composite Cheatsheet

Of course, as in case of the MeDUSA definition, crafting those cheat sheets by hand would be tedious work. Therefore, the already introduced ViPER MSF framework was additionally enhanced with a generation capability, which offers support for the generation of respective cheat sheets for a given UMA method library (or, to be more precise, for each workflow or delivery process defined within it).

The ViPER MSF framework supports the integration between those cheat sheets and the electronic MeDUSA definition, by embedding links to the generated help pages directly into the generated cheat sheets. Integrating those wizards, offered by the MetiS Task Wizards plug-ins, is realized by specifying a unique wizard identifier as a tool mentor within the UMA definition of the method, which is then evaluated by the ViPER VMF framework’s cheat sheet export functionality in a sense, that a corresponding command to start execution of the wizard, is generated directly into the corresponding cheat sheet file as well. Further information on the detailed technical realization within the ViPER MSF framework can be found in [Her07] as well as [ViPERc].

8.2.5 Adoptions & Innovations

As with MeDUSA, ViPER in general - as well as ViPER MetiS in particular - incorporates various already approved concepts, which have found their permanent place in todays modeling tools. Especially the UML related modeling and code generation capabilities, which are offered by ViPER UML2 are based on commonly applied and industry approved technology and does only bear limited potential for actual novelties.
Regarding the methodical support that is built-in the situation is similar, as a single prominent outstanding novelty may most likely not be found. It is rather the combination of approved concepts together with some slight partial improvements that make up most of its value. Task wizards, as they are offered by ViPER MetiS, can be for instance be pretty much compared to those Activity Agents offered by the Jaczone Waypointer tool. However, the possibility to reflect already performed user decisions through improved traceability, which is essential for their usability within an iteratively executed method like MeDUSA, or the possibility to explicitly depict pre- and postconditions and the ability to automatically resolve most of the identified violations, may be regarded as innovations.

To draw a conclusion, one may thus state that the most significant contribution of the ViPER tool regarding its methodical support for MeDUSA may indeed not be seen in very innovative partial solutions. Indeed the real value lies within the seamless integration of methodical support within an overall integrated development environment, as this can - as already indicated in Section 5.2.2 - not be found in today's modeling tools. Even if the concepts of offering a navigable documentation of a method definition, or the offering of dedicated wizards to support certain tasks within the execution of a method can be found within existing tools (cf. for instance the Method Browser within the Rational Software Development Platform as well as the Activity Agents within the Jaczone Waypointer), their seamless integration, as it is demonstrated by ViPER MetiS, may be regarded as an innovation.
Part III

Evaluation & Conclusion
Chapter 9

Evaluation of MeDUSA

9.1 Continuous Evaluation - A Living Method

From its initial conception in early 2005, MeDUSA has gone a long way. Having started as a slight enhancement to the COMET method [Gom00], incorporating several experiences gained from the application of COMET in pilot projects, conducted at ABB Automation Products GmbH, MeDUSA has grown - at latest with its first publication in 2007 [NL07a] - into an independent and self contained method. Practical experiences as well as evaluation results have been continuously incorporated into the method since, what does in particular hold for the second, completely revised revision of MeDUSA, whose reference manual has been published in 2008 [NL08]. It is - with some slight changes, which have already been incorporated since its publication - also the one documented herein (cf. Chapter 6).

Before naming some general evaluation experiences, which are applicable to all of MeDUSA's revisions to some extend, and before quoting some recent evaluation results, which have been gathered with the application of MeDUSA's Second Edition in a pilot project, it is thus quite revealing to investigate MeDUSA's course from its initial conception up to the publication of its Second Edition, as most practical experiences and evaluation results, gathered over the time, have been directly incorporated into the method.

9.1.1 Initial (Pre-Published) Edition - 2005/2006

The application of the object-oriented COMET method, MeDUSA's direct predecessor, in some field studies within ABB Automation Products GmbH [NMSL04] demonstrated a general applicability of COMET, but also unveiled some severe shortcomings within the regarded application domain, which finally lead to the insight that a customized method would indeed be needed, capable to face the very special technical and organizational constraints within the industrial automation application area.
Being itself the result of several iterations (cf. historic outline in Section 3.1), COMET was nevertheless considered to be a very concise and systematic method, which could serve as a good starting point for customizations and adoptions. Especially its use case driven approach seemed to be very promising and was directly incorporated as one of the key characteristics of MeDUSA. COMET’s object-oriented nature however was considered to be a major hindrance for its application within the industrial automation domain, as a seamless transition from an object-oriented design into a procedural implementation is only hard to achieve.

Class-Based & Instance-Driven vs. Object-Oriented The initial, yet unpublished version of MEDUSA\(^1\), whose general workflow is depicted in Figure 9.1, reflects this by what has been referred to in Section 6.3 as its instance-driven nature. That is, while COMET had employed static modeling on the classifier level to depict the context and data of the software system, MeDUSA made use of instance-based modeling by means of object diagrams for this purpose. Performing Analysis Modeling completely in terms of modeling objects, the instance-driven nature of MeDUSA thus ensured that classifiers were not employed earlier than during Architectural Design Modeling, so that object-oriented concepts were not enforced and a seamless transition into a procedural implementation could now be guaranteed.

Based on Second Generation of UML Closely related to this is the fact that, being based on UML 1.5 and thus employing class diagrams to specify the (structural) architectural design, COMET does not achieve a clear and explicit definition of the context dependencies of a respective subsystem, so that a distributed development of subsystems, as well as their reuse are hindered. Being based on the then upcoming UML 2.0

\(^1\)Also not officially published, documentation about the initial (pre-published) version of MeDUSA, can for example be found in [Fun06].
standard [OMG05c], MeDUSA was designed to use the newly introduced composite structure diagrams for this purpose, which had been earlier identified as an adequate means to address those problems (cf. [NLS+05]). By explicitly specifying all required as well as provided interfaces, a subsystem can be specified with all its context dependencies, so that it can be independently developed and reused. Furthermore, as composite structure diagrams allow to specify an internal subsystem decomposition in terms of aggregated objects (rather than classes), class modeling could now be postponed to the *Detailed Design Modeling* phase, thus contributing as well to the instance-driven nature of the method.

9.1.2 First (Published) Edition - 2007

With its initial publication [NL07a], as *Method for UML2-based Design of Embedded Software Applications*, the MeDUSA definition was formalized by means of the *SPEM* standard (cf. Section 6.2.1), splitting it into a specification of method content and method operations, which seems to be beneficial not only from documentation perspective but also facilitates the understandability and learnability of the method.

**Real-Time Aware Taxonomies** Regarding contents, the first of two major changes is the introduction of a revised *MeDUSA Actor Taxonomy*, which explicitly separates trigger actors from interface actors, as well as a related *MeDUSA Object Taxonomy*, which incorporates this division as well. While COMET had already known the concept of timer actors (and objects), *eventer* actors were not explicitly identified and represented, so that a clear separation of those event sources, triggering concurrent system behavior, and those external software and hardware interfaces, serving as mere (passive) communication interfaces, could not be achieved. With the clear division into active and passive actors respectively objects, incorporated into the *First Edition*, timing and concurrency constraints could then be specified already during *Requirements Modeling* and *Analysis Modeling*.

**Early Task Design** Closely related to this is the second major change, namely the shifting of former *Task Design Modeling* from *Detailed Design Modeling* into respective tasks in the *Analysis Modeling* and *Architectural Design Modeling* phases, as indicated by Figure 9.2. While this does not seem to be a major novelty from the first sight, it is very formative for MeDUSA, as it exposes the importance of real-time and concurrency requirements and stresses the necessity of addressing those aspects early (cf. [NL07b]). Even if no real-time analysis was performed during *Requirements Modeling* yet, as it is now incorporated into MeDUSA, addressing those constraints already during *Analysis Modeling* could be regarded as a major improvement with respect to MeDUSA’s initial unpublished version, were *Task Design Modeling* was done as part of *Detailed Design Modeling*.

\[\textsuperscript{2}\text{Note that modeling of synchronization and interference issues within the *Requirements UML Model* was regarded to be an open issue at that time (cf. [NL07b]).}\]
Figure 9.2: MDDUSA First Edition - Workflow Patterns

- Requirements Modeling
- Analysis Modeling
- Architectural Design Modeling
- Detailed Design Modeling

9.1.3 Second (Published) Edition - 2008

The Second Edition of MeDUSA actually is a complete revision rather than a simple bug-fixing update of the First Edition. Besides several minor changes, which were incorporated to improve the understandability and practical applicability of the method (which will not be discussed here in detail), the most immanent change is that of the MeDUSA acronym into Method for UML2-based Construction of Embedded & Real-Time Software. While the reformulation of the development target from software applications into software points to a mere clarification of terms\(^3\), the other terminological differences actually symbolize some major changes that were incorporated.

**Software Construction vs. Software Design**  
Changing the denomination from design method into construction method indicates that - according to the goal of Methodological Completeness, as it is formulated in Section 4.3 - all tasks related to Implementation are now also explicitly covered by MeDUSA. That is, it was not only decided to include those tasks into the MeDUSA definition, but in particular the mapping of design concepts into ANSI-C source code equivalents is now being explicitly addressed by the MeDUSA Code Generation Schema (cf. Section 7.3).

**Continuous Real-Time Analysis**  
The explicit naming of real-time software as target domain indicates what has become one of the major features and sets MeDUSA apart from other software engineering methods in the domain, namely the explicit and continuous modeling and analysis of real-time constraints\(^4\). That is, in contrast to earlier versions, a real-time analysis is now continuously performed throughout the method execution, from the early Requirements Modeling up to the late Architectural Design, what can actually be regarded as a major novelty.

**Narrative Modeling of Use Case Details**  
Based on further research experiences, gained since MeDUSA’s initial publication related to use case modeling, a new format for narrative, textual use case descriptions, which is based on a notation proposed in [WNHL08] and [HLNW09], has been adopted to Use Case Details Modeling.

**Architectural vs. Detailed Design**  
Further, the separation of concerns between Architectural Design Modeling and Detailed Design Modeling was redefined by merging the consolidation of the passive design objects, which was up to then subsumed by the Subsystem Design Modeling task within Detailed Design Modeling, with the consolidation of the active design objects, which was formerly performed in terms of Task

\(^3\)In the regarded application domain, true application or true system software is rather unlikely and an actual software system is most likely be a mixture of both. The denomination was thus changed to indicate that both types of software (or even mixtures) are actually within MeDUSA’s scope.

\(^4\)Note that some research experiences related to modeling and analysis of timing and concurrency constraints, which are documented herein, have been incorporated after the publication of the Second Edition (cf. [Rit08])
Design Consolidation within Architectural Design Modeling. There are two major reasons for this rather impacting change.

At first, the result of the consolidation of active design objects was - according to the definition of the Task Design Consolidation - actually not documented within a distinct work product. Instead the Task Design Consolidation task prescribed a task and schedulability report to document the results of the subsequently performed real-time analysis as its single work products; the consolidating of active design objects was thus somehow subsumed by a re-iteration of the Subsystem Identification, which was initiated by the outcome of the real-time analysis, performed within Task Design Consolidation, so indeed, a clarification was pretty much required.

Second, the separation between consolidating the active (i.e. trigger) and passive (i.e. non-trigger) design objects seems to be artificial, after having gained experience with the practical application of the method. It was adopted directly from COMET and was actually retained within MeDUSA, motivated by the idea to develop as much as possible in a distributed, parallel manner. That is, having the consolidation of the passive design objects within the responsibility of the respective subsystem designers, this work could actually be performed in parallel, independent for each subsystem. A major drawback inherent to this separation however was that those tasks, which were performed between the Subsystem Identification and the consolidation of active and passive design objects within Task Design Consolidation and Subsystem Design Modeling, often had to be re-iterated after the subsystems internal decomposition had been consolidated, because this consolidation often led to changes within the subsystem division itself; it might for example be the case that a design object is decided to be split apart, moving one of the newly obtained fragments into a new subsystem, so that the subsystem interface may indeed be affected as well.

Reduced Modeling Overhead within Architectural Design Another aspect that contributes to the practical applicability of the method is the load of work products that has to be produced. In MeDUSA's First Edition, the Subsystem Identification task defined four distinct (intermediate) work products for each individual subsystem, and the Subsystem Design Modeling defined another two; while the outcome of consolidating the active objects was indeed not even documented, as stated above. In MeDUSA's recent version, where Subsystem Consolidation is performed directly after Subsystem Identification, the work results of consolidating the active and passive design objects is clearly and explicitly documented within four consolidated work products. On the other hand, the four intermediate work products, defined as outcome of Subsystem Identification might be omitted, if an experienced System Architect may decide to develop consolidated versions of the diagrams directly.

Improved Consistency of Detailed Design Besides having moved the consolidation of the passive design objects into Subsystem Consolidation within Architectural Design Modeling, Detailed Design Modeling was subject to another change. That is, while a structural detailed design had been developed as part of Class Design Model-
ing, a corresponding detailed design for the behavioral aspects had not been defined by MeDUSA's first edition. While internal object behavior has always been captured during Intra-Object Behavior Modeling, this had never been updated to incorporate any changes imposed by the consolidation of active and passive design objects, so no up-to-date detailed behavioral design specification could be given as input to adjacent code generation and implementation tasks. The second edition of MeDUSA reflects this by introducing a Behavioral Detailed Design Modeling task, while renaming Class Design Modeling into Structural Detailed Design Modeling respectively.

### 9.2 Practical Evaluation Results of the Second Edition

It is clear that - not least because of the timely closeness to its publication - a deep and intense evaluation of the current Second Edition of MeDUSA has not been conducted. However, an initial pilot project has been initiated at ABB Automation Products GmbH with this intention. First experiences, gathered from this, will be discussed in the following.

**Understandability and Applicability**  What has been stressed as positive by all participating developers is the systematics and consistency of the method. In particular the now clear definition of how to map design concepts to ANSI-C constructs has found broad acceptance, as it improves the applicability of the method and helps to create confidence and trust in having models as the predominant engineering artifacts. This is especially of importance to those developers, which are not familiar with model-based engineering.

The concise definition of the employed model structures by means of instance specifications contributes to this as well, it also helps to sharpen the awareness that not the produced UML diagrams but the underlying models are the predominant work products. It has further been appreciated that MeDUSA restricts itself to an essential set of UML diagram types, and within those to a restricted use of the offered UML concepts. This simplifies learnability and ensures a better applicability, especially for those developers not already familiar with the UML. The intense use of taxonomies, which is prescribed by MeDUSA, has as well found broad acceptance, as it supports to break down the problem scope in a systematic way, guided by embedded & real-time related concepts. This has been assessed as a major contribution with respect to the practical applicability of the method.
Learnability and Seamlessness  What experience has shown additionally in the context of the MeDUSA Object Taxonomy is that inexperienced developers tend to identify at first too many analysis objects when applying the taxonomy, resulting in a very clustered Analysis UML Model. Especially entity objects are often modeled too fine grained, often representing only single primitive values and no data capsules. While this seems to be a problem related to a lack of experience at the first glance, it is as well a clear indicator that the paradigm shift between the data-function oriented view, imposed by the producuredural implementation languages, developers traditionally face in their everyday work, and the class-based design that is developed by means of MeDUSA. Problems with the demarcation of entity and application-logic objects, which have been observable, seem to be another indicator for problems related to this paradigm shift.

Naturally, this raises the question of how good the seamless transition from detailed design into the procedural implementation, which has been formulated as a central goal for the method (cf. Section 4.3) is indeed achieved. Here, it has to be stated that a class-based design, as facilitated by MeDUSA can indeed be seamlessly transferred into a procedural implementation, what can be demonstrated by the straight-forwardness and simplicity of the MeDUSA Code Generation Schema. However, while a seamless transition from design into source code can be achieved, the backflow seems to be more demanding. That is, learning to break down the problem domain into objects rather than data and functions is indeed - as outlined before - a severe paradigm shift that has to be learned. On the other hand, this increased learning effort offers the advantage of having a systematic, concise and traceable way of proceeding from a set of requirements, which has been gathered in terms of use cases, to a sustainable and adequate design. Possibly, additional guidelines and metrics could be offered to support developers in fulfilling the paradigm shift quicker and easier.

Adequacy and Operability  A question that has often been raised is whether the bottom-up development approach, which has been incorporated into MeDUSA is adequate for development in the targeted application domain. Traditionally, developers in the respective domain had adopted some sort of top-down development approach. Having defined a coarse grained architecture on the basis of the given requirements, the individual subsystems had then been developed independently. This procedure had several significant drawbacks. At first it showed that because a concise system architecture had not been defined, as interfaces between vaguely defined subsystems had not been specified explicitly, and as further no behavioral specification for the overall system was formulated, massive integration problems occurred with great certainty. The same holds for performance problems, which were not noticed before integrating the overall system. Further, as the approach did not derive the system architecture from the requirements in a systematic and concise way, traceability of design decisions was always hard to achieve.

The bottom-up approach, as it is proposed by MeDUSA, in turn emphasizes the importance of a systematic procedure, by performing Requirements Modeling and Analysis Modeling to derive a system architecture in a concise way, following full traceabil-
ity of all design decisions. While this procedure does appeal through its systematics, it has the drawback that distributed development is enabled at a relatively late point in time, not sooner as after having defined the system architecture by completing the Architectural Design Modeling. But indeed, the point in time, where the system architecture has been consistently defined, is the single point in time, at which successful distributed development may at first be started, as only based on a concise system architecture definition, a successful integration can later be achieved. In turn, if the system architecture is not developed systematically based on the given requirements, then it will most likely not remain stable, so that a successful integration is again not possible. In the domain of embedded & real-time systems, having stringent non-functional requirements, it seems that within the tradeoff between maximizing the contingent of distributed development and minimizing the risk of later integration problems, the later has to be prioritized.

A question closely related to this is how deeply Requirements Modeling and Analysis Modeling have to be performed for those parts of the software system, which are definitely covered by existing subsystems. In a top-down procedure this problem does of course not arise, as an existing subsystem has to be integrated with its existing interfaces into the the overall system architecture. The problem of its integration however still holds. Even worse, no resilient judgement about the adequacy of an existing subsystem can be made in the context of a top-down procedure, as there is no basis to assess the adequacy of a given subsystem to fulfill the given requirements. On the other hand, if Requirements Modeling and Analysis Modeling are consistently performed, the subsystems’ interfaces, via which they are integrated to an overall system architecture, are systematically derived. The integration of an existing subsystem can thus be regarded as a constraint to the dividing and consolidation of objects, as it is performed during Subsystem Identification and Subsystem Consolidation respectively. This way, the adequacy of a given subsystem can be judged and necessary adoptions or customizations can be thoroughly derived. Above raised question can thus be answered as follows: Requirements Modeling and Analysis Modeling should be performed also for those parts of the overall system, which are intended to be covered by existing subsystems.

While being thus controversially discussed, a bottom-up development approach, as it is incorporated into MeDUSA thus seems to be adequate within the given application domain. While being especially useful for projects, where the problem domain is not yet completely understood, this approach of course may introduce some overhead, an experienced developer, completely aware of the problem domain, would like to avoid. However, having the given rather stringent non-functional constraints, a smooth integration and a complete traceability of all performed design decisions seems to be ultimately of higher importance.

**Conclusion** The results of the preliminary evaluation may thus be interpreted as follows: due to its systematics and its elaborateness, a good understandability and applicability, as well as a good learnability may be unambiguously stated to MeDUSA. And not least because of its detailedness with respect to the included model instance
specifications and code generation schema, a general suitability with respect to seam-
lessness and operability may as well be attributed to it. Two major hindrances however
can be identified. The first is the rather impacting paradigm shift, which is imposed
by MeDUSA with respect to traditional software engineering practices within the tar-
get application domain. The second is the discrepancy between MeDUSA's bottom-up
procedure and the traditionally implied top-down approaches. Nevertheless, with re-
spect to the formulated goals (cf. Section 4.3), both discrepancies seem to be somehow
unavoidable, as the traditional engineering paradigms and procedures have revealed
themselves to be inappropriate on the long term.
Chapter 10

Assessment of ViPER

To assess a software system in terms of its quality, a model as defined by Boehm [BBL76] or by the IEC/ISO 9126 [IEC01] standard can serve as a good guidance for a systematic and structured evaluation.

The IEC/ISO 9126 quality model for instance, which is depicted by Figure 10.1, defines six key quality characteristics, namely Functionality, Reliability, Usability, Efficiency, Maintainability and Portability, together with a set of sub-characteristics for each of them, which allows to break down the evaluation of a software to answering the question of conformity to the respective characteristics respectively sub-characteristics. However, in the context of ViPER this might not lead to satisfying results.

One reason therefore is that ViPER is strongly based on Eclipse [Eclipse] as well as Eclipse-related technology, so that the compliance to several of those quality characteristics is indeed strongly influenced by the underlying platform and the employed frameworks. The usability of the UML graphical editing capabilities is for example

Figure 10.1: Quality Characteristics according to IEC/ISO 9126 (cf. [IEC01])
determined to a large extent from what is offered by the underlying GEF framework [GEF], which is used for its realization. The same holds for other characteristics as well. The performance of the code generators is for instance strongly based on what is achieved by the underlying openArchitectureWare [GMT] transformation engine. Portability is of course strongly imposed by the underlying Eclipse platform.

Further, as ViPER is a research prototype, which is continuously enhanced to evaluate recent research experiences and to demonstrate the applicability of new technologies and ideas, a coherent set of requirements, against which compliance could be evaluated, has never been explicitly formulated. The tool also has never been intended to reach product quality, so that it is of course hard to assess and evaluate ViPER, using the same quality criteria and benchmarks, as they have been defined for commercially available software, in particular with respect to functionality and reliability. Additionally, most of the defined quality characteristics of the ISO 9126 standard seem to be hard to assess in an objective and quantifiable manner.

Due to this, an itemization of the compliance of ViPER to each defined characteristic, providing a more or less subjective estimation on each, is not provided here. Instead, as most of the relevant quality characteristics, not being directly inferrable from the underlying frameworks, are strongly affected by the software’s inner quality, i.e. its logical architecture and detailed structure, an in-depth investigation of ViPER’s architecture and source code structure is provided, which is regarded to be more enlightening; it also has the nice property that it can be evaluated in a relatively objective way using defined and approved coupling and cohesion metrics (which of course have to be interpreted, so even this bears some inherent subjectivism). As the development process, which is applied to develop a software system, may as well give good guidance to assess some of the quality characteristics of the resulting software, the process and its supporting infrastructure, applied to the development of ViPER, are also shortly characterized afterwards.

10.1 Software Structure & Complexity Evaluation

Having started in July 2004 as a mere experiment to evaluate Eclipse related EMF and GEF technologies in the form of a simple UML state machine diagram editor, which was bundled into a single plug-in and accounted for about 3800 lines of source code, ViPER has grown into a rich and extensive tooling environment in the following years. It up to now bundles 44 plug-ins and subsumes more than 200,000 lines of code, incorporating the contributions of 12 developers (scientific staff as well as students) over the years.

Table 10.1 provides detailed indications on current sizings for the different features, subsumed by the ViPER IDE\(^1\). All figures were measured using the SonarJ Architect tool [Jan07], which was also used to define and check the logical architecture.

\(^1\)The figures presented reflect the state of the ViPER IDE version 1.0.0 RC2, integration build I200808181247.
Table 10.1: ViPER IDE - Size Metrics Evaluation Results

According to it, the ViPER IDE source code base measures 200,820 lines of Java code, comprising 89,847 Java statements (of course not including any third-party contributions). Out of those, 88,703 lines of code respectively 41,734 statements are related to source code, which is generated from EMF-based meta-models, leaving a portion of 112,117 lines of handcrafted code.

It has to be mentioned that those figures of course only count for java source code and do thus not take into account non-java languages, as the xTend and xPand script languages (cf. [GMT]), which are used within ViPER UML2 CodeGen or ViPER MetiS to realize the built-in code generators, or even grammar files, which are used within ViPER UML2 VME to specify the contained parsers. However, with a resultant average size of 2774 lines of code per plug-in (not counting those plug-ins containing only generated source code), modularity of the ViPER IDE java source code base may be regarded as quite adequate at this point.

While not interpreting those figures further, they may give good guidance on the rather large complexity of the tool, even if only accounting the manually crafted lines of code. This may be further illustrated by taking those 112,117 manually crafted lines of code as input to a COCOMO II [BHM+00] cost and effort estimation. Assuming nominal values for COCOMO’s scale and cost drivers, a calculation with the COCOMO II model yields the following results:

- **Effort**: 528.4 Person-Month
- **Duration**: 26.9 Month
- **Average Staffing**: 19.6 Persons

They impressively show that - being a mere research prototype - the ViPER IDE may indeed be regarded as a quite complex piece of software. Comparing the calculated effort and estimations to the actually spent effort, may give another slight indication on the fact that it would be inappropriate to compare its quality characteristics compliance to that of commercially developed software.

---

This text provides a detailed analysis of the size metrics of the ViPER IDE, including lines of code, statements, types, and implementations. The analysis is based on the evaluation of the source code base, which includes both manually crafted and generated code. The results are compared to COCOMO II estimations to provide insights into the complexity and effort required for development.
Nevertheless, while cutting back on functionality, usability or even efficiency, obtaining a clear and concise software structure has always been facilitated within the ViPER project to achieve maintainability and portability. Therefore, the logical architecture of the ViPER IDE has been thoroughly defined. As depicted by Figure 10.2, this has been done by means of the SonarJ Architect tool. While Eclipse’s built-in plug-in dependency mechanisms also offers means to define a logical architecture based on plug-in and feature dependencies, such a separate definition is a reasonable means, as it allows to define the logical architecture in a more explicit manner; feature and plug-in dependencies within Eclipse have to be specified for each plug-in and feature separately, so that the overall architecture is indeed only specified indirectly by the combination of all inter-dependencies. Using a tool like the SonarJ Architect it is further possible to check conformity of source code to a specified logical software architecture and to assess a given logical architecture by means of metrics.

![Figure 10.2: ViPER IDE Architecture Definition within SonarJ](image)

Evaluating the ViPER IDE source code by means of the SonarJ Architect tool, it can be directly inferred that there are no architecture violations, meaning that the ViPER IDE source code base does indeed comply to the logical architecture specified within Figure 10.2. That is, being stereotyped as public, those features bundled by the ViPER IDE ThirdParty umbrella feature may be accessed in an arbitrary way. For all non-public features, dependencies are explicitly specified, meaning that a dependency arrow indicates that types of the supplier feature may be accessed from the client feature.\(^2\)

\(^2\)It has to be mentioned that those legal dependencies between the ViPER MetiS feature and the ViPER NaUTiLaS features are actually not established on the level of source code yet, as there as no MeDUSA
**Coupling & Cohesion**  Assessing the logical architecture - and thus its realizing source code - can be done by evaluation of coupling and cohesion metrics. The results of such an evaluation are depicted within Table 10.1. The measured *relational cohesion* indicates the cohesion between all types within a given assembly, by measuring the average number of internal relationships per type. While a very low relational cohesion might indicate that cohesion within an assembly is too low, a high relational cohesion might point to a too high coupling between the types of the assembly. In [Mar06] a value between 1.5 and 4.0 is regarded to be *good*, while values outside this range are regarded to be potentially problematic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coupling &amp; Cohesion</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>UML2</th>
<th>NaUTiluS</th>
<th>MetiS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relational Cohesiona</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>VMF</td>
<td>MTF</td>
<td>Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afferent Couplingb</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efferent Couplingc</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstractnessd</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instabilitye</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a The ratio of the number of internal type relationships to number of types within this assembly
b The number of types outside this assembly that depend on types within this assembly
c The number of types inside this assembly that depend on types outside this assembly
d The ratio of the number of abstract types to the number of total types within this assembly
e The ratio of efferent coupling to total coupling (efferent coupling + afferent coupling)

Table 10.2: ViPER IDE - Coupling & Cohesion Metrics Evaluation Results

Applying those guidelines to the ViPER IDE source code, a too strong relational cohesion within the *ViPER UML2 CodeGen*, *ViPER Platform VMF*, and *ViPER NaUTiluS Core*, as well as a slightly too low relational cohesion within the *ViPER UML2 Core* feature may be noticed. Investigating this in detail unveils that the rather strong coupling within the *ViPER UML2 CodeGen* feature is caused by the high relative cohesion (8.53) of the source code generated automatically for the EMF-based ANSI-C intermediate model that is used for its realization (cf. [FNL08] for details), which makes up 97% of the overall source code or respectively 92% of the comprised types. The same holds for the *ViPER NaUTiluS Core* plug-in, which contains two generated EMF models, out of which the largest one, which makes up 17799 lines of code, has a relatively high relative cohesion of 4.54, as well as for *ViPER Platform VMF*, which contains an EMF model with similar properties (14408 lines of code, relational cohesion of 4.49). The rather low relative cohesion within the *ViPER UML2 VME* can be explained with the fact that this feature somehow acts as sort of a class library, bundling a lot of rather unrelated utility classes. Conclusively all three indications do indeed seem to be *false positives* in a sense that they do not point to actual weaknesses in terms of cohesion.

**Abstractness & Instability**  To detect assemblies which are hard to maintain, *abstractness* and *instability* may be measured. While abstractness should give a guidance on the extensability of an assembly (a completely abstract package is best extensible), specific task wizard that integrates the functionality of *ViPER NaUTiluS*. However, as it is intended to develop respective MeDUSA support in the future, the definition of the logical architecture does already reflect this.
instability intends to infer the resilience of an assembly to change by investigating its outgoing dependencies (if an assembly does not rely on any other assemblies, it is regarded to be totally stable).

While both metrics themselves can only give limited guidance to assess the maintainability of an assembly, their combination can lead to more reasonable results. Based on the provided definitions of abstractness and instability, one can conclude that completely concrete and stable assemblies (A=0, I=0) are hard to maintain, because they are hard to extend and a lot of other assemblies depend on them, while completely abstract and instable assemblies (A=1, I=1) are potentially useless, because they offer mostly abstract functionality and not many other assemblies rely on them. It is thus desirable to design assemblies that achieve a good balance between their abstractness and stability, staying thus out of the zone of pain and the zone of uselessness (cf. [Mar94]). An assembly is therefore regarded to be adequately balanced if its distance to the main sequence, which is a straight line connecting the points (I=0, A=1) and (I=1, A=0), is rather low.

Figure 10.3: Abstraction-Instability Graph for ViPER IDE Features

Figure 10.1 shows the relation between abstraction and instability for all features of the ViPER IDE. It demonstrates that all ViPER IDE features are more or less adequately balanced, having only slight distances to the main sequence. Naturally, the ViPER Platform features have the highest abstraction, as they provide abstract base classes, which are used within the other features, while those features that deliver end-user functionality are inherently more concrete. The features having the highest distance to the main sequence are ViPER Platform Core (-0.22), ViPER UML2 Core (-0.19), and ViPER UML2 CodeGen (0.28). While the rather too low abstraction of the ViPER UML2 Core feature can again be explained with the fact that it basically bundles a library of concrete utility classes, the rather too high abstraction of the ViPER UML2 CodeGen feature can be explained again with the properties of the EMF generated code that it comprises (all abstract types within the feature are actually generated).
The unbalance of ViPER Platform Core feature interestingly points to a minor weakness within its design. Indeed ViPER Platform Core, which is the single bottom plug-in within the logical architecture of the ViPER IDE, bundles several unrelated utility classes, which are concrete, and which are used throughout the ViPER IDE. Moving those utility classes into separate public features in the style of ViPER EMF and ViPER GEF, the abstractness of ViPER Platform Core could be increased with respect to its instability, thus improving its balance. It thus seems that, due to its role as a bottom feature, the ViPER Platform Core feature is being misused - at least to some extend - as some sort of collecting tray for globally used utility classes. Nevertheless, a real problem in terms of maintainability does not seem to be related to this, as those classes are relatively unrelated and could be easily moved apart.

10.2 Development Process & Infrastructure Characterization

The ViPER IDE as well as all other related components are developed by means of an agile development process - pretty much inspired by the Eclipse development process [GW05]. In an university setting, as it is faced here, this seems to be an adequate procedure for a number of reasons. At first, most of the functionality, which is to be realized, is actually related to current research experience, so that on the one hand requirements are not immanently clear in advance, while on the other hand direct and fast feedback is required for the sake of evaluation. Both demands for a certain flexibility within the applied development process. Further, the schedules of the involved developers cannot always be rigidly planned, as the minority of developers is actually employed as full-time scientific staff, and large contributions are performed by student workers or respective diploma or master thesis students. Last, as a certain education aspect, which is inherent to a master or diploma thesis work, is also not neglectable, the application of agile techniques like pair programming have proven to be very useful as well.

Development of the ViPER IDE is based on milestone release cycles of four to eight weeks, dependent on the current team formation. This may be strongly fluctuant, due to the relatively large number of involved diploma and master thesis students, who attend the project only for a limited period of time. Milestone planning is done within a weekly conducted project meeting, attended by all participating developers (scientific staff and involved students). An appraisal of the weekly integration build, being headlessly built in advance to the meeting, is also conducted in this context. All project related documentation, including the development plan and coding or style conventions, is maintained online within a MediaWiki installation [ViPERc], so it can be accessed and maintained easily. Detailed planning of features, as well as tracking of bugs and change requests is as well performed online, organized by means of a dedicated Bugzilla installation [ViPERa]. Mailing lists are also used to coordinate the flow of information within the community.
The development of the ViPER IDE further is strongly based upon the principles of continuous integration and continuous testing. For this purpose a headless build system has been established in terms of the related ViPER IDE RelEng project component (cf. [ViPERc]). It executes nightly snapshot as well as weekly integration builds, based on the respective contents of the ViPER source code repository. The code base is compiled, assembled, and published on a respective ViPER download site [ViPERb], together with detailed build results. The build system further checks conformity of the source code base to predefined style guidelines and detects violations to predefined access restrictions. It further executes automated JUnit tests [GB99] and measures the achieved code coverage. The results of all checks and tests are as well published on the ViPER download site together with the build results, in the form of a quick overview for the overall platform, as depicted by Figure 10.4, as well as a short summary and a detailed report for each plug-in.

Currently, the ViPER IDE Tests project component, which bundles all ViPER IDE related test cases, comprises 318 JUnit test cases, which yield a source code coverage of 34% on the level of classes, 26% on the method level, and 26% on the line level. It is naturally clear that this rather low coverage may not be regarded as sufficient. Investigating it in detail, it can be stated that it is caused to the most extent by a lack of automated test cases for those parts related to the code generation (which affects ViPER MTF and ViPER UML2 CodeGen), as well as those parts related to graphical editing (which affects ViPER Platform VMF, ViPER UML2 VME, and ViPER NaUTiluS). While in the case of code generation this is explainable because of human resource
limitations (the respective functionality has been developed - and tested manually - before continuous automated testing was established within the ViPER project, and automated test cases have not been developed afterwards), in the case of graphical editors, the lack of automated JUnit tests is because of technical difficulties. Effort has been spent to evaluate the applicability of an Eclipse TPTP provided automated GUI recording tool (compare [TPTP]), which could be applied to test respective functionality more adequate [Sim08]. While a general feasibility could be demonstrated, the recorded test cases are not sufficiently robust to test GEF applications (all actions currently have to be recorded in a position-based manner so that small changes to the GUI layout causes the complete test suite to be stale), so its integration into the continuous testing environment has - due to the high effort that is related - been postponed until more stable test cases can be captured (contributions to enhance the GEF-testing capabilities of the auto GUI recording tool have been submitted to the TPTP project but have not been integrated yet).

While thus being far from optimal, the applied development process, and in particular the supporting development infrastructure are regarded to be approved and mature. It is believed that its effect on the quality of the ViPER tool is strongly positive and that realizing a development project of equal size and complexity would otherwise not be possible in an university setting, as it is faced here.
Chapter 11

An Appraisal of Achieved Results

11.1 Goal Attainment

Having evaluated MeDUSA and ViPER individually, it is about time to investigate, to which extend the goals, formulated in Section 4.3, may be regarded as accomplished.

Methodological Integrity  The basic goal of the herein presented approach has been formulated within Section 4.3 as that of Methodological Integrity, which was understood to denote the delivery of "an overall software construction methodological approach in terms of a concise method, an appropriate notation, and adequate tool support, being all related by common concepts and principles."

Having quite intensely demonstrated and evaluated all parts of the methodology in the preceding chapters, it might be stated that fulfillment of this central goal may be certified to the largest extend. As outlined already before, MeDUSA, in contrast to its predecessors COMET or ROOM, or even other state-of-the-art approaches, was explicitly designed as a construction method to meet the defined sub-goal of Methodical Completeness. By explicitly covering all Implementation tasks, and by providing a detailed code generation schema for the predominant implementation language within the target domain, namely ANSI-C, the method explicitly covers all software construction steps, from the early requirements modeling up to the resulting implementation.

By offering graphical UML editors as well as textual (use case) editors to support the modeling related tasks of MeDUSA, by providing customizable and flexible code generators, and not last by incorporating dedicated methodical support, the ViPER tool - even if its functionality is yet limited - demonstrates that Methodological Integration, the second formulated sub-goal, can as well be achieved, but only if method and tools are integrated via common concepts and principles. The principle of MeDUSA to be use case-driven, is for instance also incorporated into the ViPER IDE, in particular by offering extended support for specifying use case details and for the simulation
of use case models, as offered by ViPER NaUTiluS. The class-based characteristic of MeDUSA, is not last reflected by offering customizable and flexible ANSI-C code generators, as well as a full C/C++ development environment. The close integration that is achieved by means of methodical support, as offered by ViPER MetiS, strongly contributes to this as well, even while still providing limited support for some tasks of the MeDUSA method yet.

**Constraint-Adequateness** Adequacy with respect to technical and organizational constraints was formulated within Section 4.3 as the second major goal to the herein presented approach, as without explicit Constraint-Adequateness, applicability within the target domain is not achievable.

To meet to the very special technical constraints, which are predominantly imposed by those strong resource constraints, being faced in the context of small embedded & real-time systems, MeDUSA was explicitly designed to be a class-based method (compare characterization provided in Section 6.3). That is, by not facilitating object-oriented or even component-based technology, a resource preserving implementation within the ANSI-C target language is possible.

Meeting the technical constraints is further facilitated by explicitly investigating timing and concurrency constraints. That is, the taxonomies and their implementing UML profiles provided by MeDUSA enable the explicit modeling of timing and concurrency constraints, not only during Analysis Modeling and Architectural Design Modeling, but as well during Requirements Modeling. A continuous real-time analysis, as it is incorporated into the MeDUSA method as well contributes to this. That is, by explicitly modeling timing and concurrency constraints, and by analyzing their adherence continuously, an adequate design, appropriately reflecting the technical restriction within the domain, can be developed.

The organizational adequacy of the herein presented approach has to be reflected a bit more critical. That is, while the employment of a standardized modeling language allows to use market available modeling tools, the learning effort and related economical effort, caused by its introduction, may not be underestimated. That is, as experiences with the practical application of MeDUSA within several pilot projects unveiled, accessibility to such a high abstraction language is not straight-forward for most of the domain experts, which are educated in the application of procedural implementation languages or even machine code, and which thus have to perform a paradigm shift when adopting a model-based engineering approach, as it is facilitated herein.

It may as well be discussed - regarding organizational adequacy - how well distributed development is facilitated by the presented approach. As already stated before (cf. Section 9.2), this question is closely related to the discussion on whether a bottom-up development procedure, as facilitated by MeDUSA, or a top-down development approach is applied. As it has been discussed in detail before, the bottom-up procedure, which is regarded to be best adequate, has the drawback of restricting the amount of fully distributed development to the Detailed Design and Implementation phases.
However, while from the viewpoint of organizational adequacy this might be regarded as a sort of drawback, the necessity of a feasible design and a seamless integration seem to outweigh the reduced parallelization potential.

11.2 Conclusion & Outlook

To sum it up, a general attainability of the goals, formulated within Section 4.3 may be certified. While an ultimate practical evaluation of the MeDUSA method in an industrial size project is still outstanding, and while the functionality of the ViPER tool is yet restricted, also in terms of its currently offered dedicated methodical support, the MeDUSA-ViPER methodology seems to be a quite promising approach. It was explicitly designed to meet the special characteristics, inherent to the software construction of embedded & real-time systems within marginal application areas as the industrial automation. And while there are some slight drawbacks regarding the organizational adequacy of the presented approach, it demonstrates that technical constraint adequacy and methodological integrity and completeness can be achieved.

As such, the MeDUSA-ViPER approach demonstrates that modern, model-based engineering technology and techniques can as well be introduced to those rather marginal application areas. In fact, if model-based engineering is methodologically integrated and regards the application area specific constraints, it is probably the superior development paradigm due to its increased systematics and traceability, as well as its increased potential in terms of reasoning and analyzability. What has however to be clearly stated is that - even if advantages of such a model-based engineering approach are convincing and non deniable - its introduction may at first be rather costly, as the introduction of a new development paradigm is not achievable without spending considerable effort. Stamina and patience may thus be necessary when introducing such an approach. Earnings may on the other hand be outstandingly capacious.

While the MeDUSA-ViPER methodology, presented in this thesis, has already gathered some fundamental ground, further work remains to be done. For MeDUSA, evaluation in an industrial size development project would be the logical next step, after the current evaluation within a rather small size pilot project has been concluded. Regarding ViPER, improvements could in particular be incorporated by extending the dedicated methodical support. Here, research effort within the Research Group is currently spent on the integration of automated real-time analysis capabilities [Rit08], which is regarded to be of outstanding importance in the context of embedded & real-time systems.

Despite the continued development of MeDUSA and ViPER, further research may in particular be identifiably with respect to languages and tools. Especially improvements to further enhance the traceability and analyzability of the employed models is a very promising research field. The simulation and debugging of models may be predominantly named in this context, which could significantly improve the overall quality of the employed models, and would allow to infer earlier and more concise feedback.
about the design decisions, being made. It would further help to improve acceptance of higher abstracting modeling languages and would facilitate to move most of the validation effort from implementation into earlier lifecycle phases.

The inception of domain specific languages and frameworks can as well be named in this context. While the OMG has already spent some effort on languages and profiles, targeting the rather broad domain of embedded & real-time systems as a whole (cf. [OMG07b] or [OMG07a]), languages and frameworks dedicated to certain specific application areas can only seldomly be found. While first efforts are observable within the key application areas - for instance AUTOSAR or AADL (cf. Section 3.2.1) - marginal application areas as the industrial automation have up to now been mostly disregarded. Especially with respect to the very special organizational constraints being faced there, the integration of domain specific concepts could however bring a significant improvement in terms of accessibility and learnability.

Regarding methodical aspects, further research will have to be spent on investigating also those software engineering disciplines, apart from software construction. Especially software quality management of embedded & real-time systems is a field that bears a lot of research potential. Testing may be regarded as the most challenging field in this context, as it is also strongly affected by the very special technical constraints that are being faced in the respective domain.

Despite broadening the scope with respect to the covered software engineering disciplines, further research will also have to be spent in terms of delivering profound processes for the overall device development. So called Systems Engineering, the integration of software, mechanical, and electronical hardware engineering in an interdisciplinary manner actually is a broad field of activity. While it has already been a question for quite long (first approaches related to systems engineering may already be found in the 1950’s and 1960’s, as elaborated within Section 3.2.1), real breakthrough approaches may not be named. However, it seems that - not last because of the recent incentive of the OMG related to their systems modeling language (SysML) [OMG07b] - this research area seems to have significantly gained new momentum.
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